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ABSTRACT 
An ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) measurement system is a complex 
collection of many elements such as the pulser/receiver, the cabling, the transducers, and the 
material configuration being tested. To completely model an ultrasonic measurement system, 
a system model, called the electroacoustic measurement (EAM) model, was developed. This 
model allows one to analyze the measurement system at many different levels, ranging from 
individual details to the entire system itself. The EAM model has been implemented in 
software using the MATLAB development environment such that one has control over the 
specification of the detailed system components. On the other hand, the practical use of the 
EAM model for commercial systems, whose explicit internal construction details are not 
known, requires that the model be expressed in terms of elements that can either be obtained 
experimentally or modeled. Thus, the EAM model has also been characterized in terms of a 
small number of system parameters that can either be explicitly modeled or obtained from 
purely electrical measurements. This advance is important, since it lays the foundation for 
new, quantitative transducer characterization procedures and new methods for evaluating and 
compensating for system variabilities. 
I 
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
An ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation (NDE) measurement system is a complex 
collection of many elements as shown in Figure 1.1. Each of these elements - the 
pulser/receiver, the cabling, the transducers, and the material configuration being tested -
contributes to the signals that are measured in an NDE test. In order to completely model an 
ultrasonic measurement system, it is necessary to be able to characterize the contributions of 
each of these elements in an explicit fashion and develop an overall model of the entire 
system that describes how these elements are combined. In this thesis, a complete system 
model of this type is developed, a model called the electroacoustic measurement (EAM) 
model. Our EAM model is written in a general form that we believe is a significant new 
contribution. This general form allows one to analyze the measurement system at many 
different levels, ranging from individual details (such as, for example, the transducer crystal) 
to the entire system itself. The EAM model has also been implemented in software using the 
MATLAB development environment (see Chapter 7). The usefulness of the EAM model for 
transducer design purposes is demonstrated (Chapter 8) by examining how the thickness of 
an adhesive bond layer (between the transducer crystal and a front wear plate) affects the 






(transmitting) Transducer (receiving) 
Figure 1.1 An ultrasonic NDE measurement system containing 
pulser/receiver, cabling, transducers and material 
configuration being tested. 
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The EAM model, because it describes all the system elements explicitly, contains 
numerous parameters that must be specified. For example, in the design studies of Chapter 
8, a total of more than 100 parameters were required. For design and optimization studies, 
where one has control over the specification of the detailed system components, this is not a 
problem. However, in applying the EAM model to a commercial ultrasonic NDE 
measurement system, the explicit construction details of many of the elements are not 
known. Thus, the practical use of the EAM model for commercial systems requires that 
model be expressed in terms of elements that can either be obtained experimentally or 
modeled. A second major contribution of this thesis is that we have shown, using the EAM 
model, that a complete measurement system can be characterized in terms of a small number 
of system parameters that can either be explicitly modeled or that can be obtained from 
purely electrical measurements. This advance is important, since it lays the foundation for 
new, quantitative transducer characterization procedures and new methods for evaluating and 
compensating for system variabilities. 
Because this thesis deals with the complete ultrasonic measurement system, there are 
many different areas in the literature that we have used. Thus, a traditional overall review of 
previously published work is not possible. Instead, in this chapter we will describe the 
pertinent publications that have contributed to the specific work in each subsequent chapter. 
1.1 Chapter 2. Transducer Models 
The ultrasonic transducers used in a measurement system are complex 
electromechanical components that play a key role in system performance. Thus, Chapter 2 
examines in depth models that can be used to characterize transducer behavior. At the most 
fundamental level, ultrasonic transducers are devices that convert electrical fields to 
mechanical (acoustic) fields or vice-versa so that they could be described in terms of a set of 
coupled electromagnetic and mechanical fields. This type of field description, however, 
cannot be used practically, so that most transducer models have been based instead on 
"lumped" parameters such as voltage/current and force/velocity. Using the 
electromechanical reciprocity for a piezoelectric medium, it is possible to reduce a field 
model of the transducer to a lumped parameter model, as shown in the pioneering work of 
Foldy and Primakoff [Foldy and Primakoff, 1945, Primakoff and Foldy, 1947]. In Chapter 
2, we have used reciprocity principles to give a new, much "cleaner" reduction from a field 
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description to a lumped parameter description of a typical immersion ultrasonic transducer. 
Specifically, we show that all that is needed to perform the reduction are two assumptions: 
1) that the fields propagating in the coaxial cable attached to the transducer electrical 
port can be described by a propagating TEM mode in the cable, 
2) that the l-D force and velocity lumped parameters at the acoustic port are defined 
consistently in terms of integrals of the underlying pressure and velocity fields at the 
transducer face. 
Once the reduction to lumped parameters is made for a transducer, it is easy to 
completely characterize the transducer in terms of a two-port network that is modeled by a 
2x2 transfer matrix relating voltage/current at the transducer electrical port to force/velocity 
at the transducer acoustic port. There is a considerable literature available on the properties 
of two-port networks, much of it found in the area of microwaves, such as the books by 
Pozar [1998] and Karmel, Colef and Camisa [1998] where a two-port model is often referred 
to as an ABCD matrix model. 
Two port models of an ultrasonic transducer are "black-box" models until the elements 
of the 2x2 transfer matrix are described explicitly in terms of the underlying transducer 
components, such as piezoelectric crystal, backing, electrodes, etc. Two popular explicit 
models of this type that have been developed are the Mason [1964] and KLM [Krimholtz, 
Leedom, and Matthaei, 1970, Leedom, Krimholtz, and Matthaei 1971] equivalent circuit 
models (see also the Redwood [1961] model). The Mason and KLM models are actually just 
two different equivalent circuit representations of a common three-port network model 
characterized by a 3x3 transfer matrix. The three ports are the transducer electrical port, the 
acoustic port at the backing end of the transducer piezoelectric crystal, and the acoustic port 
at the front (output/input) port of the crystal. The derivation of the three port model in 
Chapter 2 follows closely those given previously in the literature and this three port model is 
shown to agree with earlier work (see [Auld, 1998, Kino, 1987, and Ristic, 1983]). Once the 
backing port is connected to a specific type of backing material, the Mason and KLM models 
reduce to two-port models, where the model can be described by a product of simpler 2x2 
transfer matrices, as shown by Sittig [1967, 1969, 1972]. The Sittig model is also given 
explicitly in Chapter 2. This transducer model is the one used in the thesis since it is in a 
form that most easily interfaces to the other system components and also is most convenient 
for describing transducers with facing acoustic layers (on the piezoelectric crystal) as found 
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in most commercial transducers. Chapter 2 shows that acoustic layers can also be 
represented by 2x2 transfer matrices. 
1.2 Chapter 3. The Generation Process 
The key elements involved in the production of ultrasound in an ultrasonic NDE 
system are the puiser, the cabling, and the (transmitting) transducer (see Figure 1.1). 
Chapter 3 combines models of the puiser and cabling with a two-port transducer model to 
describe explicitly the complete generation process. It is shown that this complete process 
can be characterized by a generation transfer function defined as the ratio of the force output 
of the transducer to the voltage input of the puiser. 
In the generation process, the puiser is a complex set of electrical circuits, whose 
detailed components are not of particular interest. What is of practical interest is the driving 
voltage output by the puiser and its electrical impedance. These two quantities can be 
represented in terms of a simple Thevenin equivalent circuit consisting of an equivalent 
voltage source and complex electrical impedance, as shown in many electrical engineering 
texts (see [Hambly, 1997, Oppenheimer, 1984] for example). Chapter 3 uses such a 
Thevenin equivalent representation of the puiser. Several authors have used other equivalent 
circuits to also consider the effects the puiser and receiver have on the measured ultrasonic 
response [Hayward, 1985, 1986, Brown, 2000, Ramos, San Emeterio, Sanz, 2000]. Later 
(see Chapter 9), it is shown how these equivalent circuit parameters can be measured and 
how they depend on the energy and damping settings of the puiser. In designing ultrasonic 
transducers with models the impedance of the cabling and puiser are often ignored and the 
transducer model is driven directly by a specified voltage "spike" [Panametrics, 1989]. 
Chapter 3 gives a three parameter model of such a spike that is used later (Chapter 8) to 
provide the source for a parametric design study. 
In the NDE literature there is very little discussion of cabling effects at the frequencies 
encountered in "normal" testing situations (l-20MHz). This is very unfortunate since it is 
easy to demonstrate cabling effects in a measurement setup and, as shown in Chapter 9, it is 
crucial to compensate for cabling effects in transducer characterization studies. In Chapter 3 
the cable is modeled as a loss-free transmission line characterized by a 2x2 transfer matrix 
[Pozar, 1998, Magnusson, 1992, Seshadre, 1971, Balanis, 1989, Staelin, 1994]. As shown in 
Chapter 9, these transfer matrix elements can also be obtained experimentally by making 
several electrical measurements under different cable termination conditions. 
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In the generation of ultrasound, the acoustic output port of the ultrasonic transducer is 
in contact with a surrounding medium. In the case of an immersion transducer, which is the 
type discussed in this thesis, the surrounding medium is a fluid. The effects of this fluid 
loading at the output port can be represented, in a two-port transducer model, as a radiation 
acoustic impedance, defined as the ratio of the lumped output force of the transducer to the 
lumped output velocity. This radiation impedance term, Zar, is likely one of the most 
misinterpreted terms in the ultrasonic literature. Many studies simply take this quantity, 
without question, as the specific acoustic impedance of a plane wave traveling in the fluid 
multiplied by the active area of the transducer face, i.e. 
Z a r = p f c f S  (1.2.1) 
where pf,cf are the density and wave speed, respectively, of the fluid, and S is the area of 
the transducer face. However, an immersion transducer does not generate purely a plane 
wave so that it is necessary to examine in detail this assumption. As shown by Greenspan 
[1979], the radiation impedance of a transducer must be obtained by solving for the radiated 
pressure and then integrating that pressure, suitably weighted over the transducer face by the 
velocity distribution output of the transducer. Also shown by Greenspan [1979] the resulting 
radiation impedance is in general frequency dependent. In Chapter 3, and in the article by 
Schmerr et al [Schmerr, Dang, and Sedov, 1998] we have used Greenspan's results to 
examine the behavior of the radiation impedance. At the frequencies normally encountered 
in NDE testing, we found that at the large values of the non-dimensional wave number, ka, 
of typical NDE transducers the radiation impedance is indeed approximately a constant but 
that in general, for the special types of velocity distributions considered by Greenspan, we 
have 
(1.2.2) 
where a #= 1 unless the transducer acts like a uniform velocity (piston) source. Thus, the 
expression of Eq. (1.1) commonly used in the literature is correct, but only if ka is large 
enough (ka >10) and the transducer acts like a piston. Furthermore, we found that if 
Greenspan's model is used to represent a contact transducer radiating into a solid, the 
assumption of a frequency independent radiation impedance is a questionable assumption at 
the lower frequencies (1-5 MHz) used in common NDE testing [Schmerr, Dang, and Sedov, 
1998]. 
By combining our models of the puiser, cabling and transducer, it is possible to write 
an explicit expression for a generation transfer function which characterizes the entire 
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generation process. The form of the transfer function can be shown to be equivalent to a 
similar expression derived by Oakley [1997] using equivalent circuits, although a proof of 
that equivalency has not been included in Chapter 3. 
1.3 Chapter 4. The Reception Process 
Chapter 4 considers the system elements involved in the reception of ultrasound in a 
fashion similar to that of Chapter 3 for the generation process. One of the main differences 
is that on reception, the transducer is driven by "sources" in the form of acoustic wave fields 
rather than the puiser. It is shown that in a lumped parameter model of the reception 
process, the so-called blocked force acts as a "voltage" input source in conjunction with an 
"electrical" impedance represented by the acoustic radiation impedance of the receiving 
transducer. The acoustic radiation impedance involved in the reception process is the same 
quantity found in Chapter 3, i.e. it is the radiation impedance of the receiving transducer 
when it is acting as a transmitter. The blocked force is defined as the force exerted on the 
receiving transducer when the face of the transducer is held motionless. Many authors 
assume that the incident and scattered waves at the receiver are plane waves and replace the 
blocked force source term with a term that is just twice the force generated on the receiver 
face by the plane incident waves (in the absence of the transducer). In Chapter 4 we have 
shown that this plane wave assumption is not needed and the blocked force is the appropriate 
"source" term in general, consistent with the results discussed by Kinsler et al [Kinsler, Frey, 
Coppens, and Sanders, 1982] in their acoustics textbook (pp. 375-376). 
The transducer and cabling involved in the reception process are again modeled in this 
chapter by 2x2 transfer matrices and the receiver is modeled as an equivalent electrical load, 
which can be frequency dependent, coupled to a gain (amplification) factor, that can also be 
a function of frequency in general. When all these elements are combined, an overall 
reception transfer function is defined in Chapter 4 in a form very similar to that found for the 
generation transfer function in Chapter 3. 
1.4 Chapter 5. Acoustic Wave Propagation and Scattering 
The output of the generation process is the total force generated by the transmitting 
transducer while the input for the reception process is the blocked force present at the 
receiver. To connect these two lumped parameters it is necessary to consider the 3-D 
acoustic wave propagation and scattering occurring between the transmitter and receiver. In 
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this chapter we show how an acoustic transfer function relating the 1-D lumped parameters 
(blocked force divided by generated force) can be defined from such complex 3-D wave 
processes. We use general reciprocity principles to obtain this transfer function in a flaw 
measurement setup in terms of an integral of the acoustic fields over the surface of the flaw. 
This derivation is a generalization of the mechanical reciprocity relations derived by Schmerr 
[1998] and the earlier electromechanical relations found by Auld [1979] and Primakoff and 
Foldy [Foldy and Primakoff, 1945, Primakoff and Foldy, 1947]. If the waves incident on the 
flaw are assumed to be quasi-plane waves (see [Schmerr, 1998]), then we show that this 
acoustic transfer function can be written entirely as a product of 1-D transfer function that 
characterizes the acoustic propagation, attenuation, diffraction, and scattering processes, a 
result first found by Thompson and Gray [1983] in their seminal work on an ultrasonic 
measurement model. 
In some simple configurations it is possible to obtain the acoustic transfer function 
explicitly. One important case where this is possible is the calibration setup where two 
circular, planar piston transducers (of possibly different radii) are placed opposite to each 
other in a fluid in a configuration where their axes are aligned. An exact expression for the 
acoustic transfer function for this case is derived in Chapter 5, assuming that we can replace 
the blocked force by twice the incident force at the receiver. The transfer function for this 
same configuration has been obtained earlier by Yamada and Fujii [1966] using an infinite 
series approach, and by Beissner [1981] who employed the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral 
and a clever change of variables. Our derivation is more direct since it uses King's integral 
representation of the axisymmetric acoustic fields [Harris, 1981] and simply performs the 
necessary integrations directly. Our results reduce to the much earlier results of Williams 
[1951] who considered the special case when the radii of the two transducers were equal. 
Our two-transducer model is also used in Chapter 5 to examine the influence of the size 
of the receiving transducer when determining the location of the last on-axis null of the 
generated wave field. This is an important parametric study since the location of this null is 
often used to determine experimentally the effective radi us of the transmitting transducer 
[Schmerr, 1998]. Our results show that this null location is indeed very insensitive to the 
size the receiver used, consistent with a recent study of Goldstein et al made while this thesis 
was in preparation [Goldstein, Gandhi, and O'Brien, 199 8], 
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1.5 Chapter 6. Transducer Sensitivity 
In the expressions derived for the transfer functions in Chapters 3 and 4, the transducer 
properties appear in terms of four transfer matrix elements. Obtaining all these transfer 
matrix elements is called complete characterization of the transducer by Sachse and Hsu 
[1979]. To the best of our knowledge no one has yet demonstrated a practical method for 
experimentally performing a complete transducer characterization of this type. However, 
this chapter demonstrates that when a transducer is used in an ultrasonic measurement system 
it is not necessary to obtain each element in the transducer transfer matrix explicitly. 
Instead, as shown in section 6.2, one only needs to know three transducer functions: the 
transducer electrical impedance and acoustic radiation impedance (both of which quantities 
are defined when the transducer is acting as a transmitter) and the open circuit, blocked force 
transducer receiving sensitivity. This sensitivity is defined as the voltage measured at the 
electrical port of the transducer, when it is acting as a receiver, divided by the blocked force 
at the transducer acoustic port. One should note that in the literature there are a number of 
different sensitivities that are defined. Some of these definitions use different electrical 
parameters (e.g. current instead of voltage) or mechanical parameters (e.g. velocity instead 
of force). Some authors also change the conditions under which the quantities are measured 
(short circuit rather than open circuit conditions, etc.). A common choice, particularly in the 
acoustics literature, is to use a sensitivity based on open circuit voltage divided by the 
average pressure due to the incident waves only (i.e. when the transducer is absent) [Sachse 
and Hsu, 1979]. As Chapter 6 shows, it is possible to relate all these various sensitivities to 
the open circuit, blocked force sensitivity, so that in some sense it does not matter which 
definition of sensitivity one uses. However, it is also shown in Chapter 6 that the open 
circuit, blocked force sensitivity appears directly in the transfer functions for both the 
generation and reception processes in an ultrasonic measurement system. Thus, this 
particular sensitivity appears to be the natural one to choose to use. 
As demonstrated in Chapter 3, the acoustic radiation impedance can be obtained 
directly in terms of a plane wave value if the frequency is high enough and the transducer 
acts like a piston source. Thus, in this case this transducer parameter can be easily found. 
Similarly, it is not difficult to perform an electrical measurement to obtain the electrical 
impedance of the transducer when it is acting as a transmitter. However, the open circuit, 
blocked force receiving sensitivity is not so easily obtained since its definition involves both 
mechanical and electrical terms. In the acoustics literature [MacLean, 1940, Wathen-Dunn, 
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1949, Diestel, 1961, Beatty, 1966, Beatty, Bobber and Phillips, 1966, Bobber, 1966, 1970, 
Rudnick, 1978, Garrett, 1979, Hill and Egle, 1980, Ludwig and Brendel, 1988, Ge, 1989] it 
is shown how reciprocity principles and purely electrical measurements involving three 
transducers can be used to obtain a transducer's open circuit sensitivity. In Chapter 6, this 
three transducer calibration procedure is generalized to allow one to have a general electrical 
loading (not open circuit conditions) at the receiving transducer electrical port. This three 
transducer generalized sensitivity calibration procedure is important for characterizing 
immersion transducers operating at ultrasonic frequencies since cabling effects are important 
at these frequencies and open-circuit measurements taken at the ends of the cables are not 
equivalent to open circuit conditions at the transducer electrical port. 
An important contribution of Chapter 6 is to show that the generalized transducer 
sensitivity can also be obtained using purely electrical measurements and that having this 
generalized sensitivity one can then use it to obtain the open circuit, blocked force sensitivity 
parameter that appears in the transfer functions for both the generation and reception 
processes. 
In a three transducer calibration procedure for obtaining the transducer sensitivity, an 
acoustic parameter appears which is called the reciprocity parameter in the acoustics 
literature [Simmons and Urick, 1949, Bobber and Sabin, 1961, Bobber, 1966]. In fact, 
acousticians have defined a number of different reciprocity parameters (plane wave, 
spherical wave, etc.) in a rather confusing manner. However in Chapter 6 it is shown that 
the appropriate acoustic parameter in the three transducer calibration method is just the 
acoustic transfer function defined in Chapter 5. When two transducers in the calibration 
procedure are far apart, the transmitting transducer looks like a point source (and the 
receiving transducer like a point receiver) so that the acoustic transfer function becomes 
essentially the spherical wave reciprocity parameter (we say "essentially" here since the 
acoustic transfer function and reciprocity factors differ by a constant factor). However, if 
instead the two transducers are placed very close together, the acoustic transfer function 
represents instead the plane wave reciprocity parameter. Thus, the acoustic transfer function 
expression given in Chapter 5 for two aligned transducers in a fluid is the appropriate 
"reciprocity parameter" when neither the plane wave or spherical wave limits are appropriate 
and diffraction effects need to be included in the calibration procedure. 
Finally, in Chapter 6 an explicit expression is given for a system function which 
combines the puiser input voltage, the generation transfer function, and the reception transfer 
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function into one factor that represents all the electrical and electromechanical components 
of the ultrasonic measurement system. This system function is related directly to the system 
"efficiency" factor which can be obtained by modeling a calibration setup explicitly 
[Schmerr, 1998, Schmerr, Song and Zhang, 1984]. One important use of a system efficiency 
factor has been to extract that part of the measured ultrasonic response related directly to the 
flaw itself (flaw far field scattering amplitude) [Thompson and Gray, 1983]. This is 
important since quantitative flaw characterization is best done if effects not related to the 
flaw are first removed. However, in all these previous applications the system efficiency 
factor was treated as a "black box" that could only be obtained experimentally. In Chapter 6 
the system factor is obtained in a form that expresses it in terms of its underlying 
components (puiser, receiver, cabling, and transducers). Thus, Chapter 6 changes this "black 
box" factor into an explicit term whose components can be analyzed and manipulated like all 
the other components in the measurement system. 
1.6 Chapter 7. Electroacoustic Measurement Model 
This chapter describes explicit models of all the elements of the EAM model as they 
were implemented in a MATLAB software package [Hanselman and Littlefield, 1998, 
Math Works]. MATLAB was chosen because of its capabilities to program in a high level, 
matrix-based language, which is a natural environment for implementing the EAM model. 
MATLAB also contains graphics and GUI-building tools which make it relatively easy to 
develop highly visual, interactive software [Marchand, 1996, MathWorks]. Chapter 7 
provides an overview of the menus, buttons and display windows of the MATLAB-based 
EAM model and outlines the manner in which all the parameters of the EAM model can be 
entered and manipulated. The particular acoustic transfer function implemented in the 
MATLAB package is a special case of the calibration setup considered in Chapter 5, namely 
two circular piston transducers of equal radius immersed in a fluid where the axes of the two 
transducers are aligned. 
1.7 Chapter 8. Applications of the EAM Model 
In this chapter we used the MATLAB-based EAM model described in Chapter 7 to 
conduct a number of parametric studies. The first study involved the effect that diffraction 
and impedance changes have on the shape of the output waveform. It is well known that as 
the separation distance between two aligned transducers increases, the result on the received 
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waveform is analogous to a differentiation process [Schmerr, 1998]. What is less well 
known is that reducing the impedance at the receiver also can produce similar differentiation 
effects. The first study of this chapter describes the underlying theoretical basis for these 
diffraction and impedance-based effects and demonstrates them explicitly with the 
MATLAB-based EAM model. 
In 1983, Papadakis used a model similar to the EAM model to conduct a series of 
transducer design studies [Papadakis, 1983]. To help validate our EAM model, we 
attempted in this chapter to reproduce some of the example output waveforms generated by 
Papadakis. We were only partially successful in making this comparison. In three of the 
cases considered by Papadakis our output waveforms were very similar in shape to his but 
differed in their absolute amplitudes. In two other cases our output waveforms were quite 
different from those given in [Papadakis, 1983]. These differences are likely due to the fact 
that we were unable to extract all the needed model parameters from Papadakis' paper, 
forcing us to substitute reasonable "guesses" in a number of instances. 
In 1988, Silk et al [Silk, Sainton and Hillier, 1988] discussed the effect that the 
thickness of a bonding layer (between the transducer crystal and a facing plate) has on the 
transducer output response. They found that the transducer output was extremely sensitive to 
the bond thickness, suggesting that this was a key parameter that needs to be strictly 
controlled in a transducer design. Thus, in this chapter we also used the EAM model to 
examine this important parameter. We found that the output waveform was indeed highly 
affected by the bond line thickness. In fact, as the bond thickness increased from 0.0 mm to 
just 0.1 mm, the amplitude of the received signal fell by almost an order of magnitude. In 
addition, as the thickness of the layer increased, the output signal predicted by the EAM 
model showed the emergence of a large "ringing", which is consistent with the behavior 
described by Silk et al [Silk, Sainton and Hillier, 1988]. 
We should note that most of the modeling simulations that have been described in the 
literature have been for ideal, noise-free systems. Similarly, in the EAM model the only 
losses that are currently implemented are those due to material attenuation. The electrical 
and electromechanical elements of the EAM model are all assumed to be free of both losses 
and noise. However, Oakley [Oakley, 1997] has recently included noise sources in both the 
transmitting and receiving circuits of a system model similar to the EAM model. Thus, it is 
possible to extend the present EAM model to handle noise effects and other loss terms 
explicitly. 
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1.8 Chapter 9. Characterization of Ultrasonic System Components 
The EAM model contains models of all the components of an ultrasonic measurement 
system and assumes that one has access to all the underlying parameters in each of those 
components. For system design studies of the type discussed in the last chapter this is a 
reasonable approach. However, in applying the EAM model to commercial systems, many 
of these underlying parameters (pulser/receiver electrical circuits, transducer crystal 
properties, etc.) may not be accessible so that it is important to be able to characterize 
experimentally the various EAM components. In this chapter, it is demonstrated that all the 
electrical and electromechanical components of the EAM model can be written entirely in 
terms of parameters that can be obtained experimentally with purely electrical 
measurements. The chapter also describes in detail the experimental procedures for 
characterizing these components. A special voltage/current probe was constructed for many 
of these measurements, based on a design developed by Barnard et al [Barnard, Dace, 
Rehbein and Buck, 1997] for conducting acoustic harmonic generation studies. With this 
probe and other standard electrical measurement setups, the electrical properties needed to 
characterize the puiser, receiver, and cabling were obtained. The cabling measurements, in 
particular, showed that at ultrasonic frequencies the cabling transfer matrix is strongly 
frequency dependent. Thus, cabling effects cannot be ignored when analyzing ultrasonic 
systems. This is in contrast to acoustic systems operating at, say, 0 - 100kHz, where the 
cabling passes the signal through the system without modification. 
Our specific approach outlined in this chapter for calculating the generalized transducer 
sensitivity is new but there have been some previous papers in the literature that have 
determined sensitivities of ultrasonic transducers. Fay, Ludwig, and Reimann [1989], for 
example, have determined the sensitivity of contact transducers used in pulse-echo setups. 
Actually, they calculated a product of both transmitting and receiving sensitivities for the 
transducer, and used several different reference setups (reflection from plane and cylindrical 
surfaces, direct contact) and a very simple transducer model in their studies. Fay and 
Reimann [1994] later used similar procedures but with a spherical reference surface as a 
reflector instead. Brendel and Ludwig [1976] have also used standard acoustic reciprocity 
principles for analyzing ultrasonic immersion probes. They included correction factors for 
loading (non-open circuit conditions), diffraction losses, attenuation and a factor to account 
for differences between the blocked force and twice the incident force on the receiving 
transducer, but they did not give explicit procedures, as we have, for obtaining such 
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correction factors. Thus, we believe it is fair to say that we have demonstrated for the first 
time a complete, explicit procedure for obtaining the sensitivities of ultrasonic immersion 
transducers and demonstrated how those sensitivity measurements play a fundamental role in 
the overall ultrasonic system response. 
1.9 Chapter 10. Ultrasonic Measurement System Characterization 
In this chapter we have combined the measurements of all the components of an 
ultrasonic system and showed that we could accurately simulate the measured voltage versus 
time output of a particular ultrasonic NDE measurement system. For this simulation we used 
the setup considered in previous chapters where two transducers were aligned in a fluid. We 
also demonstrated in this chapter our ability to synthesize for this setup the system factor as a 
function of frequency, a result that also agreed well with a direct measurement of this same 
function through deconvolution procedures [Schmerr, 1998]. To our knowledge, this is the 
first time that such a complete synthesis of a measured ultrasonic response has been made 
from measurements of its individual components. Having this capability will give us the 
ability to characterize and analyze ultrasonic systems in new ways, but further studies of this 
type are left to future, as discussed in Chapter 11. 
1.10 Chapter 11. Summary and Conclusions 
In this final chapter we outline the major accomplishments of the thesis. Some places 
where our modeling work can be extended are described and some suggestions for using this 
new modeling capability in practical applications are given. 
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CHAPTER 2. TRANSDUCER MODELS 
An ultrasonic transducer is an electromechanical device that transforms electrical 
energy into mechanical energy, or vice versa. It will be shown in this chapter that models of 
this transform process can be developed at several levels. At the most fundamental level, the 
transducer can be described in terms of the electromagnetic and mechanical fields present. 
This model, while general, is usually not practical to use. However, as shown in section 2.1, 
if some assumptions are made on the nature of the fields present at the input and output 
surfaces of the transducer and the transducer is assumed to satisfy reciprocity, the general 
field model can be reduced to a two-port network model. This two-port network model, 
replaces the underlying fields with "lumped" input-output parameters such as (voltage, 
current) and (force, velocity). 
Section 2.2 describes some of the important properties of two-port networks as 
represented in both impedance matrix and transfer matrix forms, and discusses "cascades" of 
such two-port systems which will be useful later in describing the connection of ultrasonic 
transducers to other system components, such as cabling. 
A different modeling approach is described in section 2.3, where the fields in the 
transducer are assumed to be one-dimensional disturbances present in a piezoelectric plate. 
This model leads to a description of the transducer as a three-port model in terms of lumped 
electrical and mechanical parameters. It is shown that this three-port piezoelectric model can 
be represented in terms of the two well-known equivalent circuit models called the Mason 
and KLM models [Mason, 1964, Krimholtz, Leedom and Matthaei, 1970, Selfridge and 
Gehlbach, 1985]. 
The three ports present in the models of section 2.3 represent the electrical, acoustical 
facing, and acoustical backing conditions of the piezoelectric plate. If the acoustical backing 
conditions for those models are specified, then, as section 2.4 shows, the three-port models 
reduce to two-port models of the type described in sections 2.1 and 2.2, where the impedance 
and transfer matrices are known in explicit form. These results are shown to be consistent 
with a similar model developed by Sittig [1967, 1969, 1972]. 
Acoustical backings and facings of ultrasonic transducers can involve the presence of 
several acoustic layers. The wear plate of a contact transducer, for example, is such a layer. 
Section 2.5 describes these acoustic layers as an acoustic transmission line which can be 
represented in either equivalent circuit or transfer matrix forms. 
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2.1 Electromechanical Reciprocity in Transducer Models 
A highly idealized model of an ultrasonic transducer is shown in Figure 2.1. Inside the 
transducer, we assume that electrical, mechanical, and electromechanical fields are present 
that can be described in general in terms of the fields of linear piezoelectricity. However, at 
the surface 5, we assume that the transducer only transfers electrical energy through a 
connected cable and that at the surface Sz the transducer only transfers mechanical energy 
into an adjacent medium. We also assume that there are no electromagnetic or mechanical 
sources within the transducer itself, i.e. it is a passive device. 
On surface 5,, the electromagnetic quantities are the electric field intensity E and the 
magnetic field intensity H. On surface Sz, the mechanical quantities are the traction t and the 
particle velocity v. The unit normal vector, n, for both of these surfaces is taken as positive 
outwards. 
The reciprocal theorem for a linear piezoelectric medium (see [Schmerr, 1998], for 
example) can be applied to the conservative transducer system shown in Figure 2.1. Without 
loss of generality, we can consider E and H as input quantities and t and v as output 
quantities. Now consider two solutions: solution a and solution b. In solution a, the field 
quantities are E", H" , t" , and v". In solution b, the field quantities are E6, H6, t\ and v6. 
The reciprocal theorem, thus, gives [Schmerr, 1998], 
|(E4 x IT - E" x HA)-nrf5 + j(f • vk -16 • va)/5 = 0. (2.1.1) 
S, 
First consider the integral of electromagnetic terms in Eq. (2.1.1). Our goal is to 
express this integral in terms of the corresponding lumped quantities, i.e., the voltage V and 
the current I imposed on the cable. 
• ^ 6) ( -V-
V_y 5, 
Figure 2.1 Transducer model considered as a conservative 
system with electromagnetic energy transfer via 
surface 5, and mechanical energy transfer via 
surface S,. 
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Generally, a cable can be considered as a transmission line which has two wires: an 
outer wire ct and an inner wire c,. Assume that the cable is lossless and the inner wire is a 
perfect conductor. When the outer wire is grounded, the potential on the inner wire is the 




Outer wire grounded 
I 
Figure 2.2 Cross section of a general cable with inner and outer 
wires where TEM wave propagates. Ths inner wire 
is a perfect conductor and the outer wire grounded. 
We will now show that in order to reduce the electromagnetic integral in Eq.(2.1.1) to 
equivalent lumped parameters, we only need to make the assumption that the fields in the 
cable can be described in terms of propagating TEM waves [Balanis, 1989]. For such TEM 
waves, it can be shown [Seshadre, 1971, Bladel, 1985, Staelin, 1994] that on 5, the fields 
satisfy the conditions. 
E(x,y,z = 0)= -VV(x,y,z = 0) (2.1.2) 
VxH(x,y,z = 0) = 0 (2.1.3) 
where 5, and the contours (c,,c2) are assumed to lie in the x-y plane (z = 0) and 
- d d V = ec —+er— (2.1.4) 
is the two dimensional gradient in that plane. On the grounded outer boundary, c,, V = 0 ,  
while on the inner boundary, c2 , V(x,y,z = 0) = V = a constant. 
Now consider the following identity 
Vx(m)= y(VxH)+(w)xH. (2.1.5) 
Using Eq. (2.1.2) and Eq. (2.1.3), Eq. (2.1.5) is simplified as 
ExH = -Vx(VH). (2.1.6) 
By applying Eq. (2.1.6), the first term in Eq. (2.1.1) becomes 
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m, s J(E6 xH"-E"xH6)-ndS =Jf-Vx(VbHa)+ V x(VHA)}m/S. (2.1.7) 
5, 5, 
Thus using the Stoke's theorem in 2-D, we have 
m, s J(-V*H" + VH6 ) d\ (2.1.8) 
CÏ 
where c, is the boundary of the outer wire and c2 the boundary of the inner wire. But on c, 
and c2, 
1^, =V"l, =0 (2-1.9) 
y"|c = V" and f6|c = V* (2.1.10) 
where V and V* are constants. Therefore, Eq. (2.1.8) is simplified as 
m, = V j r f - d l - V ^ W - d l .  (2.1.11) 
C2 CZ 
From Maxwell-Ampere's law, however, it follows that 
J H - d l  =  I  (2.1.12) 
C2 
where I is the current flowing into the inner wire, i.e., -n direction, by the right hand rule. 
Thus, Eq. (2.1.11) reduces finally to 
m x = V a l h  - V h r  (2.1.13) 
or, more explicitly, 
J(E6 x H" -E" xHfc)-iu/S = V l h  -  V h I a .  (2.1.14) 
s, 
This equation gives the relationship between the electromagnetic field quantities (E and 
H) and electrical lumped quantities (V and I) in the representation of energy transfer through 
the cable connected to a transducer. 
Now consider the second integral in Eq. (2.1.1). In an immersion measurement, 
transducers emit and receive acoustic waves through fluids, usually water. Since there is no 
shear force in a fluid, the traction takes the form of hydrostatic stress, i.e., 
t  =  - p n  (2.1.15) 
where p is the pressure on surface Sv which is frequency and spatially dependent, and n is the 
outward normal of surface S,. Then 
t-v =-pn-v =-pvn (2.1.16) 
where v„ is the normal velocity on surface Sz, which is also frequency and spatially 
dependent. 
The second integral in Eq. (2.1.1) is expressed as 
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m2 = J(t" - v b  - t b-va)dS = J(-/7°v* + pb v"yiS. (2.1.17) 
t 52 
In many immersion transducer models, the normal velocity is assumed to be spatially 
uniform over the surface S2. However, this assumption is not necessary to arrive at a lumped 
representation. All that is needed is to assume that the normal velocity can be written in a 
separable form [Schmerr, Dang and Sedov, 1998] 
vÀxs>û ))= voO)/(xJ (2.1.18) 
where v0(û>) is a velocity amplitude at frequency co and /(xj is a spatial distribution 
function of the position xs on the surface S2. Note that/can be always normalized such that 
v0 (co) is the average velocity, which is the case we will assume henceforth. 
Now consider the following integral, 
J PvndS = J p(xs,û))v0 (û))f (x s )dS. (2.1.19) 
5; £ 
This integral can be written as 
J Pvnd s  = (<y) (2.1.20) 
S: 
if we define the "force", F(co), to be the weighted pressure integral given by 
F(co) = $ p(xs,&)f(xs)dS. (2.1.21) 
Note that only in the case when the normal velocity distribution is uniform (f= 1) is this 
"force" equal to the average pressure multiplied by the area of S2, as is commonly assumed in 
transducer models. 
Using Eq. (2.1.20), m2 in Eq. (2.1.17) becomes 
m 2 = — F ° Vq + F"vq (2.1.22) 
or, 
J (t" - v h - t * - v" )/S = -r vhQ +Fhva0. (2.1.23) 
S2 
This equation gives the relationship between the mechanical field quantities (t and v) and 
mechanical lumped quantities (F and v) in the representation of energy transfer through the 
front surface of a transducer. 
Using Eqs. (2.1.14) and (2.1.23), the field-based electromechanical reciprocity 
relationship form Eq. (2.1.1) reduces to the equivalent "lumped" form 
Valb - Vr = fV - Fbv". (2.1.24) 
From now on, the subscripts "0" will be dropped from the normal velocity terms va and vh to 
simplify the notation. 
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Consider a set of lumped transducer input-output parameters (V, /, F, v) for a given 
problem, and two other sets (y",Ia,F",va), (Vb,Ib,Fb ,vb), for two other problems a, and b 
for the same transducer. Application of Eq. (2.1.24) twice, with the given problem and 
problem a, and with the given problem and problem b, respectively, then will yield two 
equations which can be written in the form of either a 2x2 "impedance" matrix or a 2x2 
"transfer" matrix. The transfer matrix form, for example, is given by 
V r12 
-^ 2! ^21 
F1 (2.1.25) 
Eq. (2.1.25) shows that our reciprocal transducer model can always be represented by a 
two-port network, which is usually drawn schematically as a box with input/output 
"voltages" and "currents" as shown in Figure 2.3 
Figure 2.3 An ultrasonic transducer modeled by a two-port 
network with two pairs of lumped parameters: 
electric voltage and current (V, I) and mechanical 
force and velocity (F, v). Note that current goes 
into and velocity goes out of the network. 
The transducer model shown in Figure 2.3 is the one we will use for the transmitting 
case. For the receiving case, it is convenient to reverse the directions of the current and 
velocity, a convention we will adopt on the receiver side. 
Since a transducer can be modeled by a two-port network, there are many important 
network theorems that are useful for analyzing the behavior of the transducer. We will derive 
some of the theorems that will be particularly applicable to our work in the next section. 
2.2 Two-Port Network Reciprocity Properties 
As shown in the last section the input-output parameters of our reciprocal transducer 
model can always be represented in terms of a 2x2 matrix, either of the transfer matrix type 
(as shown) or in an impedance matrix form (as will be discussed shortly). These matrices 
also possess some particular properties that are a direct consequence of reciprocity. 
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These properties include that (I) the impedance matrix is symmetric, (2) the 
determinant of the transfer matrix is unity, and (3) a cascade of reciprocal two-port networks 
is also reciprocal. Additionally, we will show that the transformation between impedance 
and transfer matrices is very simple due to the first two properties. The details of these 
properties are studied in the following three subsections. 
2.2.1 Impedance matrix form 
When a two-port network is expressed in terms of an impedance matrix, the traditional 
convention is that the currents flowing into an electric network are considered positive. 
Thus, in terms of lumped quantities shown in Figure 2.3, one two-port network can be 
represented by an impedance matrix equation in the form 
where -v is the velocity ("current") flowing into the network. 




and denote the impedance matrix in Eq. (2.2.1) as 
\y z 
(2.2.4) 
Then the matrix equation Eq. (2.2.1) is written as 
V=[Z]I. 
Eq. (2.1.24) can be changed from the scalar form, 
(2.2.5) 
(2.2.6) 
using Eq. (2.2.2) and Eq. (2.2.3), into the equivalent vector form 
V" - l h  — V b  - l "  =  0 (2.2.7) 
Putting Eq. (2.2.5) into the above equation, then we have 
[Z]T -1* - [Z]I6 • I" = 0. (2.2.8) 
But, according to the definition of matrix transpose, we have 
[zi* -r = [zfr-i6 (2.2.9) 
so Eq. (2.2.8) can be rewritten as 
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{z]-[z]r)r-l* =0 (2.2.10) 
which shows, since I" and I6 are arbitrary, that 
[Z]=[Z]r .  (2.2.11) 
Therefore, when a transducer is described by an impedance matrix equation, the 
impedance matrix is symmetric, i.e., 
Z12=Z2I. (2.2.12) 
2.2.2 Transfer matrix form 
As shown previously, a transfer matrix equation can also be used to describe the 
transducer model shown in Figure 2.3, which takes the form 





Here we will show that, in transfer matrix form, reciprocity requires the determinant of the 
transfer matrix be unity. The proof is as follows. 
First, we rewrite Eq. (2.2.13) in the form of Eq. (2.2.1). We find 
Zii — Tii/Tit 
%12 =(TllTy1 — 7I2^ 2l)/^ 2l 
Z,=VTlt • (" ' 
Z-n = T-n/Tu 
Symmetry of the impedance matrix (Eq. (2.2.12)) requires that the second equation and the 
third equation in Eq. (2.2.14) be equal. Therefore, 
TiJiz-TrJu =1 (2.2.15) 
or, 
|[Tj = det[T] = I. (2.2.16) 
In Eq. (2.2.13), the electrical quantities are expressed in terms of the mechanical 
quantities. Using Eq. (2.2.15) or Eq. (2.2.16), Eq. (2.2.13) can be inverted and the 
mechanical quantities expressed in terms of the electrical quantities as 
F1 
v 
T-rt — % 12 V (2.2.17) 
L-rM Tn Jl/J" 
From Eqs. (2.2.14)-(2.2.15), inversely, every element in [T] can be expressed in terms 





T2, = l/Z12 
7*22 = 2^2/^ 12 
|[Zj ~ ^ 11^22 ^12^21 -











Similarly, from Eqs. (2.2.1), (2.2.14) and (2.2.15), we have 
M =fX/r21 i/7"21 If/ } 
If J li/r21 7^/r2I Jl-vj • 
With Eqs. (2.2.20) and (2.2.21), knowing either the impedance matrix or transfer matrix 
representation, the other representation can be obtained directly. 
2.2.3 Cascading transfer matrices 
In practice, a transducer is used in combination with other components. For example, a 
cable is used to connect a transducer to a puiser or receiver. There is also a wear plate 
attached to the front surface of a transducer. In addition, there might be a tuning circuit 
attached to the transducer crystal. All of these components can be modeled by reciprocal 
two-port networks. Therefore, in the ultrasonic generation process and reception process, we 
typically must consider a cascade of two-port networks (Figure 2.4). 
Suppose that there are n two-port networks. Following the convention shown in Figure 
2.3, these two-port networks are denoted by T,, T,,..., T„, respectively, and are shown in 
Figure 2.4. 
For network T (!</<«), its transfer matrix equation is written as, from Eq. (2.2.13), 
Figure 2.4 Cascade of n reciprocal two-port networks, T,, T,, 




Note that, except (V0,/0) and (V ,/n), (VjT / ) with (l</<n) are the outputs of network T. and 
the inputs of Tvr Repeatedly using Eq. (2.2.22), we have 
(2.2.23) 
Thus, if we define a global matrix [tc] as 
[T"]= [TJT,] 
then Eq. (2.2.23) is written as 
(2.2.24) 
(2.2.25) 
This implies that the cascaded networks in Figure 2.4 can be replaced by a single global two-
port network as shown in Figure 2.5. 
Figure 2.5 Reciprocal global two-port network obtained from 
the cascade of reciprocal two-port networks shown 
in Figure 2.4. The global inputs (V0,/0) are the 
inputs of T, in Figure 2.4 and the global outputs 
(V„,/„) are the outputs of T„. 
If every two-port network is reciprocal, i.e., 
|[% J = 1 for i=l, 2, ..., n (2.2.26) 
then from the property of matrices, we have 
|[TC] =|[T,] |[TJ •... |[T„ ]=1 (2.2.27) 
i.e., the global two-port network is also reciprocal and all the theorems of section 2.2 apply 
also to this global network. This can also be shown by resorting to the original reciprocal 
identity of Eq. (2.1.24). In Figure 2.4, we have 
\vQ a I h Q - VQbr0 = V l a I b  - V f  I ?  (fornetworkT.) 
-y,*/," (fornetworkTj ^.2 
C, - K,', C_, = C - % (for network T. ). 
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Adding all of the equations in Eq. (2.2.28) and canceling out all common terms, we 
have 
K'o -t£'o" = v;ib, - Kbi; . (2.2.29) 
This equation shows that the global network shown in Figure 2.5 is reciprocal. 
Therefore, in an ultrasonic measurement system, if all the electrical and 
electromechanical components satisfy the reciprocal theorem, then the global transfer 
matrices relating the inputs and outputs in the total generation and reception processes also 
satisfy the reciprocal theorem. 
2.3 I D Transducer Model 
In section 2.1, we showed that if a transducer is modeled as a reciprocal system where 
(1) a TEM mode carries electrical energy to/from the transducer in an attached cable and (2) 
the velocity on the transducer face can be written in a separable from, then the transducer can 
be characterized by a two-port network with one electrical port and one mechanical port. 
This was a very general result, i.e., no assumptions were made about the explicit nature of the 
fields within the transducer itself other than that they must be conservative and satisfy 
reciprocity. As a consequence, the impedance and transfer matrices of the previous section 
are "black boxes" in that we cannot relate their components to the specific design 
characteristics of a particular transducer. In this section, we model the field of a piezoelectric 
transducer directly by considering the transducer to be a piezoelectric plate vibrating in a 
fundamental thickness mode where the field variations occur in a simple 1-D manner. It will 
be shown that this 1-D model leads to a representation of the transducer crystal as a three-
port network containing an electrical port, a mechanical (output) port and a mechanical 
(backing) port. In the following section, it will be shown that when the backing port is 
connected to an acoustical impedance, the three-port model reduces to a two-port system 
where the impedance and transfer matrices of the previous section can be given in explicit 
forms. 
A three-port electromechanical model also can be represented in equivalent circuit 
form. See, for example, the Mason equivalent circuit [Mason, 1964], the KLM equivalent 
circuit {Krimholtz, Leedom, and Matthaei, 1970] and the model derived by Redwood_[1961]. 
Of these models, the Mason equivalent circuit and the KLM equivalent circuit are the two 
models most commonly used for transducer design purpose [Silk, 1984, Selfridge, 1985]. In 
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this section, we will derive the Mason equivalent circuit for thickness-mode transducers and 
show the equivalence of the Mason and KLM circuit models. 
2.3.1 Piezoelectric plate as a three-port network 
In ultrasonic testing, thickness-mode transducers are widely used. A transducer of this 
type generally consists of three parts: a protection layer, a piezoelectric plate and a backing 
material. The key part of a transducer is the piezoelectric plate which converts electric 
energy into mechanical energy and vice versa. The piezoelectric plate can be characterized 
by a three-port network. 
A typical thickness mode piezoelectric plate is shown in Figure 2.6. The plate 
thickness is I which is assumed to be much less than the width and length of the plate. The 
plate expands and contracts in its thickness direction. With the vibration of the plate, its two 
side surfaces emit acoustic waves in opposite directions. The two side surfaces thus act as 
two mechanical ports. When the two side surfaces are also plated with thin layers of a 
conducting material, electrical energy can be imposed on the two surfaces. Electrical leads 
connected to the plated surfaces then act as the third electrical port. 
The piezoelectric plate can transfer energy from its electrical port to its two mechanical 
ports, or inversely from its mechanical ports to its electrical port. When an electric impulse is 
imposed on the electrical port, it drives the piezoelectric plate to vibrate and thus emit 
mechanical waves from the two mechanical ports. On the other hand, when either side 
surface, or both, of the plate experiences forces, voltage is induced on the electrical port. 
Such energy transfer phenomenon is the property of the piezoelectric plate. 
The piezoelectric plate shown in Figure 2.6 can be abstracted as a three-port network 
with two pairs of mechanical terminals, which form two mechanical ports and one pair of 
I 
Figure 2.6 A thickness mode piezoelectric plate with the 
thickness of I which is much less than its width and 
length. 
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electrical terminals, which form one electrical port. The three-port network is shown in 
Figure 2.7. After we obtain the three-port model of the piezoelectric plate, the general 
principles and theorems for electrical circuits will be used to relate the three-port model to 
the equivalent Mason and KLM circuit models. 
The three-port network contains three pairs of quantities. These quantities are 
explained as follows. (F,, v,) and (F,, v,) are two force-velocity pairs at the two mechanical 
ports, port 1 and port 2, respectively, and ( V3,1}) are voltage-current pair at the electrical port, 
port 3. We suppose that the positive particle velocities at the two mechanical ports are 
inward. These velocities, v, and v2, may be viewed as inward "currents" in the model and the 
forces, F, and F,, similarly viewed as "voltages" to make it convenient to study the 
electromechanical phenomenon using purely electrical principles. 
Î T 
Figure 2.7 Piezoelectric plate abstracted as a three-port network 
with two mechanical ports and one electrical port. 
The electrical equivalent mechanical quantities, (F,, v,) and (F,, v,), must be carefully 
related to their corresponding field variables, which in this 1-D model, will be the velocity, 
v(z), and stress, T(z), where z=0 is defined as the center of the piezoelectric plate (Figure 2.8). 
Explicitly, the particle velocities v, and v2, and the forces F, and Fz, indicated in Figures 2.6 
and 2.7 are related to the field variables, (v(z), T(z)) at the two side surfaces of a piezoelectric 
plate by the following relations. 
v, = vH/2) (2.3.1) 
v2 = —v(//2) (2.3.2) 
Fx = -ATC-l/2) (2.3.3) 
F, = —A7(//2). (2.3.4) 
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where A is the area of the cross section of the plate and I the thickness. 
The above relations are also shown in Figure 2.8. To understand these relations, we 
must keep in mind that v and T are mechanical field quantities, and (F,, v,) and (F,, v,) are 
corresponding "electrical" equivalent quantities. Note that v is positive if it is along the 
positive z direction. In contrast, v, and v, are positive if they are both inward. Referring to 
Figure 2.8, at the left side of the plate, v and vt take the same sign (see Eq. (2.3.1)). However, 
at its right side, v is opposite to v, (see Eq. (2.3.2)). The same directions of F, and v, 
guarantee that for a 1-D wave traveling in the +z direction at this port, the acoustic 
impedance in terms of these parameters will be positive. On the other hand, the opposite 
directions of F, and v, also guarantee a positive acoustic impedance for a wave traveling in 
the -z direction at this port. At the electrical port, the voltage drop V3 is along the +z direction 
and current /3 flows into the electrical port. 
-U2 0 
v, = v(—IZ 2) 
Fl = —A7(—//2) 
1/2 
v2 = —v(//2) 
F = -A7(//2) 
Figure 2.8 Relations between field quantities and their 
corresponding "electrical" equivalent quantities. 
This figure also shows the sign convention by 
which how a piezoelectric plate is transformed into 
a three-port network. 
2.3.2 Equations of a thickness mode piezoelectric 
In subsection 2.3.1, a piezoelectric plate (see Figure 2.6) was characterized as a three-
port network (see Figure 2.7). Generally, a three-port network can be expressed in terms of 
the following 3x3 impedance matrix equation which reflects the constitutive relation of a 
















To specify the impedance matrix in Eq. (2.3.5), we need to make some reasonable 
assumptions. First we assume that the piezoelectric plate is lossless and has a thickness, I, 
much smaller than its lateral dimensions (see Figure 2.6). Thus the lateral displacements 
across the plate are ignored. We also assume that the plate is polarized along its thickness 
direction and that the thickness of the plated layers attached to the plate as electrodes are so 
thin that their effect on the vibration of the plate can be ignored. We, therefore, only consider 
the thickness vibration mode of the plate. The poling direction is denoted by z or 3, and the 
other two lateral directions by 1 and 2. The middle point of the plate is chosen as the origin 
(see Figure 2.8). 
Based on the above assumptions, in the piezoelectric plate, there is only one-
dimensional uniform vibration in the z direction. Therefore, only the strain component S3 is 
not zero and the others, 5„ S2, S4, S5 and Ss, vanish. When an electric field is imposed on the 
side surfaces of the plate in the z direction, the only non-zero component of the electric flux 
density is D3 while the other two components, D, and Dz, vanish. 
The equations of the thickness mode piezoelectric plate can be derived from h-type 
piezoelectric equations [Mason, 1964, Luan, Zhang and Wang, 1990]. Strains and electric 
flux densities are two independent variables in the /z-type piezoelectric equations which are 
shown as follows: 
(2-3.6) 
5 = #-3-7) 
where the subscripts h,h= 1, 2,..., 6 and /,/= 1,2,3. Th are the various stress components and 
£, are the electric field components, are elastic constants with constant electric flux 
density, pfj dielectric impermeabilities with constant strain and hik piezoelectric stiffness 
constants. 
The general /z-type piezoelectric equations can be greatly simplified by using the 
assumptions of the thickness mode piezoelectric plate model described previously. Because 
only quantities related to the thickness direction survive, Eqs. (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) can be 
rewritten as 
% = (2.3.8) 
£3 =-/Z33'S3 +/^3^3- (2.3.9) 
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where T3 and S3 are the normal stress and normal strain, respectively, in the ^-direction. 




Since no free charge exists in the plate, the divergence of the electric flux density vector, D, 
is zero, i.e., 
V-D = 0. (2.3.11) 
Because D, and Dz are zero, Eq. (2.3.11) implies 
—= 0. (2.3.12) 
àz 
Substituting Eq. (2.3.10) into Eq. (2.3.12), we have 
it=-h»lk=-h»l? ( 2 ' 3 I 3 >  
where u is the displacement in the z-direction corresponding to the strain 53 = ài/dz. By 
integrating Eq. (2.3.13) with respect to z, we find 
„ , du E3 — -h33— + a (2.3.14) 
àz 
where a is a constant to be determined. 
The voltage across the piezoelectric plate can be obtained by integrating the electric 
field along its thickness. Therefore, from Eq. (2.3.14), we obtain the voltage V3 as 
+ al. (2.3.15) % =\/y1Eidz I I L«(—)-«(-—) 
Note that there is no negative sign before the integral because the direction from low 
potential to high potential is in the negative z direction (see Figure 2.8). 
According to the sign convention of m, =«(—//2) and u2 = —u(U2) similar to 
= v(—U 2) and v2 = —v(Z/2) (see Figure 2.8), the constant a is obtained from Eq. (2.3.15) 
as 
a  =  - j - — ( 2 . 3 . 1 6 )  
So that Eq. (2.3.14) can be rewritten in the form 
£3 = -h33-r^+^----y-("i +u2). (2.3.17) 
C7Z L I 
Noting that S3 = dulck and replacing £3 in Eq. (2.3.10) by Eq. (2.3.17), we find 
D}=Èi~Èil"'+Ul)' (2 '31S)  
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For harmonic waves of e ' time dependency, the current flowing into the piezoelectric 
plate is expressed as 
A = —ia>D3A (2.3.19) dt 
or, by putting Eq. (2.3.18) into Eq. (2.3.19), 
h = -'iœ~êr, y3 +lh)- (2.3.20) 
P33' As' 
This expression for the current /3 can also be expressed as 
/3 = — icoC0V3 — n(vl + v2) (2.3.21) 
where v, = —z'cyu,, v2 = —icai2, and 
c0=^ (2.3.22) 
is the so-called clamped capacitance of the plate, and 
n = h33C0 (2.3.23) 
is called the turns ratio of an ideal electromechanical transformer. Both of these quantities 
will be useful later in discussing equivalent circuit models. 
Eq. (2.3.21) is one of the relationships we need that connect the lumped parameters 
appearing in our three-port model. We now will obtain the other two relations needed. 
By ignoring the internal force in the piezoelectric plate, the equation of motion in the 
plate is written as 
V-T = p4n (2.3.24) 
at 
where T is the stress tensor, p the density and v the particle velocity in the plate. 
In our 1-D problem, the velocity, v3, in the z direction is the only non-zero velocity 
component. Similarly, on a z=constant plane, only the normal stress, 73, is non-zero. 
Therefore, Eq. (2.3.24) is simplified to 
Substituting for Eq. (2.3.8) into Eq. (2.3.25) and using Eq. (2.3.12), we have 
c3°3 = (2.3.26) 
àz àt 
or 
dzu 1 d 2u 
, , - , , (2.3.27) 
dz~ v" dr 
where 
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v0 =<Jc£/p (2.3.28) 
is the speed of the longitudinal wave propagating in the piezoelectric plate. 
For harmonic waves, we can henceforth omit the common exponential time term of 
e~'m and write the solution of Eq. (2.3.27) as 
u = Cxeikz + Cze-ikz (2.3.29) 
where C, and C2 are two arbitrary constants to be determined and k =co/v0 is the 
wavenumber. 
On the two sides of the plate in Figure 2.8 where z = ±//2, according to the sign 
convention (Eqs. (2.3.1) and (2.3.2)), we have 
z, = u(—U 2) = C,< M  C-l/ l£T*"2 + Cjan- (2.3.30) 
-m2 = K(Z /2) = C.e*'"2 + C,e"ti/2 . (2.3.31) 
In terms of u{ and u2, the constants, Q and C2, are expressed as, from Eqs. (2.3.30) and 
(2.3.31), 
we"kin- +iueikU1 
= U£ (2.3.32) 




2 + u e~ikin~ 
C = M  U h l  .  ( 2 . 3 . 3 3 )  
2isinkl 
Putting Eqs. (2.3.32) and (2.3.33) into Eq. (2.3.29), after some algebra, we write the particle 
displacement at any point z in the plate as 
Ui sin k( z) -u-y sinÂ:(— + z) 
ii = 2 —T (2.3.34) 
sm kl 
Thus the strain is obtained as 
/ I 
-, z<i cos(- - z )  +  «2 cos(- + z) 
53 =—=-Â: 2 2 . (2.3.35) 
àz sinA:/ 
By taking advantage of the boundary conditions of the plate at z = ±ll 2 (see Eqs. 
(2.3.3) and (2.3.4)) and from Eq. (2.3.8), we write 
I\ = -AT(-~) = -Ac^i--) + Ah33D3 (2.3.36) 
F2 = = ~Ac33S3(~) + Ah33D3- (2.3.37) 
We first consider the last terms on the right hand sides of Eqs. (2.3.36) and (2.3.37). 
From Eq. (2.3.18), we have 
A/233D3 — A/z33 ^3 /I33 
.P.33  ^ P33I 
("1 +"2) (2.3.38) 
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Using Eqs. (2.3.22) and (2.3.23), Eq. (2.3.38) is rewritten as 
^^33^3 = fiV3 + . (v, v2). (2.3.39) iûjCq 
By using Eq. (2.3.21), the above equation can be rewritten as 
AfhiDi = 7^ = • (2-3.40) 
ûjCq 
Now consider the first term in Eqs. (2.3.36). From Eq.( 2.3.35), we have 
-Ac°S3 (-7) = Ac^k cos kl + u2 (z = -//2) 
2 sum 
iû)(i^coskl + u^) , d, 
= A/tv0 r—77 ( C33A: = /7v0&>) 1 sin kl 




= /Z0"v, cot fc/ —(2.3.41 ) 
/sin/:/ 
where Zj = A/?v0 which is the acoustic impedance of the piezoelectric plate. Following the 
same procedure as above, for Eq. (2.3.37), we have 
-Ac°S 33 3 
v~ y 
= zZ0" v2 cot it/ - -^ 77. (2.3.42) 
z sin kl 
Substituting Eqs. (2.3.40) and (2.3.41) into Eq. ( 2.3.36), the force F, is given by 
F = iZgVtcotkl - V2- • (2.3.43) isin fc/ id) 
Similarly, substituting Eqs. (2.3.40) and (2.3.42) into Eq. (2.3.37), gives the force F, as 
F = iZçV-yCoXkl - ^ 6. (2.3.44) 
isin kl i(û 
From Eq. (2.3.21), we obtained the voltage, V3, as 
% =-t4T(V, +V2)-T^T (2.3.45) icoC0 ~ icoC0 
or, equivalently, using Eq. (2.3.23), 
K3 = (v, + v2)• (2.3.46) 
ICÛ icoCQ 
Eqs. (2.3.43), (2.3.44) and (2.3.46) combined form the three equations needed to 
describe the thickness mode piezoelectric plate in terms of three independent and three 
























Eq. (2.3.47) specifies every element in the impedance matrix equation shown in Eq. 
(2.3.5) when a thickness mode piezoelectric plate is considered. It is consistent with the 
equations described by Kino [1987]. If a thickness mode piezoelectric plate is modeled by a 
three-port network shown in Figure 2.7, the quantities at the three ports are related in the 
impedance matrix equation, Eq. (2.3.47). This equation involves the material properties of 
the piezoelectric material (hii,c3i,p\ the geometry of the plate (I, A) and the frequency (co). 
2.3.3 Mason equivalent circuit 
In subsection 2.3.2, the set of equations for a thickness mode piezoelectric plate have 
been derived. The three-port network for the piezoelectric can be completely described by 
Eq. (2.3.47). Alternatively, the three-port network can be specified by an equivalent circuit. 
The Mason equivalent circuit is one popular model for this three-port network. In this 
subsection, using the Kirchhoff voltage law and Kirchhoff current law [Balanis, 1989], the 
Mason equivalent circuit is derived in detail. 
It is difficult to relate the equations of Eq. (2.3.47) to an equivalent circuit directly. 
Thus, we first rewrite these equations using the following identity 
1 kl 
cot kl tan—. (2.3.48) 
sin kl 2 
Eqs. (2.3.41) and (2.3.42) are rewritten as, respectively, 
r I ) iZa 
and 
- Ac°S3 kl . ,,0. +v2)-/Z>, tan — 
sm kl 2 
4^77(v, + v2)-/Z>2 tan^. 
sin kl 2 
(2.3.49) 
(2.3.50) 
By substituting Eqs. (2.3.49) and (2.3.39) into Eq. (2.3.36), and Eqs. (2.3.50) and 
(2.3.39) into Eq. (2.3.37), the forces, F, and F:, are expressed as 
5 = iz: +- n 
2 ^ 
sin kl icoC, o J 
(v, +- v2) iz: v, tan Y + nV3 (2.3.51) 
34 
F = (y. + )- Z'z>2 tan-7 + " ^3 • (2.3.52) 
v^sinA:/ zû>C0 y 2 
Eq. (2.3.21) is also rewritten here as 
/3 = -iaC0V} — n(v, + v2). (2.3.53) 
In Eqs (2.3.51)-(2.3.53), the "currents" are v,, v2 and /3 and the "voltages" are F,, F, and 
V3. The quotation marks are used because (F,, v,) and (F, v2) are "electrical" equivalent 
quantities. In reality, they are mechanical quantities. Applying the Kirchhoff voltage law 
and Kirchhoff current law, Eqs (2.3.51)-(2.3.53) imply a three-port circuit network which is 
called the Mason equivalent circuit. The Mason equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2.9. In 
the following, how the Mason equivalent circuit is obtained is described in detail. 
Eqs. (2.3.51) and (2.3.52) represent the Kirchhoff voltage equations at the two 
mechanical ports. The voltage drops across the left and right arms in Figure 2.9 are 
—z'Zq v, tan kl / 2 and — zZq v, tan kl 12, respectively. The voltage drop across the impedance on 
the middle arm is z'Z" (v, + v2)/sin kl. However, the voltage drop across the right side of the 
electromechanical transformer is not intuitive. The "current" flowing into the right side of 
the transformer is v, v2 and, thus, the current flowing into the left side of the transformer is 
—rt(v, + v2). Note that the negative sign here shows that the convention of inward currents 
considered as positive is used. The voltage drop across the negative capacitor is now 
az(v, + v2)/ z"<y(—C0). Therefore, the voltage drop across the left side of the transformer is 
V3 +«(v, + v2 )/ icuCQ. Now transform the voltage drop from the left side to the right side of 
the transformer. Then the voltage drop across the right side of the transformer is written as 
nVy +n2(v[ + v2)/z"<yC0. Collecting all the voltage drops on the two mechanical ports, Eqs. 
(2.3.51) and (2.3.52) are obtained. 
Now considering the electrical port. Recall, the "current" flowing into the left side of 
the transformer is —az(v, + v2). The current flowing into the positive capacitor is —icoCQ V,. 
The Kirchhoff current law then gives Eq. (2.3.53). 
Here, we should make some remarks about convention. We have chosen to assume 
harmonic disturbances of the form e~,ax. Many authors instead assume a time dependency 
e+iax. Simply making the replacement i «-»—/, however, will allow the use of either 
convention. 
In the Mason equivalent circuit, by using the ideal electromechanical transformer, the 
mechanical properties (or their electrical analogues) and the electrical properties are largely 
decoupled. The only link between the two elements is the turns ratio n which contains a 
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piezoelectric constant dominating the energy transfer between the electrical element and the 
mechanical element. The controversial element is the negative capacitor. No explicit 
explanation was given when the negative capacitor was introduced by Mason. In the 1980's, 
several authors, using a series expansion [Zhang, Li and Ying] and feedback systems 
[Hayward, Macleod and Durrani, 1984], explained independently that the negative capacitor 
reflects the regeneration of piezoelectricity in the reverberance of the vibration in a 
piezoelectric plate. 
It is convenient to use Mason equivalent circuit to model transducers. Because the 
equivalent circuit is not different from other circuits used in the electronics field, all 
principles and theorems in that field can be applied to the Mason equivalent circuit in solving 
electromechanical problems. As an example application of the Mason equivalent circuit, 
let's consider the free vibration of a piezoelectric plate. 




Figure 2.9 Mason equivalent circuit for a three-port network 
which models a thickness mode piezoelectric plate. 
Given a piezoelectric plate, if the two side surfaces of the plate are free, the stresses at 
these surfaces vanish. Thus the forces F, and F, at the two mechanical ports in Figure 2.9 go 
to zero, i.e., the two ports, port 1 and port 2, are shorted. In this special case, the Mason 
equivalent circuit is simplified as shown in Figure 2.10. 




-iZ; tankl/2 -i% tanld/2 
Figure 2.10 Equivalent circuit for the free vibration of a 
piezoelectric plate. 
tanf = /-|cotf (2.3.54) 
If we transfer the right side of the transformer to its left side, Figure 2.10 can be 












2 n~ kl 
tan — (2.3.56) 
y 
By considering Eqs. (2.3.22) and (2.3.23), Eq. (2.3.56) can be rewritten as 






- r - c  /(Zq / 2n2 )cot kl 12 
Figure 2.11. Equivalent circuit by eliminating the transformer 
in Figure 2.10. 
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Using the electromechanical coupling coefficient for the thickness mode piezoelectric 
plate, which is expressed as 
kf (2-3.58) 
therefore, we have 
i Z* =-






This result is consistent with those obtained in other works [Luang, Zhang and Wang, 1990, 
Ristic, 1983]. 
Eq. (2.3.59) is often used to evaluate the fundamental resonant and antiresonant 
frequencies of a thickness mode piezoelectric plate. 
2.3.4 KLM equivalent circuit 
The Mason equivalent circuit is not the only possible circuit that can be used to 
describe a thickness mode piezoelectric plate. Krimholtz, Leedom and Matthaei illustrated 
another equivalent circuit for a thickness mode piezoelectric plate [Krimholtz, Leedom and 
Matthaei, 1970]. The KLM equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 2.12 where 
2Msin(fc//2) (2-3.60) 
X = Z0tiM2sin(£/) (2.3.61) 
with 
M = hi3 f(aZ£). (2.3.62) 
Similar to the Mason equivalent circuit, the KLM equivalent circuit is a three-port 
network with two mechanical ports and one electrical port. However, the BCLM model uses a 
different way to describe the piezoelectric plate. The mechanical part of the piezoelectric 
plate is described as an acoustic transmission line with length of /. A lumped electrical 
network is connected to the midpoint of the acoustic transmission line. Note that the 
negative capacitor in the Mason model disappears. Using this model, it is convenient to 
analyze the behavior of a transducer when any other layers are added to the piezoelectric 
plate because these layers can also be treated as acoustic transmission lines. On the other 
hand, the lumped electrical network can be used for electrical matching design. 
Instead of deriving the KLM equivalent circuit directly, we will prove the equivalence 
of the Mason model and the KLM model. Note that a thickness mode piezoelectric plate can 
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be modeled by either the Mason equivalent circuit or the KLM equivalent circuit. Both 
models show the common 3x3 impedance matrix (Eq. (2.3.47)) for this three-port network. 
This implies that the two circuit models must be equivalent, and in some sense, 
interchangeable. 
We have shown that the 3x3 impedance matrix of Eq. (2.3.47) leads directly to the 
Mason equivalent circuit model. Starting from the KLM equivalent circuit and using transfer 
matrices to describe the transmission lines, our goal is to find the 3x3 impedance matrix for 
the KLM model and show that it is the same as Eq. (2.3.47). 
To begin, choose the quantities with primes at the middle of the transmission line in 
Figure 2.12. Because the two sides of the middle point are themselves transmission lines 
Figure 2.12 KLM equivalent circuit for a thickness mode 
piezoelectric plate. 
with length of //2, respectively, they must satisfy standard transmission line formulae. Thus, 





cos— iZn sin— 
. 1  . kl i sin— 





kl a . kl 
cos— iZn sin— 
. 1 . kl kl i—sin— cos— 
L 2% 2 2 
F 
(2.3.64) 
Now consider the ideal electromechanical transformer. The voltage V} and the current 
/3 at the electrical port can be expressed as 
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% = 
û)Cn iX /3+-F' 0 
(2.3.65) 
/3 = -^(vf + v2). (2.3.66) 
Placing Eq. (2.3.62) into Eqs. (2.3.60) and (2.3.61) and then putting those resulting equations 
into Eqs. (2.3.65) and (2.3.66) gives 











Adding the second equations in Eqs. (2.3.63) and (2.3.64), we have 
f \ . kl^ 
v, + v-, = + + j(v, + v2). (2.3.69) 









Then solving for F + F,, we obtain 
F + F = iZ0" cot-^ Vv, + v2) + z— f3 2 y <y 
(2.3.70) 
(2.3.71) 
On the other hand, by canceling F' from the first equations in Eqs. (2.3.63) and 
(2.3.64), we have 
(F X  -  F 2)COSJ = -(v, - v2>Z0a sin-^ 
or, in another form, 
Fi ~ Fi = ~ v2)/Z0u tan—. 
Solving Eqs. (2.3.71) and (2.3.73) for Fx and F2, we have 
Ai , 




r 7a \ 
^o 
sin/:/ 
v, + / (z£ cot &/)v2 + / /3. 
In the above derivation, the following identities were used 
kl kl 2 
cot h tan— = 
2 2 sin kl 
kl kl n ,, 









Substituting Eq. (2.3.74) into the first equation of Eq. (2.3.63), and then placing that 
result into Eq. (2.3.67), we find 
y = /Alv + v, + /—L/ . (2.3.78) 
<y A? - ©Q 
Thus, in summary, from Eqs. (2.3.74), (2.3.75) and (2.3.78), we have altogether 
Fx — î(Zq cot kiy>x + i 




v, + ifë cot kiy2 + z^/3. (2.3.79) 
% = v, + &i v, + /—î— /3 
<y m cdC0 
which are identical to Eq. (2.3.47). Therefore, the equivalence of the two circuits is proved. 
Since the Mason and KLM models use different ways to describe the same 
phenomenon, we will conclude this subsection by making some comparisons. 
a. Three-port network 
Both the Mason model and the KLM model are three-port models with two mechanical 
ports and one electrical port. Although the detailed circuits are different in the two models, 
the three ports are related to each other in the same way in the two models. Therefore, 
practically speaking, ekher the Mason or the KLM model can be used in solving 
electromechanical problems. They are completely equivalent to the same 3x3 impedance 
matrix so the choice depends only the convenience of using a particular model. 
In applications, an ultrasonic transducer is usually described as a two-port network. In 
section 2.4, we will show that when a backing material is connected to one mechanical port 
and the other one is used to radiate acoustic waves, our three-port network is reduced to a 
two-port network. Note that the two-port network can be derived in this manner from either 
the Mason or the KLM model (or from the 3x3 impedance matrix relation of Eq. (2.3.47)). 
The resulting equation for the two-port network will be the same or equivalent, regardless of 
the three-port model we choose to use. 
b. Transmission Line 
The KLM model is popular because it uses a transmission line concept. In this case, if 
more layers are added to the two sides of the piezoelectric plate, they can be easily modeled 
as cascaded acoustic transmission lines. 
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c. Turns Ratios 
In the Mason model, the turns ratio n is a constant which reflects the piezoelectricity of 
the plate, or the energy transfer between the mechanical part and the electrical part of the 
piezoelectric plate. In the KLM model, the turns ratio <p is dispersive. Besides the 
piezoelectricity, it also contains some mechanical properties of the plate. 
c. Negative Capacitor 
The controversial device in the Mason model is its negative capacitor. No satisfactory 
physical explanation of this component was given until the mid 1980's when it was shown 
that the negative capacitor reflects the interaction between mechanical and electrical energy 
in the reverberance of the plate vibrations. No such negative capacitor appears in the KLM 
model. 
d. Lumped electrical devices 
In the KLM model, the electrical part is modeled by a lumped network. This lumped 
element approach makes the KLM model suitable for electrical matching and transducer 
optimization, and explains its popularity in such applications. 
2.4 Backed I D Transducer Model 
In section 2.1, the transducer was modeled as a reciprocal, two-port network. However, 
in section 2.3, our model of a piezoelectric plate led to a three-port model. These two models 
are consistent since, in the fabrication of transducers, a piezoelectric plate is backed by an 
acoustic material. Thus, one side surface of the plate emits acoustic waves to generate 
acoustic fields while the other one is connected to the backing which absorbs acoustic waves 
from the vibrating plate. This process reduces a three-port transducer model to a two-port 
transducer model where the backing mechanical port is represented in the two-port model 
through the acoustic impedance of the backing. In this section we will show how to derive 
the two-port network corresponding to a backed piezoelectric plate. 
2.4.1 Two-port electromechanical network 
As we have shown, a piezoelectric plate with the thickness of I can be modeled by the 
Mason equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 2.9. When port 1 is terminated with a backing 
material with an acoustic impedance, Zah, the Mason equivalent circuit is simplified to the 
one shown in Figure 2.13. To simplify the notation, the subscripts for the two remaining port 
quantities are dropped. That is, at the electrical port, the quantities are (V, I) and at the 
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remaining mechanical port, the quantities are (F, v). The subscripted quantities are retained 
in this section only as intermediate quantities during our derivation. 
The equivalent circuit in Figure 2.13 can be divided into three parts, denoted by (I), (H) 
and (HT) respectively. Part (I) is an electrical part which includes the two clamped 
capacitors: positive and negative capacitors. Part (II) is the electromechanical transformer 
with the turns ratio of n. Part (HI) includes the acoustic properties of the piezoelectric plate. 
The three parts are analyzed one by one in the following. In part (I) and part (HI), the inward 
currents or velocities in the three parts are considered as positive. 
(y, /) (tç, Q OF,, v,) (F, V) 
iZ" /sinkl -Cr 1 :n 
—iZ„ tan kit 2 
(I) (II) m 
Figure 2.13 Piezoelectric plate considered as a two-port 
network which is divided into three parts for 
purpose of analysis convenience. Part (I) is the 
electrical part, Part (H) the electromechanical 
transformer and Part (HI) the mechanical part. 
In part (I), using Kirchhoff voltage law and Kirchhoff current law, we have the 
following relations 
/ = —12 — ia>C0 V (2.4.1) 
V =V1-I1/(imCQ). (2.4.2) 
Putting Eq. (2.4.2) into Eq. (2.4.1), then, gives 
/ = —iû)C0 V2 . (2.4.3) 
Together, Eq. (2.4.2) and Eq. (2.4.3) form the following transfer relation 
1 UicoCn 
.—iû)C0 0 1 (2.4.4) 
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In part (II), the electromechanical transformer works as a usual electrical transformer. 
Thus, 
Fi = nVz 
v, = —IJn . 




I In 0 
0 n (2.4.7) 
In part (HI), using the Kirchhoff voltage law on the two ports, we have 
Z; -iZl tan-yVv.+v) Fx = /ZQV, / sin kl-h 
F = —z'Zq vtankl/2 + ^ Z£ — iZ£ tan+ v). 
(2.4.8) 
(2.4.9) 
Using Eq. (2.3.48), Eq. (2.4.8) is rewritten as 
5 = (z: + < cot «>, + Z4* - < tan— l„ 
Eq. (2.4.9) is also rewritten as 
kl 
F = | Z^ - ^  tan- Jv, + (Zf-z2Z^tan^ kl v. 
(2.4.10) 
(2.4.11) 
In matrix form, Eq. (2.4.10) and Eq. (2.4.11) give 
F 
IF  
Zl + Z'Zq cot kl Zah — iZ£ tan kl 
kl kl 
Zf-^tan- ZZ-,22%tan-Y lv 
(2.4.12) 
Eq. (2.4.12) gives the impedance matrix relation of the part (HI). The corresponding 
transfer relation can be obtained by using Eq. (2.2.20). After some complex manipulations, 
























Z6" — HZQ tan— L-vj 
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— v )  
(2.4.15) 
This equation specifies the transfer relation of a backed 1-D transducer. The two 2x2 
matrices, together with the coefficient before them, finally give an overall 2x2 transfer 
matrix. It is not difficult to check that Eqs. (2.4.4), (2.4.7) and (2.4.13) satisfy the reciprocal 
theorem, i.e., Parts (I), (II) and (HI) satisfy the reciprocal theorem, respectively. Therefore, 
the backed 1-D transducer shown in Figure 2.13 also satisfies the reciprocal theorem 
according to subsection 2.2.3. 
To keep consistent with the conventions chosen for expressing the transfer relation of a 
two-port network, as shown in Figure 2.3, the direction of the transmitting velocity in Figure 
2.13 must be changed. That is, the velocity flowing out of the output port must be taken as 











Zah + iZl cot kl (Z^y + iZlZt cot kl 
kl 
1 Zl — i2Z% tan— lv 
(2.4.16) 
2.4.2 Sittig's model 
Sittig has found the transfer matrix equation for a backed 1-D transducer [Sittig, 1967, 
1969, 1972] in a form very similar to Eq. (2.4.16). In this subsection, starting from Eq. 
(2.4.16), Sittig's corresponding model is derived. 
If we define an acoustic impedance ratio as 
4=z;/z„* (2.4.17) 







> kl 4 "'tan— 
Zh + i cot kl Zq (l +izh cot kl) 
11% •o, & Zu — i2 tan— h o 
(2.4.18) 
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Multiplying every element in the second matrix and the denominator of the coefficient 









cos kl — izh sin kl Z£ (zh cos kl — i sin kl ) 
_ (- izh sin kl)/Zq 2(cos kl — I) — izb sin kl 
Q = cos kl — 1 — izb sin kl. 
(2.4.17) 
(2.4.18) 
Note that in the derivation of Eq. (2.4.17), the following identity was used 
kl kl kl kl -, kl 
—/tan — (—/sin kl) = — tan—2sin—cos— = —2 sin2— = coskl — 1. (2.4.19) 
2 2 2 2 2 
Sittig gave the transfer matrix relation between the input and output for a backed 1-D 
transducer as follows: 
£}-
where 
1 I J0z/caCo 
jcoC0 0 
cos y + jzh sin y ZJ (zb cos y + y sin y) 
(y sin y)/Z0" 2(cos y - I) + jzh sin y G 
<ï>" = 
^0 Q 2Q 
K 
with 






û)0 — 27$ 0 (2.4.24) 
where f0 is the fundamental antiresonant frequency of a piezoelectric plate. 
Comparing Eq. (2.4.17) with Eq. (2.4.20), it is clear that Sittig used a time dependency 
of e~,ax. Thus we need to let /—>—/'. If we can also prove that 
0 — n (2.4.25) 
y = kl (2.4.26) 
then the Sittig's model will be identical with the present model. 
The fundamental antiresonant frequency of a piezoelectric plate is expressed as 
f 
0  21'  
Then Eq. (2.4.24) is rewritten as 
eoQ = m>0 //. 
(2.4.27) 
(2.4.28) 
Putting Eq. (2.4.28), Eq. (2.3.58) and Zq = ApvQ into Eq. (2.4.21), we have 
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<p1 = C0 4 . (2.4.29) 
33 'P33 
By the definition of the longitudinal velocity of a piezoelectric (Eq. (2.3.28)) and the 
definition of the clamped capacitance (Eq. (2.3.22)), Eq. (2.4.29) can be rewritten as 
^2 = (^3 Q)2- (2.4.30) 
According to Eq. (2.3.23), Eq. (2.4.25) holds. This shows the turns ratio given by Sittig is 
the same as that used in the Mason model. Since, using Eq. (2.4.27), we also have 
(2.4.3U 
Jo V0 
From the definition of the wavenumber 
k =— (2.4.32) 
vo 
we see that Eq. (2.4.26) holds also. 
The two-port network for a backed 1-D transducer in this thesis is therefore equivalent 
to Sittig's model if we replace i with kl with y and n with <ï>. Then Eq. (2.4.17) is changed 
into Eq. (2.4.20). One characteristic of Sittig's model is that the transfer matrix is expressed 
only in terms of sine and cosine functions. 
We should note some minor errors in Sittig's derivation and results [Sittig, 1969]. 
Sittig refers to Fas a "pressure", but it really is a lumped force, as our derivation shows. 
Also, the impedance ZQ appearing both in our results and in Sittig's is given by Zq = Apv0, 
not by Zq = pv0 as stated by Sittig (see Eq. (1) in [Sittig, 1969]). 
2.5 Acoustic Transmission Lines 
In the fabrication of a transducer, acoustic layers are used to face the piezoelectric plate 
on either surface. Figure 2.14 shows the configuration of such an ultrasonic transducer. For 
example, a wear plate or a quarter wave plate could be attached on the front surface of the 
piezoelectric plate in a transducer. In either case, these plates serve as attached acoustic 
layers. If the backing is made of a highly absorbing material, then it acts actually as an 
infinite "half-space" where the waves enter but never return. In this case, the backing can be 
simply modeled as a plane wave acoustic impedance. If there are some layers between the 
"half-space" and the piezoelectric plate, those layers act as acoustic transmission lines. 
Acoustic layers can also be modeled as a Mason equivalent circuit, a KLM equivalent 
circuit, or directly from the transfer matrix equations. In this section, the acoustic layers are 




material Backing Piezoelectric 
layers plate 
Figure 2.14 Configuration of an ultrasonic transducer with 
wear plate, piezoelectric plate, backing layers and 
semi-infinite material. 
2.5.1 Mason equivalent circuit for acoustic layers 
An acoustic layer has a finite length. It can be considered as the special case of a 
piezoelectric plate without piezoelectricity. In the Mason equivalent circuit for a 
piezoelectric plate shown in Figure 2.9, if we let the turns ratio to be zero, the electrical part 
can be deleted. The equivalent circuit changes to the one describing a usual acoustic layer. 
Figure 2.15 shows the Mason equivalent circuit for the acoustic layer with length of / and 
acoustic impedance of Zj. Note that the direction of v, has been reversed to correspond to 
the convention used for transmission lines. It is a typical T-type two-port network used in 
electrical engineering. 
2.5.2 Transfer matrix of an acoustic layer 
From the previous subsection, if we let the turns ratio be zero for the piezoelectric plate 
(Eq. (2.3.47)), we obtain the equations of an acoustic layer (without piezoelectricity) as 
*7a v 
Fx — Z'Zq v,cotÂ:/ — i ~ (2.5.1) 
sin kl 
F, = — iZ£v,cotkl (2.5.2) 
sin kl 
where the sign of v, has been changed so that it consistent with the convention used in Figure 
2.15. Eq. (2.5.1) and Eq. (2.5.2) show the impedance matrix relations of quantities. Using 
the matrix transformation relations given in Eq. (2.2.18), the corresponding transfer matrix 
equation can be written as 
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v, —iZ^X.ankl/2 —iZ^tanklll v. 
Figure 2.15 Mason equivalent circuit for an acoustic layer with 
the length of I and acoustic impedance of ZQ . 
cos kl — IZQ sin kl 
—isinkl/ Z£ cos kl .3- <2-53) 
These two equations represent the same equivalent circuit shown in Figure 2.15 so that 
Eq. (2.5.3) represents the transfer matrix for the reduced Mason equivalent circuit (see Figure 
2.9). 
Eq. (2.5.3) is a typical transfer matrix equation of a transmission line. This same 
transmission line can be obtained by simply taking off the electrical part from the KLM 
equivalent circuit (see Figure 2.12). The acoustic transmission line characterized by Eq. 
(2.5.3) is drawn in Figure 2.16 where note that the direction of v2 is opposite to that of v, in 
the KLM model. 
v, 
Z l . i  TF j  
Figure 2.16 Transmission line for an acoustic layer with the 
length of I and acoustic impedance of ZQ . 
When several acoustic layers exist, they can be simply cascaded together by 
multiplying their transfer matrices. As an example of the application of the acoustic 
transmission line, suppose the port 2 in Figure 2.16 terminates with an acoustic impedance 
Z," (which could be a "half-space" or the impedance coming from other attached acoustic 
transmission lines or acoustical elements). Then 
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Z," = —. (2.5.4) 
v. 
Placing Eq. (2.5.4) in Eq. (2.5.3), the input acoustic impedance looking from port 1 in Figure 
2.16 then is obtained as 
7" - 7« Z" cos kl -iZ^ sin kl 
A 0 ZZcoskl-iZfsinkl ' (-' ' ) 
Note that we can follow this same procedure, using the cascading technique, to always 
replace the backing conditions at the backing port by an equivalent acoustic impedance, Zab, 
regardless of the number of layers present at the backing side of the piezoelectric crystal. 
Thus our two-port models of this chapter, where Zab is specified at the backing port, can 
model many complex backing conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE GENERATION PROCESS 
In an ultrasonic measurement, transducers are generally used in either a pitch-catch 
mode or a pulse-echo mode. In a pitch-catch mode, one transducer transmits acoustic waves 
and the other receives the waves. In a pulse-echo mode, only one transducer is used to both 
transmit and receive acoustic waves. For either mode, it is necessary to consider (1) the 
conversion processes occurring when the voltage of a puiser is used to drive a transducer, 
acting as a transmitter of acoustic waves (the generation process) and (2) the conversion 
processes occurring when a transducer, acting as a receiver, transforms acoustic energy back 
to electrical energy and transfers that energy to a receiver for amplification (the reception 
process). In this chapter, the generation process is analyzed. The reception process will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
As shown in Figure 3.1, the generation process usually includes four components: a 
puiser, a cable, a transducer and an acoustic medium. The puiser periodically emits spike­
like electrical impulses. Its bandwidth is generally very wide so that it can cover all the 
typical ultrasonic transducer frequencies. The cable connects the transducer to the puiser and 
carries the spike-like pulses to the transducer. The transducer is an electromechanical energy 
transformer. It takes the electrical energy from the cable and changes it into mechanical 
energy in the form of motion (displacement or velocity) at the transducer face. This motion 
in turn generates waves in the acoustic medium which radiate from the transducer surface. In 
the following, all these components of the generation process are studied in detail. 
Puiser 
O Energy Cable 
Transducer 
O Acoustic medium Dampin: S 
Figure 3.1 The generation process which includes four 
components: puiser, cable, transducer and acoustic 
medium. 
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3.1 Puiser Model 
In an ultrasonic measurement, a puiser is an electrical source that emits electrical 
impulses. These impulses are used to drive an ultrasonic transducer. Usually an electrical 
impulse is a spike-like negative impulse. In the experimental part of this thesis, a 
Panametrics 5052PR puiser is used. For this puiser, the width and amplitude of the impulse 
can be adjusted through energy and damping settings on the front panel of the puiser (see 
Figure 3.1). For such a puiser, the amplitude of the pulses generated is about several hundred 
volts and the pulse width is a fraction of a micro second. 
The internal structure of an electrical puiser is very complex. It includes many 
electrical devices which are used to generate an electrical impulse. However, from a 
modeling standpoint, one only usually cares about the net output properties of the puiser, 
such as the amplitude of the output signal, the bandwidth, and the internal impedance of the 
puiser, since these are the factors which control the interactions of the puiser with the cabling 
and transducer during the generation process. Thus, the puiser can be modeled by a Thevenin 
equivalent circuit which contains only two components: an electrical source %(#) and an 
internal impedance 2^ (a>) in series. The equivalent circuit of the puiser is shown in Figure 
3.2. An alternative model of a puiser would be a Norton equivalent circuit. In this thesis, the 
Thevenin equivalent circuit is chosen. The values of V^cd) and 2T (co) in the Thevenin 
equivalent circuit are obviously functions of the energy and damping settings on the front 
panel of a puiser (see Figure 3.1). 
To describe %(#) and 2^ (<y) accurately in practice it would be necessary to obtain 
these parameters experimentally at particular energy and damping settings. However, for 
simulation purpose, it is useful to also have a simple model of the puiser output so that 
Z*(®) 
Figure 3.2 An electrical puiser is modeled by the Thevenin 
equivalent circuit with the source strength of %(#) 
and the internal impedance of Zf (<y) in series. 
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parametric studies can be performed. 
Usually, the output of a puiser is generated by an RC-circuit which has an exponential 
characteristic response during the process of recharging and discharging. Thus, it is 
reasonable to choose a simple model which uses two exponential functions. Specifically, we 
model the impulse by the following function. 
0 (t < 0) 
Vi(t)=--V„(l-e-a>') (0<r<r0) (3.1.1) 
(r > t) 
where and a2 are two attenuation factors for the two exponential functions respectively. 
V0 is the amplitude of the impulse and V, is an amplitude term appearing in the first 
exponential function. V0 and Vœ are related through the requirement that the pulse be 
continuous at t = t0. The relationship is 
Mi = K.(l-e_<Vo). (3.1.2) 
The shape of the exponential function given in Eq. (3.1.1) is shown Figure 3.3 when the 
parameters are chosen as V0 = —200V, tQ = 0.2/is, cç = 1 x 106 /s and a, = 5x I06/s. 
Before the puiser emits an impulse (r < 0 ), there is no output. After time t=0, the impulse 
drops from zero exponentially with attenuation factor a,. At time t = t0 — 0.2/is, it reaches a 
value of — V0 . Then it rises exponentially to zero with attenuation factor 
In the frequency domain, the corresponding spectrum of Eq. (3.1.1) is obtained as 
V^co) = ——— [ei0*° - l] ^— eiox° . (3.1.3) 
or, - ico L J icoL J a2 - ico 
The amplitude of the spectrum is drawn in Figure 3.4. For the parameters chosen, there is a 
peak around 2MHz. Changing energy and damping settings would correspond to changing 
the model parameters of VQ, /0, and , which control the shape of the impulse (Figure 
3.3) and the corresponding spectrum (Figure 3.4). However, it is not possible to describe the 
relationship between puiser settings and these parameters in a simple manner. 
3.2 Cabling Model 
A cable is used to transmit the electrical signals from the puiser to the transducer (see 
Figure 3.1). At low frequencies, such as less than 10kHz, which is a range often used in 
acoustics and underwater sound applications, the cable transmits the electrical pulses without 
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Figure 3.3 The shape of the impulse represented by two 
exponential functions (see Eq. (3.1.1)) in the time 
domain with VQ = —200V, tQ — 0.2|is, 
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Figure 3.4 Spectrum of the impulse represented by two 
exponential functions (see Eq. (3.1.3)) in the 
frequency domain with V0 = —200V, tQ = 0.2JJ.S, 
or, = 1 x 106 /s and a2 =5x 106 /s. 
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the transmitted pulses. In these cases, the effect of the cable can be neglected. However, in 
ultrasonic measurements, the frequencies involved are usually no less than 1MHz. In this 
situation, the cable itself affects the signals transmitted to the transducer, and this cabling 
effect is frequency dependent. Thus, in most NDE applications, we need to consider the 
cable effects explicitly. 
A cable is usually composed of concentric wires with the outer layer grounded. When 
only TEM waves are transmitted in a cable, the electromagnetic waves in terms of electric 
field intensity E and magnetic field intensity H can be lumped into voltage V and current / 
(see the discussion in 2.1). As in the description of an acoustic medium layer in section 2.5, 
a cable can be modeled by either a transmission line model or an equivalent circuit model. In 
the following, we will describe both of them. 
3.2.1 Transmission line model 
A transmission line model [Seshadre, 1971, Steaelin, 1994] is commonly used to 
describe a cable as shown in Figure 3.5. Suppose that the length of the cable is /, its intrinsic 
impedance is , the input voltage and current are V, and /,, and the output voltage and 
current are V2 and I2. As is usual with transmission line models, the two currents /, and /, 
are taken in the same direction. The transfer matrix equation of the cable can easily be 
shown to be 
where k = cole is the space wavenumber of the wave transmitted in the cable with c being 
the speed of waves transmitted inside the cable. 
cos kl — iZl s'mkl (V2 
—is'mkl/ZZ cos kl IA 
f, 
t » 
Figure 3.5 Transmission line for a cable with the length of I and 
intrinsic impedance of Zf0, which is characterized 
by Eq. (3.2.1). 
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(3.2.2) 
The intrinsic impedance of a cable takes the following form 
where fi is the permeability of the cable and £ is the permittivity of the cable. In free space, 
fj. =//0 = Ak x 1CT7 H/m and e = e0 = 8.85 x 10~12 F/m. For the coaxial cables commonly 
used in practice, the intrinsic cable impedance is usually set to be 500. 
Eq. (3.2.1) shows that when kl « 1 the transfer matrix reduces to the identity matrix 
and the cable has no effect ( V, = V2 and /, = I2 ) as stated before. In all other cases, it is 
important to keep the frequency dependent terms given in Eq. (3.2.1). 
3.2.2 Equivalent circuit model 
An equivalent circuit model is another way to describe a cable. To see this, first 
transform the transfer matrix equation of the cable shown in Eq. (3.2.1) into the 
corresponding impedance matrix equation by using the relation (2.2.14). The following 
impedance matrix equation is then obtained: 
z'Zq cot kl z'Zq /sin kl 
JZQ /sin kl iZ^ cot kl_ L-A. 
Using Eq. (2.3.48), Eq. (3.2.3) can be expressed equivalently as 
V,= 
f -rt A 
vsin kl j 
r ~-r< \ 
sin kl 





But, according to the Kirchhoff voltage law, Eq. (3.2.4) and Eq. (3.2.5) characterizes an 
equivalent circuit in form of a 7-network with three impedances (see Figure 3.6): the left 
—z'ZQ tan kill —z'ZQ tankl/2 A 
z'Zn I sin kl 
Figure 3.6 Mason equivalent circuit for a cable with the length 
of I and intrinsic impedance of Zjj. 
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arm and right arm are —iZe0 tankl / 2 and the middle arm is iZ"01 sin kl. This equivalent circuit 
for a cable is similar to the Mason equivalent model for an acoustic medium layer discussed 
in the last chapter because the cable and the acoustic layer both can be modeled as 
transmission lines. 
From the above discussion, a cable can be described by the transmission line model or 
an equivalent circuit model. In dealing with the problems relevant to cables, choosing which 
model to use is generally only a matter of convenience. 
3.2.3 Impedance of a cable 
As a transmission line, a cable can transfer an impedance from one end of the cable to 
its other end. Suppose that an electrical impedance ZT is connected at the port 2 of the cable 
shown in Figure 3.5. From the transfer matrix equation of the cable (Eq. (3.2.1)), the 
electrical impedance at port 1 is obtained as 
Zf = -^ = z<Z2coskl~iZos'mkl f3 2 ~ 
A /, ° Zq cos kl — iZZ s'm kl ( 
Note that 
^=7-- (3.2.7) 
Figure 3.7 shows how the impedance ZJ" changes with kl. Generally speaking, for pure 
resistances ZT and Z^, if Z^>Z^, Zf has the characteristic behavior of a capacitance. If 
ZT<Z^, on the other hand, Zf looks like an inductance. If ZT=ZJj, Z^ behaves like a pure 
resistance and is equal to Z|j. 
At sufficient low frequency, kl 0 and Eq. (3.2.6) gives 
Zf = Z: (3.2.8) 
which shows that the impedance at port 1 of the cable is the same as the impedance at port 2 
(see Figure 3.5), i.e., the effect of the cable can be neglected. 
For high frequency range, the cable effect should not be ignored. We consider the 
following three special termination conditions at port 2: 
a. Open-circuit 
When port 2 is opened, i.e., Z^ —> °o, Eq. (3.2.6) is simplified as 
Zf = iZ„ cot kl. (3.2.9) 
Because of the finite length of a cable, the impedance of the cable is not infinite. It is 
expressed as a cotangent function with 90 degrees phase shift. 
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z!/z! = 0.5 
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£/(Rad) 
Figure 3.7 Impedances of a cable when the terminated 
impedance 7^ is resistive and is 22%, and 
0.5 Z%, respectively, where 2?0 is also resistive. 
b. Short-circuit 
When port 2 is shorted, i.e., Z^ —> 0, Eq. (3.2.6) is changed into 
Zf = —iZl tan kl. (3.2.10) 
Again because of the finite length of a cable, the impedance of the cable is not zero. It is 
expressed as a tangent function with -90 degrees phase shift. 
c. Terminated with an impedance equal to cable intrinsic impedance 
When port 2 is terminated with an impedance equal to the intrinsic impedance of a 
cable, i.e., 2^ = Z„, Eq. (3.2.6) is simplified as 
= Zq. (3.2.11) 
The impedance of the cable at port 1 is the same as the intrinsic impedance of the cable. If 
the intrinsic impedance of a cable is 50Q, to absorb the reflected wave from one end of the 
cable due to impedance mismatch, a 50£2 terminator is usually connected at this end. 
Figure 3.8 shows the above three cases. The amplitude of the ratio of Zf to 2% for each 
case is drawn versus kl. These curves show that, aside from the perfect impedance match for 
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ZT = Zq, the effect of cables cannot be neglected. The curves of Figure 3.8 will also be 
useful later when we measure the properties of a particular cable experimentally. 
3.3 Transducer Transfer Function 
A transducer used as a transmitter is an electromechanical device which transfers 
electrical energy to mechanical energy and radiates acoustic waves into an acoustic medium. 
An important property of a transducer, therefore, is its transfer function which can be defined 
as the ratio of the force (or velocity) output by the transducer in the acoustic medium to the 
voltage which drives it. In this section we will use two approaches to obtain the transfer 
function of a transducer. The first approach is to use the Mason equivalent circuit to derive 
an explicit expression for the transfer function. The second approach uses a two-port 
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Figure 3.8 Impedances of a cable when one end is opened 
( Z; =«), shorted (2? = 0 ) and terminated with an 
impedance equal to the intrinsic impedance of the 
cable (2^ = ZJ). 
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3.3.1 Mason equivalent circuit approach 
The Mason equivalent circuit for a backed piezoelectric plate is shown in Figure 2.13. 
To derive its transfer function explicitly, suppose that a voltage source V is connected with 
the electrical port (see Figure 3.9). During the following derivation, The venin's theorem is 
used to simplify the Mason equivalent circuit. 
-C„ iZg / sin&/ -iZo tan kill 
\:n 
Figure 3.9 Equivalent circuit for a backed piezoelectric plate 
with the electrical port connected with a voltage 
source V and the mechanical port radiating acoustic 
waves. 
To eliminate the electromechanical transformer, the voltage source and the two 
capacitors on the left side of the transformer are shifted to its right side by considering the 
turns ratio n; the electrical impedance on the left side of the transformer is divided by n2. 
Figure 3.10 shows the transferred equivalent circuit. 
- CJnz iZ"Q / sin kl -iZaQ tanW/2 
nV 
Figure 3.10 Equivalent circuit for a backed piezoelectric plate 
by eliminating the electromechanical transformer 
from Figure 3.9. 
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F* z: 
Figure 3.11 Thevenin equivalent circuit for a backed 
piezoelectric plate shown in Figure 3.10. The 
acoustic impedance shown by dashed lines is the 
radiation impedance. 
According to Thevenin's theorem, the equivalent circuit in Figure 3.10 can be replaced 
by a voltage source with the amplitude of Flh and an internal impedance of Z"h in series. The 
corresponding Thevenin equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 3.11. By shorting the voltage 
source, nV, in Figure 3.10 and looking from the mechanical port, the internal impedance Z"h 
is expressed as 
FT Z FF X f "-Tptl _ iZn n S = -'Z: tan^ +[-< tan y + % |// + 












where "//" denotes the two parts on the two sides of it are connected in parallel. 
The open-circuit output "voltage" across the mechanical port is obtained as 
Th - iZl tan-y 
F,h= ~nV (3.3.3) 
Zl — iZ„ tan — -+-
kl iZ" n~ 
2 sin kl iû)Cn 
or, using Eq. (2.3.48), 
F*=-







When the transducer radiates acoustic waves through the mechanical port into an 
acoustic medium with the impedance Z", Z" is connected to the right hand side of the 
Thevenin equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.11, and the velocity, therefore, flowing into 
the load Z", is written as 
v = _ F,h_ .. (3.3.5) 
Substituting Eqs. (3.3.2) and (3.3.4) into the above equation, we find the particle 
velocity of the wave transmitted into the load Z" expressed in terms of the electrical source 
V, the parameters of the piezoelectric plate and the backing. 
z 
Zb ~lZo tan — 
zr-z;+(z;)! 1 2n (UCoZo 
tan 
k l )  
+ i(z; + z- ) Zq cotkl n 
coCn 
(3.3.6) 
This is the explicit expression of the transfer function written in terms of the transmitted 
particle velocity. Correspondingly, the transfer function of the piezoelectric plate in terms of 
the output force is 
Ht {co) = Z"v  
Z" Z: -/Z; tan kl n 
z:z°b+(z"j 2 n








Eqs. (3.3.6) and (3.3.7) give the general case with arbitrary acoustic impedance 
connected to the front and back faces of the piezoelectric plate. By changing the backing 
acoustic impedance, we can study its effect on the behavior of the transducer function. 
Figure 3.12 shows the variation Ht{a>) in the frequency range of from f= 0 to /=10MHz, 
where <y = 27tf . The piezoelectric is PZT-5H [Ristic, 1983] and the acoustic medium is 
water. In this figure, five curves are drawn which corresponds to frequency dependent 
impedance ratios Zf, = Zab / Zq = 0.1, 0.4, 1, 2 and 5. By observing these curves, we can draw 
the following conclusion. If Zah < Zj, the piezoelectric plate vibrates like a half-wave 
resonator, similar to the case when the two mechanical ports are free. There is only one peak 
from 0-10MHz. If Zab > ZJ, the piezoelectric plate vibrates like a quarter-wave resonator, 
similar to the case where one mechanical port free and the other one clamped. There are then 
two peaks from 0-10MHz. If Z^ = ZJ, the bandwidth of the transducer is the widest. 
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3.3.2 Transfer matrix model 
The transfer function of a backed piezoelectric plate has been derived explicitly using 
the Mason equivalent circuit in subsection 3.3.1. However, the expression of the transfer 
function (see Eq. (3.3.7)) does not include cabling effects or an electrical impedance on the 
driving side, as would be the case with a real puiser driving the transducer, and the output 
face of the crystal does not include any acoustic layers such as a wear plate. If these factors 
are included into the Mason model, the explicit expression of the transfer function will 
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Figure 3.12 Transfer functions for a backed piezoelectric plate. 
The ratio of backing impedance to piezoelectric 
impedance, 4 = Z^/Zq = 0.1, 0.4, 1, 2 and 5. 
When Zf, =0.1, peak frequency is 4.05MHz. When 
zh =2, peak frequencies are 2.10MHz and 
6.76MHz. 
Such complications, however, can be easily handled if we model the transducer by a 
two-port network. Even if a wear plate is included at the front surface of the transducer, for 
example, the whole electromechanical system is still considered as a two-port network. Such 
a two-port network can be characterized by the following transfer matrix equation. 
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v \  Ti 
% Tl 
(3.3.8) 
The transfer matrix 7 7 contains the multiplication of matrices shown in Eq. (2.4.16) and that 
of the wear plate, if any. 
With the help of computers, an explicit expression of the transfer function of a 
transducer is really not necessary. Its implicit form as defined through products of transfer 
matrices to obtain the appropriate elements of 7r numerically is enough. From Eq. (3.3.8), if 
the radiation impedance of the transducer is Z", i.e., 
F/v=Zar. (3.3.9) 
The transfer function in terms of the elements of T is simply 
~ T r Z a  + tT • (3.3.10) 
3.4 Transducer Radiation Impedance 
In many transducer studies in the literature, the radiation acoustic impedance of the 
transducer at its output face is taken as a constant equal to the specific impedance of a 1-D 
plane wave multiplied by the active area of the transducer face. However, even if a 1-D 
model is acceptable for describing the fields in the transducer itself, the same is not true for 
the acoustic fields the transducer generates. Transducers do not generate in general purely 1-
D plane waves, even when the velocity on the face of the transducer is spatially uniform (i.e., 
a piston source model). As shown in this section, the radiation impedance of the transducer 
is determined by (1) the type of velocity distribution present on the transducer face and (2) by 
solving explicitly the acoustic radiation problem to obtain the corresponding radiation force. 
As we will see, the radiation impedance is generally a function of frequency. 
3.4.1 Lumped quantities 
If the normal velocity on the surface of a transmitting transducer is not uniform, it can 
not be directly used in the 1-D Mason equivalent circuit and two-port network models 
because it is position dependent. Thus, we need to define consistent 1-D force and velocity 
parameters that can be used with our 1-D transducer models. In Chapter 2, we assumed that 
the normal velocity v„ (x, co) could be written in separable form in terms of two factors (see 
Eq. (2.1.18)): one is the average velocity v(<y) over the surface of the transducer, which is 
frequency dependent but independent of position, the other is a normalized spatial 
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distribution function / (x) defined over the transducer surface. The normal velocity then was 
written as 
V ,  (x, CO) = v(co) f (x) (3.4.1  ) 
where x is a point on the surface of the transducer. The rate of energy flowing out of the 
transmitting transducer is therefore 
J p(x,a))vn (x, co)dS = v(<y)J p(x,co)f(x)dS (3.4.2) 
5 s 
where S is the transducer surface area. If we define the radiation force on the surface of the 
transducer as the weighted integral of the pressure 
F(co) = | p(x, co)f(x)dS (3.4.3) 
then this energy flow is given by 
J p(x,co)vn (xs,co)dS = F(co)v(co). (3.4.4) 
Eq. (3.4.4) shows that F{CD) and v(<y) are two lumped quantities coming from the two 
field quantities: pressure p(x,co) and normal velocity vn (x, co). In applications of the Mason 
equivalent circuit and two-port networks, we can consistently use these lumped force and 
velocity quantities since they produce the same energy transfer as the underlying field 
quantities. 
The velocity function v(<y) is the average velocity over the transducer surface. This 
can be shown by using Eq. (3.4.1). Integrating the two sides of Eq. (3.4.1) over the 
transducer surface, we have 
J vn(x,Ct))dS = v(co)jf(x)dS. (3.4.5) 
s s 
But, if / (x) is a normalized function over the transducer surface, i.e., 
— J /(x)</5 = 1 (3.4.6) 
^ s 
Eq. (3.4.5) gives 
v(co) (x, co)dS (3.4.7) 
^ 5 
which shows that v(co) indeed is the average velocity over the transducer surface. 
The lumped force is the integral of the pressure weighted by the velocity distribution 
function over the surface of the transducer (Eq. 3.4.3). Only if the velocity distribution is 
uniform, i.e., / (x) = 1, is the lumped force equal to the average pressure on the face of the 
transducer times the area, i.e., 
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F(cû) = J p(x, co)dS. (3.4.8) 
s 
Note, however, that there is some arbitrariness in these definitions of lumped 
parameters. We could have modeled the transducer, for example, as a surface over which we 
specify the pressure distribution in separable form as 
p(x,co) = p(co)g(x) (3.4.9) 
where lp{co) is the average pressure over the surface of the transducer and g(x) is normalized 
distribution function such that 
~ J g{*)dS = 1. (3.4.10) 
^ s 
Then we could define a lumped force parameter 
F(a>) = p(a>)S (3.4.11) 
which is always equal to the average pressure multiplied by the area S. In this case, then the 
rate of energy flowing out of the transducer would become 
J p(x, CO )v„ (x 5, co )dS = F(fi) )v(fij) (3.4.12) 
5 
where 
vO) = J v,(x,w)g(x)<# (3.4.13) 
^ 5-
is a weighted average of the velocity wave field. 
Either definition of lumped parameters in principle is acceptable. However, for an 
immersion transducer radiating into a fluid, the crystal and face plate are much more rigid 
than the surrounding fluid so that specification of the velocity as in Eq. (3.4.1) appears to be 
more reasonable from a physical standpoint. For a contact transducer where a thin fluid layer 
separates the transducer face from an elastic solid, treating the transducer as a pressure source 
as in Eq. (3.4.9) would seem more appropriate. Here, we will use the average velocity, v(<y), 
and weighted force, F(co), as our lumped parameters. 
We should also note that it is strictly not necessary to make any assumption about either 
the velocity or pressure on the transducer face to replace a field model with lumped force and 
velocity parameters. We could equally as well, for example, define an average velocity as 
shown in Eq. (3.4.7) and the power radiated by the transducer, P(co), as 
P(co) = Jp(x, co)vn (x, co)dS. (3.4.14) 
s 
Then a lumped force, F(<y), could be defined simply as 
F(<y) = P(<o)/v(<y) (3.4.15) 
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and (f(û>), v(<y)) would be a consistent pair of lumped parameters since they produce the 
same power flow as the original fields. 
3.4.2 Radiation acoustic impedance 
When a transducer radiates acoustic waves directly into an acoustic medium, it is 
equivalent to connecting an acoustic impedance Zr(co) to the mechanical radiation port such 
that 
f(a>) = Z" (tv)v(co). (3.4.16) 
From Eq. (3.4.3), the radiation acoustic impedance is obtained as 
J /(x)p(x, co)dS 
T-r (3.4.17) 
v(û>) 
This equation shows that the radiation acoustic impedance is the ratio of the lumped force to 
the lumped velocity. It is clearly dependent on the velocity distribution function. 
If both the velocity and pressure distributions are assumed uniform, then 
p(x,co) - p(û)) (3.4.18) 
and 
Z(x) = l (3.4.19) 
and Eq. (3.4.17) gives 
ZXa)=£YY. (3.4.20) 
v(<y) 
Furthermore, if it is assumed that p(co) and v(<y) are related by the specific impedance of a 
1-D plane wave traveling in the acoustic medium, 
z = pc (3.4.21) 
where p is the density of the acoustic medium and c is its longitudinal acoustic velocity, we 
would find 
Zar(co) = pcS = a constant (3.4.22) 
as is commonly used in the literature. However, the two assumptions leading to Eq. (3.4.22) 
are in general both incorrect. First, if we specify a velocity vn (x, co) = v(co) f (x) on the 
transducer face, then the pressure p(x,<y) is determined by solving a boundary value problem 
for the radiated waves and we cannot specify the nature of variations of both vn (x, co) and 
p(x,<y) simultaneously. Second, in the solution of the radiation problem, the waves 
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generated are not purely 1-D plane waves so that we do not expect the specific impedance of 
a plane wave to be appropriate for describing a 3-D diffraction problem. 
To see what form Z"(co) really takes we must solve a specific radiation problem. 
Therefore, consider a circular transducer of radius a where the weighting function is only a 
function of the radial distance, r, from the center of the face of the transducer and takes the 
following form [Greenspan, 1979] 
/(*) = 
(n + 1) 
Ka 
r 2 v 
(n = 0,1,2) (rSa)_ 
.0 (r > a) 
The value zz=0 corresponds to a plane "piston" model, n=\ to a model "simply supported" at 
r = a and n—2 to a model "clamped" at r = a. 
a. Piston model (n=0) 
For the piston model where n=0 in Eq. (3.4.23), Greenspan derived the acoustic 
radiation impedance of the transducer. This impedance normalized by the plane wave 
acoustic impedance was given as 
= 1 —j^{Jx{2ka)-iHx (2ka)} (3.4.24) 
where S = m1 is the surface area of the transducer, 7,(x) the first order Bessel function and 
//,(x) the first order Struve function which is given as [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980] 
Hl(x) = — f Vl — t2 sin(xt)dt. (3.4.25) 
K J0  
For high frequency, i.e., ka —>• «>, from Eq. (3.4.24), it is easy to show that 
Z"r(a>)=pcS. (3.4.26) 
This equation shows that at sufficient high frequency, the acoustic radiation impedance of a 
piston transducer indeed is equal to the product of the specific impedance of the radiation 
medium and the surface area of the transducer, as often assumed. 
b. Simply-supported model (n=I) 
For the simply-supported model where n= 1 in Eq. (3.4.23), Greenspan also gave the 
normalized acoustic radiation impedance as 
=î{1 <3A27) 
with 
5(y) = (10 - /y, (y)- 5Vo(y)- / /8 (3.4.28) 
^(y) = 6,2-i0)Rri(y)+5A(y)-i0y2Z3^ (3.4.29) 
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where JQ (x) is the zeroth order Bessel function and H0 (x) the zeroth order Struve function 
which is given as [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980] 
H0 0*0 = — . (3.4.30) 
7C J 0 -4 \ - t -
For high frequency, i.e., ka —> <», the limit of Eq. (3.4.27) can be obtained, but now we 
find 
Zr(û)) =—pcS. (3.4.31) 
This equation shows that at high frequency, the acoustic radiation impedance of the simply 
supported case is a constant but that constant is not just pcS as in the piston case. 
c. Clamped model (n=2) 
For the clamped model where n=2 in Eq. (3.4.23), Greenspan again found the 




fity)= A/,(y)+ ~ (3.4.33) 
= + (3.4.34) 
15;r JC 
where 
A =y4 -9\y2 +504 
B = 14y(y2 — 18). 
For high frequency, i.e., ka —> », again, Eq. (3.4.32) yields 
Zra(<y)=| PcS. (3.4.35) 
Once more at high frequency, the acoustic radiation impedance of the clamped case does not 
agree with a simple 1-D plane wave value. 
The acoustic radiation impedances for the three cases are given in Figure 3.13 versus 
the non dimensional frequency, ka. The impedances are normalized by VpcS with V=1 for a 
piston model, V=4/3 for a simply-supported model and V=9/5 for a clamped model. 
In Figure 3.13, the solid line shows the normalized impedance for a piston model 
(n=0), the long dashed line shows the normalized impedance for a simply-supported model 
(n=l) and the short dashed line shows the normalized impedance for a clamped model (n=2). 
For faz>10, these normalized impedance curves all asymptote to a constant of 1. Thus, for all 
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practical purposes for ka>\0, the radiation impedances all are equal to their constant high 
frequency limits. 
Typically, in ultrasonic NDE, transducers radiating into water often have ka values of 
100 or greater so that we expect that in such cases it will be in general a good approximation 
to assume that the radiation impedance is a constant. However, as our discussion has just 
shown, this constant is not necessarily just equal to the product of the specific impedance of 
the acoustic medium and the surface area of the transducer. Note that if we use the fluid 
model of Greenspan to describe the radiation of a contact transducer into an elastic solid, then 








20 5 10 15 25 
Figure 3.13 Normalized radiation acoustic impedance versus 
non-dimensional wave number ka for a piston 
model (n=0, solid line), a simply-supported model 
(AZ=1, long dashes) and a clamped model (n=2, 
short dashes). 
3.5 Generation Process Transfer Function 
In this chapter, the generation process was divided into four components: puiser, cable, 
transducer and acoustic medium (Figure 3.1). In Section 3.1, the puiser was modeled by a 
Thevenin equivalent circuit (Figure 3.2). In Section 3.2, the cable was modeled by a 
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transmission line (Figure 3.5). In Section 3.3, the transducer is modeled by a transfer matrix. 
In Section 3.4, the acoustic medium was replaced by a radiation acoustic impedance. 
Collecting all of these components, the entire generation process is modeled by the diagram 
shown in Figure 3.14. 
Puiser Cable Transducer Acoustic medium 
(y,/) (%,/,) (w 
Figure 3.14 The generation process model where the puiser 
modeled by a Thevenin equivalent circuit, the 
cable by a transmission line, the transducer by a 
transfer matrix and the acoustic medium by the 
radiation acoustic impedance. 
The transfer matrices of the cable and the transducer form the global transfer matrix for 
the generation process. From Eq. (3.2.1), the cable transfer matrix equation is written as 
Tu 
t: c 21 
From Eq. (3.3.8), the transducer transfer matrix equation is written as 
Tu Tn 
Tr Tt L-f 21 22 -
Putting Eq. (3.5.2) into Eq. (3.5. 
" rc Tc~ 






























Eq. (3.5.5) shows that the combined effect of the cable and transducer is modeled by a 
global transfer matrix \tG\ In fact, if there are any other components between the puiser 
and the acoustic medium that can be modeled by two-port networks, those two-port networks 
can also be reduced to a single two-port network characterized by a global transfer matrix. 
The strategy is to cascade all the component transfer matrices as discussed in subsection 
2.2.3. If every component is reciprocal, the global transfer matrix is also reciprocal. 
Using Eq. (3.5.5), the generation process shown in Figure 3.14 is simplified to the 
network of Figure 3.15. 
ZT (co) 
(V,/) (f,v) 
Figure 3.15 The generation process model with the global 
matrix used to replace all the two-port networks 
between the puiser and the acoustic medium. 
The transmitting sensitivity of the entire generation process can be obtained from 
Figure 3.15. On the two sides of the global two-port network, the following equations hold. 
Vt(co) = V + IZ'Xco) 
F= vZar (co). 
From Eq. (3.5.5), we have 
V TuF + T^v  
T°F + T°v 
Using Eq. (3.5.7), Eq. (3.5.8) is rewritten as . 
V _ 7]% (a)+ 7^ 
Canceling out current I from Eq. (3.5.6) and Eq. (3.5.9) gives 
'"liSsH 







The first equation in Eq. (3.5.5) is expressed as 
V = FT*+vT*. (3.5.11) 
Considering Eq. (3.5.7), Eq. (3.5.11) becomes 
V = v(Zar(co)T« + T°_). (3.5.12) 
Putting Eq. (3.5.12) into Eq. (3.5.10), we have 
XO) = v[(zrû(û>)7;? + t°J+(tZz;(û>)+t°)z<(û>)] (3.5.13) 
or, 
v(û>) (3.5.14) 
v,(a>) (z; (<b) 7? + 7;? )+ (r°zr- (a>)+ ) z ; o )  '  
Eq. (3.5.14) gives a velocity based transfer function which describes the entire 
generation system. The transmitting velocity is expressed in terms of the source parameters, 
global transfer matrix parameters and the acoustic medium parameter. Given all the 
parameters of the generation process, the radiation velocity is obtained from Eq. (3.5.14). 
If the transfer function of the generation system is expressed instead in terms of the 
transmitting force, F = Ft, then using Eq. (3.5.7), we have 
t to) = -5(2<1= ZM ,35,5) 
KM (z;(6))^ + z;f)+(r=2:(m)+r5X'(®) ' 
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CHAPTER 4. THE RECEPTION PROCESS 
Like the generation process described in the last chapter, the reception process in an 
ultrasonic measurement system contains four components: an acoustic medium in front of the 
receiving transducer, a receiving transducer, cabling, and a receiver. The components of the 
entire reception process are shown in Figure 4.1. The effects of the cable discussed in section 
3.2 apply to the cable here also, so they need not be considered again. However, the other 





Cabling O Gain 
O Attenuation 
Figure 4.1 Reception process which includes four components: 
acoustic medium, transducer, cabling and receiver. 
4.1 Incident Acoustic Waves 
Consider the case where acoustic waves are incident on a receiving transducer, as 
shown in Figure 4.2. These waves could come from a flaw or from another transducer. In 
either case the waves are generally not plane waves and are not propagating normal to the 
transducer surface (although in practice if the receiving transducer is oriented to maximize 
the received signal the assumption that the transducer normal is along the incoming wave 
direction may be correct). When the incoming waves strike the transducer, a part of these 
waves is scattered from the transducer surface and part is transmitted into the transducer and 
converted to electrical energy. The sum of the incident, scattered, and transmitted waves will 
generate a velocity field, v(x,<y), on the face of the transducer. We can decompose our 
original problem (Figure 4.2) into two separate problems as shown in Figure 4.3(a) and (b). 
In problem one (Figure 4.3(a)), the incident waves strike the transducer with its face blocked, 
i.e. the surface velocity is identically zero. In problem two (Figure 4.3(b)), the incident wave 
is absent but now the transducer radiates (like a transmitter) with the same velocity 
distribution, v(x,<y), as is generated by all the waves present in Figure 4.2. Furthermore, if 




Figure 4.2 Incident and scattered waves at a receiving 
transducer which has a normal velocity vn (x, co) on 
its surface S. 
v„ = 0 
Figure 4.3 (a) Incident and scattered waves at a "blocked' 
transducer whenv. = 0 on its surface S. 
scan 
Figure 4.3 (b) The "scattered" waves generated by a surface 
normal velocity, vn (x, co), of the face of the 
transducer which is identical to the normal velocity 
in Figure 4.2. 
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form as found when this transducer is used as a transmitter then v(x,<y) = vn(x,û;)n, where n 
is the unit outward normal to the transducer surface, and we have 
v„(x,<y) = v(»/(x). (4.1.1) 
Under these assumptions, we can again define a lumped force at the transducer face in terms 
of a weighted pressure integral, as in the generation process. Now consider this force, which 
for our original problem is given by 
FW = JYP,„C (X, CO) + pscan(x,co)\f(x)dS. (4.1.2) 
j 
The total scattered waves in Figure 4.2 can be decomposed into the waves scattered from the 
blocked transducer, Figure 4.3(a), and the waves "scattered" by the velocity distribution of 
Fig 4.3(b), i.e. 
Pscan (x, co) = pBscaa (x, co) + #L(x,w) (4.1.3) 
where pBscall (x, co) is the pressure on the surface of the blocked transducer of problem one and 
plait (x, co) is the pressure due to the waves generated by the velocity distribution "source" of 
problem two. Then the lumped "blocked force" of problem one, FB(co), is given by 
FbQO) = J \pfcatt(x,co)+p,.„c(x, <y)]f(x>/S (4.1.4) 
y 
and the lumped force for problem two is 
= JRLA(X,W)/(XXF = Z;MVM (4.1.5) 
s 
where, based on our assumptions, Zar(co) is the same radiation impedance present when the 
transducer is acting as a transmitter. Combining Eqs. (4.1.2), (4.1.4) and (4.1.5), using Eq. 
(4.1.3), we thus find 
F(co) = FB(co) + Zr" (co)v(co). (4.1.6) 
Equation (4.1.6) shows that in general at the receiving face of the transducer, the input 
conditions in terms of the lumped force and velocity parameters can be considered to be a 
blocked "voltage" source, FB(co), in series with an acoustic impedance, Z"(co). Thus, at the 
input side of a 1-D transducer model we have the input conditions shown in Figure 4.4. 
Many transducer modeling studies derive the input conditions for a receiver under 
much more restrictive assumptions. Typically, it is assumed that the incident wave is a 1-D 
plane wave and that the interactions with the transducer face can be treated as if that plane 
wave is at normal incidence to an infinite planar interface. Under those assumptions the total 
force and velocity at the interface, F(co) and v(<y), are given by 
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Z%a,) v(a) 
(F, v) (V, D 
Figure 4.4 Lumped force and velocity conditions on the input 
side of a 1-D transducer model consistent with the 
fields present. 
F(a>) = Fmc(co) + Freflt(a>) 
v(co) = • Freflt((0) 
(4.1.7) 
(4.1.8) 
where Finc(a>) is the force at the interface due to the incident plane wave, FKflt(co) is the 
corresponding force for the reflected wave, and Za = pcS is the 1-D plane wave acoustic 
impedance for the fluid surrounding the receiver multiplied by the transducer surface area. 
Eliminating the force of the reflected waves from these two equations, we find 
F(co) - 2Finc (co)+Za (co)v(a>). (4.1.9) 
Comparing Eq. (4.1.9) with Eq. (4.1.6), we see that in a 1-D model the blocked force is given 
by 
Fb (û) ) = 2 Finc{oi) (4.1.10) 
and the radiation impedance is replaced by the 1-D plane wave value. This leads to the input 
conditions in a 1-D transducer model shown in Figure 4.5, a result that commonly is used in 
the literature. 
Either Eq. (4.1.6) or Eq. (4.1.9) shows that the force acting on the transducer face, 
F(cS), is not equal to the blocked force, in general. However, if we know the input 
impedance of the entire receiving system (transducer, cabling, and receiver), Z"n(co), then the 
Thevenin equivalent circuit of Figure 4.6 gives the relations 
F(co) - Fb(CO) = Z; (<y)v(<y) (4.1.11) 
F{OJ) = —Z"M (<y)v(<y) (4.1.12) 





(F, v) (V, /) 
Figure 4.5 Lumped force and velocity conditions on the input 
side of a 1-D transducer model where the acoustic 
waves are modeled as 1-D plane waves traveling 
parallel to the surface normal of the transducer 
surface. 
13*-
Ô F(ai) 4» 
Figure 4.6 Thevenin equivalent circuit for the normal incidence 
acoustic system shown in Figure 4.4. The source 
strength is FB and the internal impedance is the 
acoustic medium carrying the incident acoustic 
waves. 
which gives the relationship between the blocked force and the force acting on the transducer 
face. 
4.2 Receiving Transducer 
A receiving transducer accepts acoustic waves at its mechanical port and outputs 
electrical signals at its electrical port. Similar to the transmitting transducer, a receiving 
transducer can be modeled either by a Mason equivalent circuit or by a 2x2 transfer matrix 
network. Again, we will use both approaches to analyze the behavior of the receiving 
transducer. 
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4.2.1 Mason equivalent circuit approach 
The Mason equivalent circuit of a receiving transducer is shown in Figure 4.7 where the 
receiving transducer is composed of a thickness mode piezoelectric plate and a backing 
material with an acoustic impedance of Zah. 
-iZaQ tanW/2 zZ0u /s'mkl -Cn 
1 :n 
T C 
Figure 4.7 Equivalent circuit for the receiving transducer 
composed of a piezoelectric plate and a backing 
material. It is a two-port network with the 
mechanical port on the left side to receive acoustic 
waves and the electrical port on the right side to 
output electrical signals. 
The energy flow in the receiving transducer is opposite to that found in the transmitting 
transducer. This is reflected in Figure 4.7 where input and output "current" ( vn /0 ) flow from 
the "force side" of the circuit to the "current side". 
In this subsection, the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.7 will be used to derive 
explicit expression for both the input acoustic impedance of the receiving transducer and its 
transfer function. 
4.2.1.1 Input acoustic impedance 
To discuss the input impedance of the receiving transducer, it is necessary to specify 
termination conditions of the electrical port of that transducer, which in an ultrasonic 
measurement may be a function of the cabling and receiver properties. Thus, as mentioned 
previously, the input impedance is really a property of the entire receiving system, not just 
the transducer itself. With this in mind, we will continue to call quantities such as Zam in 
Figure 4.6 the input impedance of the receiving transducer. 
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Equation (4.1.13) showed that, given the blocked force on the transducer, the total force 
F(co) sensed by the transducer can be found if the input impedance of the receiving 
transducer and its radiation impedance are both known. We have already discussed the 
radiation impedance in section 3.4. Here we will consider the input impedance. Note that 
the total force F{a>) has been relabeled as F- in Figure 4.7 so that (force, velocity) inputs are 
(^,vf), respectively, and the (voltage, current) outputs are (V0,/0), respectively. 
We will assume that the transducer of Figure 4.7 is terminated by an electrical 
impedance, Z*, at the electrical port. If we then eliminate the electromechanical transformer 
of Figure 4.7, we arrive at the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.8. 
-iZo tan kl 12 iZ^/smkl -CJn2 
F In 
Figure 4.8 Equivalent circuit by connecting an electrical 
impedance of 2£ at the electrical port in Figure 4.7 
and eliminating the electromechanical transformer. 
The input acoustic impedance of a receiving transducer is then expressed as 
K=~- (4.2.1) 
v.-
Looking from the left side of the circuit shown in Figure 4.8, the input acoustic impedance is 
zt = ~iZl tan~ + Z b~ i Z 0 tan~ I// iZl 







K = ~iZo tan"7 + (•zt ~ iZo tan~~" |// kl n iK ^ 
sin kl icoC0 1 -i(ùCQZe0 y (4.2.3) 
Again, "//" denotes that the two parts on the two sides of this symbol are connected in 
parallel. 
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Using Eq. (2.3.48) and explicitly deriving 2? from the condition specified in Eq. 
(4.2.3), we find 
(Zo/ 1 
Z? =• 
In ^ kl 
tan— 
wQz; 2 Zq cot kl — 
n 
aC, o y  
. 1 - il tan— 
l-/dyC0Z;l 2, 
4' + iZaQ cot kl-
n~ n-z: 
iCoCQ 1 — icoCQZI 
(4.2.4) 





, kl tan— 
9 
-, \ 
Z^cotkl — n 
coCn 




which is the same as the internal impedance (see Eq. (3.3.2)) of the equivalent circuit in the 
generation process shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. This conclusion comes from the 
reciprocity of the transducer. In fact, letting = 0 in Figure 4.5 and shorting the source in 
Figure 3.10, the two equivalent circuits are the same. 
Another important fact is that, letting the turns ratio of the electromechanical 
transformer, n, be zero, Eq. (4.2.4) simplifies to 
(4.2.6) z„ = zU % +iZ"hcotkl 
• iZ£cotkl 
which is equivalent to Eq. (2.5.5). In this case, the receiving transducer can be considered as 
an acoustic transmission line terminated with an impedance Zah . 
4.2.1.2 Receiving transfer functions 
Similar to the generation process (see Chapter 3), the transfer function of the reception 
process can be derived by use of a Thevenin equivalent circuit. Consider the equivalent 
circuit for a receiving transducer shown in Figure 4.7. The input force Ff at the mechanical 
port is replaced by a force source and we transpose the left side of the electromechanical 
transformer to its right side. All impedances on the left side of the transformer thus are 
divided by zz2 and the force source is divided by n. The new equivalent circuit is shown in 
Figure 4.9. 
According to the Thevenin theorem, the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.9 can be 
replaced by a Thevenin equivalent circuit which has an equivalent voltage source Vrfi and an 
internal electrical impedance Zfth . The Thevenin equivalent circuit for the receiving 
transducer is shown as solid lines in Figure 4.10. These two quantities are obtained as 
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—/Zp (tan kl 12)1 n~ iZaQ f(n2 sin kl) -C„ 
0 




Figure 4.9 Equivalent circuit for the receiving transducer by 
transposing the left side of the electromechanical 
transformer to its right side shown in Figure 4.7. 
The input force Fi is replaced by a force source. 
4 
ih 0 
Figure 4.10 Thevenin equivalent circuit for the receiving 
transducer whose equivalent circuit is shown in 
Figure 4.9. The electrical load connected to the 
electrical port of the transducer is 2T;. 
and 
kl 
Zf-,'2% tan-^ sin kl 
V nF- I ° 2 ) 
û)CoZo
" [zab - iZaa tancos A:/ -zZ0" tan-^  
21 =• -1 
iCûCn 
n2s\nkl kl Zah — z"2Zq tan — 
nc0zz Zl-iZl tan-1 y 
L-J 
coskl—iZç tan— u ? 
(4.2.7) 
(4.2.8) 
When an electrical impedance, , is connected at the electrical port, the voltage at the 
electrical port can be obtained from Figure 4.10 as 
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V. = K„. (4.2.9) 
Putting Eq. (4.2.7) into Eq. (4.2.9), the transfer function of the receiving transducer can 
then be found as 
V Ze HXo>)=^=-±r nF, 
C Lrl\ 






h +Z» [zah - iZl tan-^jcosA:/ - iZa0 tan-y 
where Tlh is expressed in Eq. (4.2.8). 
If we want to express the transfer function as the ratio of receiving voltage to the 
blocking force, we have to resort to Eq. (4.1.13). The transfer function is then expressed as 
V F V Fi'r (cy) = = —- - ——. (4.2.11) 
FB F 
So from Eqs. (4. 1.13) and (4.2.10), we obtain 
Z" z\ nF 
kl\ 
ZI — iZ£ tan — I sin kl 
z- +z: z- + z„- «.qz; {z; _ iZ. ean »)cosH_ iz; tan5 
V 2 J 
where Zfh and Z? are given by Eq. (4.2.8) and Eq. (4.2.4), respectively. 
Ti (4-2-i2) 
4.2.2 Trans fer matrix approach 
It is complex to derive the explicit expressions of input acoustic impedance and transfer 
functions of a receiving transducer even when configuration of the transducer is very simple, 
as found here where only a piezoelectric plate and a backing material are considered. It is 
expected that if nnore elements are involved in the receiving transducer, the explicit 
expressions would become prohibitively complex. This was also found to be the case in 
Chapter 3 when we considered the generation process. However, there we showed that a 
two-port transfer matrix approach could easily handle additional complexities without 
difficulty. The saune is true here for the reception process. 
Thus, consider the two-port network for a receiving transducer shown in Figure 4.11. It 
is natural to choose the directions of current and velocity in the energy transfer direction, i.e., 
the direction frora mechanical port to electrical port. Note that the equivalent circuit shown 
previously in Figure 4.7 was such a two-port network with explicit equivalent electrical 
elements inside the "black box" shown in Figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11 Two-port network for a receiving transducer whose 
elements inside the box are shown in Figure 4.7. 
Similar to Eq. (3.3.8), when the receiving transducer is used as a transmitting 
transducer, its transfer matrix equation is written as 
% 




where the negative signs show that the directions of current and velocity in reception process 
are assumed opposite to those in generation process of the transducer. 
If we absorb the negative signs into the transfer matrix in Eq. (4.2.13), then we have the 
transfer matrix equation for the reception process of the receiving transducer given as 
(4.2.14) K -Ml 
—
'l2 
R L-%? t2 
'F,-\ 
V; j 
Note that T^, 7~2* and 7~2* here are still the elements of the transfer matrix when the 
receiving transducer is used a transmitter. 
To derive the input acoustic impedance of a receiving transducer, we need to express 
the mechanical quantities (/;, v, ) in terms of electrical quantities (V ,/o), i.e., we need to 
invert the transfer matrix in Eq. (4.2.14). Because the receiving transducer is reciprocal (see 
Eqs. (2.2.13) and (2.2.17)), we have 
[F. 1 7% 7% 
7"R t" R L *21  i I I - l  
IK, (4.2.15) 
which is very similar to Eq. (4.2.13) except for the interchange of and 7^. 
If the receiving transducer is now terminated with an electrical load of Z\ V and I 
are related through 
— — Z" 
I. ~ " ' 
(4.2.16) 
From Eq. (4.2.15), the input acoustic impedance of a receiving transducer then is written 
simply as 
f. T.. 4- 7.et.1 (4.2.17) Ft £+Z'X 
in v,. T«+Z<X' 
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By using Eq. (4.2.17), the receiving transfer function of a receiving transducer can also 
be derived from Eq. (4.2.14). In fact, Eq. (4.2.17) and the first equation in Eq. (4.2.14) give 
K(A>)=J; = T"-Z'T,!. (4.2.18) 
4.3 Ultrasonic Receiver 
Like the puiser, an ultrasonic receiver is a rather complex circuit network, but for model 
purposes, we will represent the receiver as a receiving load, , and an amplification factor 
K(co), as shown in Figure 4.12. Both and K{CÛ) are in general functions of the settings 
chosen for controls on the pulser/receiver (damping and gain, for example) and both are in 
general frequency-dependent. An ultrasonic system receiver could be part of a 
pulser/receiver (such as is the case for the 5052PR from Panametrics which we used in our 
experimental work), or it could be a separate instrument. In either case, the purpose of the 
receiver is to amplify the signals and (possibly) filter them. 
A simple representation of a receiver like the Panametrics 5052PR was shown in Figure 
4.1 where there are two controls labeled Gain and Attenuation. Together, these controls 
allow a range of various amplification settings. 
Ideally, the input electrical impedance of the receiver should be infinite so that the 
receiver can receive signals with as large amplitude as possible. In this ideal case, the 
receiver would receive the open-circuit voltage from the receiving transducer. However, in 
Figure 4.12 Electrical receiver modeled by the input electrical 
impedance and the amplification factor K[C6) 
controlled by Gain and Attenuation buttons shown 
in Figure 4.1. 
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practice, the input electrical impedance of a receiver is finite and we need to know the value 
of its input impedance to completely derive the reception process. 
From Figure 4.12, if we can measure the input voltage V and output voltage VR, the 
amplification factor is written as 
(4.3.1) 
Furthermore, if we can measure the input current /,, the receiving load is written as 
(4.3.2) 
4.4 Reception Process Transfer Function 
The entire reception process of an ultrasonic measurement was shown schematically in 
Figure 4.1. Generally this process contains four elements: acoustic medium, cable, 
transducer and receiver. This reception process can be modeled by the collection of two-port 
networks shown in Figure 4.13. 
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Note that 7^, and are again the elements of the transfer matrix of the cable when 
it is used in generation process where the transfer matrix equation was written as 
Incident waves Transducer Cable Receiver 
(%,4) 
Figure 4.13 Reception process model which includes four 
components: incident acoustic waves, receiving 




with the negative signs showing that the direction of current in reception process is opposite 
to that of the generation process. However, because a cable is a completely symmetric 
device, and there is no difference between Eq. (4.4.2) and Eq. (4.4.3). 
Putting Eq. (4.4.2) into Eq._(4.4.1) gives 
-c "* <yR II >-pC 
*22 *12 22 *12 
JS 
If we now define a global transfer matrix, [/?c], as 
[R°]= ~RZ 
RRR R 
*22 Tj" Tn~ 
M Jfx tf- JZ Tfx-
Eq. (4.4.4) becomes simply 
'fa f/£ 




Eq. (4.4.6) shows that the effect of the receiving transducer and that of the cable can be 
combined into the global matrix [/?c]. In fact, no matter how many two-port networks there 
are between the incident waves and the receiver, the cascade of these networks gives a global 
two-port network. As in the generation process, if each network in the cascade is reciprocal, 
the global transfer matrix is also reciprocal. 
Using Eq. (4.4.6), the reception process shown in Figure 4.13 can be simplified as the 
diagram shown in Figure 4.14 where the global two-port network replaces the cable and 
transducer. 
Incident waves Global matrix Receiver 
T 
(5,%) (%,/J 
Figure 4.14 Reception process model with the global matrix to 
replace all the two-port networks between the 
incident waves and the receiver. 
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The transfer function for the reception process can be obtained from Figure 4.14. On 
the two sides of the global two-port network, the following equations hold. 
FB=F i  + v i% (4.4.7) 
K = /,X. (4.4.8) 
From Eq. (4.4.6), we have 
F, _igy„ +fii. 
v, R°V0 + fifj/„ ' 
Using Eq. (4.4.8), Eq. (4.4.9) can be rewritten as 
F; _R°r n+R° 




The first equation in Eq. (4.4.6) is expressed as 
Ft = VFg + (4.4.12) 
so that considering Eq. (4.4.8), Eq. (4.4.12) becomes 
Fi = ru(z:(co)l£ + <). (4.4.13) 
Putting Eq. (4.4.13) into Eq. (4.4.11), we have 
FB = h [(K (4.4.14) 
and solving for lo gives 
F 





= (Z"r(o))ft + R?1)+(R?lZ«(co)+ R^y:(co) ' (4'4'16) 
Using Eq. (4.4.8), the voltage then also is given as 
V = F bZ " (co) ^ ^  
" (z;0)R° + Rn )+ 08 z?00+«2 )z„'(®) ' 
Now, considering the amplification factor K(co) of the receiver, the transfer function, 
tR(co), of the entire reception process is obtained, using Eq. (4.3.1), as 
,fo) = MÊ = Z'A<o)K(co) 
FM) (z; )+ (/$ Z-;(OJ)+RG )z; (®) ' 
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Eq. (4.4.18) shows that the receiving transfer function is expressed in terms of the 
receiver parameters, the global transfer matrix parameters and the radiation impedance of the 
receiving transducer. 
Open-circuit and unamplifled received voltage measurements are often discussed in the 
literature. From Eq. (4.4.18), if we let (co) —» °° and set K(û))=l, then the open-circuit 
voltage is given as 
V,(û>)= R=Z-(l)lj£ ' <4A19) 
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CHAPTER 5. ACOUSTIC WAVE PROPAGATION 
AND SCATTERING 
In the previous two chapters, we derived transfer functions that described both the 
generation and reception processes. In the generation process, for example, we obtained the 
transfer function tc(co) = Ft(co)/ V.(cy) (Eq. (3.5.15)) relating the output force of the 
transmitting transducer, Ft(œ), to the Thevenin equivalent input voltage of the puiser, Vt(û)). 
Similarly, in the reception process, we obtained the transfer function tR(co) = VR(co) / FB (co) 
(Eq. (4.4.18)) in terms of the measured output (received) voltage, Vp(ct>), and the blocked 
force, FB(a>), at the face of the receiving transducer. Thus, if we can find an expression for 
the transfer function relating the blocked force to the output force, i.e. tA(CÛ) = FB(A>) / Ft(co), 
we will have a model for the entire ultrasonic measurement system, since the input and 
output voltages could then be directly related as 
= r*(ty)rA(to)rc(<o)l/(<y). (5.1) 
The acoustic transfer function tA(co) is a function of all the 3-D acoustic and elastic 
wave propagation and scattering processes that occur between the transmitting and receiving 
transducers. Thus, in general it must be calculated from the underlying 3-D wave fields for 
each specific problem. However, in the case where the ultrasonic measurement system is 
used to obtain a flaw response, the reciprocal theorem can be used to obtain tA(co) in terms of 
the wave fields at the surface of the flaw, a result that has been very useful in modeling flaw 
inspection problems [Schmerr, 1998]. 
In this chapter, we will obtain the acoustic transfer function tA(co) for an ultrasonic 
flaw measurement system and also derive the acoustic transfer function for the specific case 
where two unfocused transducers, one sending and one receiving ultrasound, are aligned 
along their axes in a fluid. The latter problem is an important configuration because of its use 
in calibration experiments, as will be seen in later chapters. 
5.1 Ultrasonic Flaw Measurement and Reciprocity 
Several authors have previously considered the problem of how to represent the 3-D 
wave propagation and scattering effects present in an ultrasonic flaw measurement system in 
terms of lumped 1-D input and output parameters that could be measured. Auld, for 
example, used the general reciprocal relations for a piezoelectric medium to relate the fields 
surrounding a flaw to electrical transmission coefficients that describe the signals present in 
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the receiving cable [Auld, 1979]. Schmerr, on the other hand, used purely mechanical 
reciprocity principles to relate the fields surrounding the flaw to the incident fields present at 
the face of the receiver [Schmerr, 1998]. Neither of those approaches are directly useful to us 
because as the above discussion showed, we need to obtain the ratio of the blocked force at 
the receiver to the output force of the transmitter. Certainly, with some additional 
assumptions, we could modify either Auld's or Schmerr's results to obtain tA(a>), but we will 
show that such additional assumptions are unnecessary and we can directly obtain a general 
expression for the acoustic transfer function in terms of the fields surrounding a flaw using 
reciprocity principles. 
Figure 5.1 shows a general immersion pitch-catch testing setup where two transducers 
are used to interrogate a flaw in an elastic solid. Although in practice transient pulses are 
present in such a test, as done previously we will assume that all the acoustic and elastic 
waves are harmonic in nature with an exp(— iax) time dependency term, a term that will 
henceforth not be written explicitly for the field and lumped quantities. In using the 
reciprocal theorem we will consider the geometry of Figure 5.1 for three different cases 
(which we will refer to as "states"). In state one, the transmitting transducer, T, is firing and 
the flaw (Sf ) is present. In state two, the receiver, R, is firing and the flaw is absent 
(S f  = o). In state three, the transmitter, T,  is firing and the flaw is again absent (S f  = o). 
Field quantities present in state one, therefore, will be written as /' (x,<y| T;SZ), where the 
notation means that the transmitter, T,  is acting as the generator of waves in the presence of 
the flaw. Similarly, field quantities in state two will be written as f2(x,<yj R;Sf — 0 j (the 
receiver, R, is generating waves and the flaw is absent), and in state three as 
/3(x,<y| T;Sf = oj (the transmitter, T, is generating waves, and the flaw is again absent). 
Here the field quantity/"could be any field variable such as pressure, a velocity component, 
stress component, etc. For economy of notation, in some of the following derivations, the 
arguments of the field quantities will not be given explicitly but will be understood implicitly 
by the superscript on the field quantity, which indicates the state in which that quantity is 
calculated. For example, we may write /3 = /3(x,<y| T;Sf =0 j. 
First consider the fluid medium in Figure 5.1 and two general states, a,  and b,  which 
could be, for example, any of the three states mentioned previously. The transducer "active" 
surfaces, ST and SR, and the surface of the elastic body being inspected, Se, are the only 
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Figure 5.1 A general immersion pitch-catch testing setup where 
two transducers are used to interrogate a flaw in an 
elastic solid. 
surfaces adjacent to the fluid which are not assumed rigid in both states a and b so the 
reciprocal theorem for the fluid can be written as 
J[p"(x,<y)vn6(x,<y) - p b (x ,û))V n  (x,w)}# + j* \p a  (X,Û>>* (x, co) - pb (x, a>)van (x, coj]iS 
ST SR 
+J \pa (x,wX (x, co) - ph (x, Cù)van (x, œ)\is = 0 
4 
(5.1.1) 
But, since the shear stresses are zero on the surface of the elastic body and the normal stress 
and normal velocity are continuous, we have 
|  [p a  (x, ca)v h n  (x, co) - ph (x, œ)v a n  (x,to)}/5 
rr . (5.1.2) 
= - J [V (x, coy; (x, coyij - T.b (x, (x' ]# 
Thus, Eq. (5.1.1) becomes, in abbreviated notation 
J [p*v,* - + j[p- A; 
(5.1.3) 
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In the elastic solid, regardless of whether a flaw exists or not, we can also write a 
reciprocal theorem relating integrals over the surface Se and the surface, Sf, (which is the 
actual flaw surface when the flaw is present) as 
J nj ~ Tijbv1nj + J nj ~ Tifv"iij^lS = 0. (5.1.4) 
sr Sf 
Integrals over all other surfaces in the elastic body vanish if those surfaces do not 
contain any act ive sources  and sat isfy the same boundary condi t ions for  both s ta tes  a and b.  
If we place Eq. (5.1.4) into Eq. (5.1.3) and replace the normal n on the surface Sf by a 
normal nz which acts outward from that surface into the solid (Figure 5.1), we find 
J \pa< - pb<Ys+\\pa<- ph< p 
^ r j-  h  .  \  - (5-1.5) 
= J fc/v. nj ~ Tij v-n'^lS 
sr 
Applying Eq. (5.1.5) to states one and two, as defined previously, gives 
-P2vn YS + J \p'vn - P2v\ YS 
ST 
, % (5.1.6) 
= J fryVnj ~ T,fv)n'i)lS 
s, 
Similarly, applying Eq. (5.1.5) to states three and two, since both of these states satisfy the 
same conditions within Sf (the flaw is absent in both cases), we have 
J[p3vn2 - p2vl}lS + J[p3v; -p 2v n}lS=Q. (5.1.7) 
ST SR 
Subtracting Eq. (5.1.7) from Eq. (5.1.6) then yields 
J [A/Zv; — p 2Av/ j/5 + J [Ap fv;  -p 2Av f n  ]/5 
Sr Sg 




A//  = p l (x ,Q)\T\S fy~ p*(x,co\  T;S f  = o)  
t^vi = v\ T ;s r )~ v„'(x, ffl| T-S,  = o) 
These pressure and velocity differences represent the pressure and velocity scattered from the 
flaw due to the transmitter T firing since both the incident waves generated by T and any 
waves which do not interact with the flaw are contained in both states one and three, and thus 
are canceled out. 
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Consider now the integral on the transmitter surface, ST , in Eq. (5.1.8). The pressure 
and velocity terms, p1 and vn2, come from waves generated in state two when the receiver is 
firing. Thus, like the difference terms, which come from the scattered flaw signals, these 
terms contain only waves incident on the transmitter from sources other than the transmitter 
itself. If, as we have done before, we assume that the velocity of the waves arriving at T can 
be written in separable form, then we can define lumped average velocity terms, 
vj (û)\vj(cû), through 
Av„z = v^O)/(x) 
K = 40)/(x) 




Similarly, on the face of the receiver we have 
Av„'  =  v 'R  (co)g(x)  
K =v 2 R{co)g(x)  




Fr{°>)= J P2S(x)dS 
SR 
Placing Eqs. (5.1.10)—(5.1.13) into Eq. (5.1.8), we find 
[F/ 0)V;0) -FÇ(q>)v Ï (co )]+ \FJ(co)v;(co ) -  F 2{cq)\>'r(cd)\ 
= J • ( 5 -L I 4 )  
sr  
On the transmitter, both the fields coming from the difference terms and the fields 
coming from state two see the same input impedance, Zjn'a {co), which is due to the 
transmitting transducer and attached cabling, puiser, and etc. Thus 
F/(<b) = -ZJ>)V/H 
Fr>)=-zr>VfW 
where the minus signs exist because a positive velocity is taken outwards from the 
transducer. When Eq. (5.1.15) is placed in Eq. (5.1.14), the first set of terms in brackets in 
that equation vanish. On the face of the receiver, however, we have 
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=  f t ,  
where Zfn a (co) is the input impedance seen at the receiver by all the scattered waves coming 
from the flaw and ZrR " (co) is the radiation impedance of the receiver when it acts as a 
transmitter in state two. With these relations, Eq. (5.1.14) becomes 
Fr (eoyR(eo{Z'n ^ = JkvX -r.yv'"/l/5. (5.1.17) 
L z/« V0) J s ,  
But the total received force at the receiver from the flaw signals times the impedance terms in 
Eq. (5.1.17) is just the blocked force at the receiver due to the waves from the flaw (see Eq. 
(4.1.13) in Chapter 4), which we will call simply FB(co). Eq. (5.1.17) then shows that Anally 
Fb = ,1 -rWji'^dS (5.1.18) 
VR V03) S f  
or, returning to our more explicit notation, 
Fb f[4(x,tyir;5z )vf(x,Û)\  R;SF  = o) 
vA&Js, . (5.1.19) 
- rf} (x, co I R; S f = ojv,1 (x,co\T;Sf )] n'j (x)dS 
Since in state one the force at the face of the transmitting transducer, which was written 
in Eq. (5.1) as/;(co), is related to the lumped velocity term in that state, v\(ço), by the 
relation F[(co) = Zl'"(co)v\.(ca), Eq. (5.1.18) shows that the acoustic transfer function, tA(co), 
in Eq. (5.1 ) is given by 
•
À0,)
'Wi'ZV(»W(®MWih(x'"1 r:S'V' { x - a 'R - S>=o) (5.1.20, 
- tfj (x,co I R;Sf = o)v,' (x,co\T;Sf %) (x)dS. 
Eqs. (5.1.19) and (5.1.20) are very general results, since they are based primarily on 
assumptions of linearity and reciprocity of the ultrasonic measurement system. These 
equations yield the relationship we need to describe the acoustic propagation and scattering 
elements of the measurement system in terms of the lumped parameters that appear in Eq. 
(5.1). Schmerr has previously derived a relationship similar to Eq. (5.1.18), also based on 
mechanical reciprocity principles [Schmerr, 1998], where it was found that 
2F<"»=-7^) itx»; • (5.1.21) 
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In Eq. (5.1.21), Finc(a)) is the force incident on the receiver due to the flaw signals in the 
absence of the receiver. Since the presence of the receiver alters the acoustic fields in its 
vicinity, it is not possible to use Eq. (5.1.21) consistently without some additional 
assumptions. For example, if the incident and scattered waves at the face of the receiving 
transducer are assumed to be 1-D plane waves propagating parallel to the normal of the 
transducer face, 2Finc is just the blocked force and Eqs. (5.1.21) and (5.1.18) are identical. 
However, our derivation has shown that such additional assumptions are unnecessary. It is 
the blocked force that is the force term that naturally appears in the acoustic transfer function 
(or, equivalently, the total force F^ (co) at the receiver as found in Eq. (5.1.17), which also 
takes into account the presence of the receiving transducer). 
If the waves incident on the flaw are assumed to be quasi-plane waves (paraxial 
assumption), it is possible to also write the acoustic transfer function entirely in terms of 
lumped 1-D elements (see Thompson and Gray for the original derivation [Thompson and 
Gray, 1983] as well as [Schmerr, 1998]). In this case, it is found that 
where V[ (<y) represents a normalized velocity incident on the flaw in state one (transmitter 
A(co) represents the plane wave far field scattering amplitude of the flaw, pz is the density of 
the elastic solid surrounding the flaw, and c2 and k2 are the wave speed and wave number, 
respectively, for the waves incident on the flaw in state two. One of the important aspects of 
Eq. (5.1.22) is that the effects of the flaw on the ultrasonic measurement are separated 
explicitly from the other components. This fact permits practical implementation of many 
parametric flaw inspection studies. 
The quantity appearing in the left side of Eq. (5.1.22) represents a 1-D lumped acoustic 
impedance that characterizes all the acoustic propagation and scattering elements in an 
ultrasonic flaw measurement system. Thus, Eq. (5.1.22) could be interpreted as giving this 




firing), V1(co) is a corresponding normalized incident velocity for state two (receiver firing), 
(5.1.23) 




5.2 The Acoustic Transfer Function for a Calibration Configuration 
In the previous section the acoustic transfer function in an ultrasonic measurement 
system was obtained in a form suitable specifically for a flaw measurement system. 
However, one can use Eq. (5.1) for any ultrasonic measurement system where one can obtain 
an explicit expression for tA(co). In this section we will model the acoustic transfer function 
for the problem where the waves in a fluid from a circular, planar (unfocused) piston 
transducer of radius a are received by another circular planar transducer of radius b in a 
configuration where the axes of the two transducers are aligned (Figure 5.2). This is an 
important setup that is used in many calibration studies, including those discussed in the next 
chapter. 
Figure 5.2 Two circular transducers with radii of a and b in an 
immersion test. 
The starting point for this model is a representation of the pressure generated by a 
circular piston transducer of radius a as a superposition of harmonic cylindrical waves (for 
exp(— iox) time dependency) in the form [King, 1934] 
p(x,co) = coplv 0(co)a  | J°^Ppy-  p2 pz [dpp (5.2.1) 
P p=o y jk î -p~ 
where p {  is the density of the fluid, k x =  co  / c, is the wave number, and v0 (co) is the uniform 
velocity on the transducer surface. Because of symmetry, the pressure in the fluid is only a 
function of the distance, z, from the transducer face along the central axis, and the radius, r, 
from that axis. If this pressure is averaged over the radius, b, of another transducer located 
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along the z-axis at the distance, D, then the average pressure times the area of the receiver is 
the total force incident on the receiver, Fjnc, given by 
F
,ncM = v0{cù)a j J - p z pD\dp prdr . (5.2.2) 
r=0 Pp=0 -y jk  | — P p 
But 
f f c (P pr)rJr  = È±M (5.2.3) 
0 
so that we have 
Finc (<y) = 2nœpl v0(ca)ab J J [  ^ P p^ 1  ^ P p b \Kp[i^kf  - p 2 p  o\dp 0  . (5.2.4) 
pP=° Ppyb-i ~Pp 
However, from [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980] 
-sm-xJ^a2 + p2 + 2or/îco77)^ /,(q) /,(/?) 
o -Joe2 -h P2 + 2cc(5 cosx a P (5.2.5) 
so we find 
z  x z  x abp n  "Lsïn XJ x (p  -4a 2  +b 2  + labcosx)  
^ (52.6) 
o -yja 2  +b 2  +2abcosx 
which, when placed into Eq. (5.2.4), gives 
p /t (f)pVa 2 + b2 + 2a6 cosx)expj/^À:2 - /?2 D J 
j V# 2 + b 2  + labcos x  ^k 2  — p 2  ^ Finc(co) = 2 copla2b2^ sin2 x vie. 
(5.2.7) 
The inner integral in Eq. (5.2.7) can be performed since 
=-L{expkD]-e,pkv^]} 
v k\  ~  pi  p i'  
(5.2.8) 
(Eq. (5.2.8) can be easily shown by comparing the expression for the on-axis pressure 
obtained by setting r = 0 in Eq. (5.2.1) with the known exact result for this same pressure 
given by p(r, z, = pvcYv0(<y){exp(/A:1z)- exp(/X:1 ^ jz2 +a2 ) j in many references) so that 
Finc (&) = 2Pic. vo ifù)a 2b2f 2 2S1" 'r {exp[//r, D] 
oa +b +2«Z?cosx . (5.2.9) 
— expjz'A:, *Jd 2  + a 2  +b 2  + 2a6 cosx] }dx 
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The first integral in Eq. (5.2.9) can be performed exactly since [Gradshteyn and Rhyzhik, p. 
379, 1980] 
r sin- x , 7qp J dx =— 
J  p + qcosx q  -f- J .  (5.2.10) 
which gives 
f 5 J Z72 -t- h2 
sm" x 
a~ +b~ -hlabcosx 
• dx  — 
7t  
2a 1  
Jt  




Using this result for the first integral in Eq. (5.2.9) and rewriting the second integral in 
terms of u = x!2, then using the trigonometric identity cos x = 2 cos2 u — 1, we have 
F inA®>) =  A c i  v 0  (a?  ){  © expf/À: ,  D ] 
t r / 2  
-[6a zb2 J sin u cos" u 
o (a—b) 2  +4abcos z  u exp ik l^D
2  + (a— b) 2  -h4abcos2 u 
where 
0 = [Kb




\jra2 b> a 
If one takes the blocked force, FB(a>), at the receiving transducer to be equal to 
2 Finc O) and at the transmitter assume the radiation impedance is its high frequency limit, 
i.e., Zar(co) = pxcxna~, then in terms of the total force radiated by the transmitter, 
Ft(co)=Z" (<2>)v0 (co), the acoustic transfer function is given explicitly as 
'a M = Fp(f\ = -^{©expfifc.D] 
F t (co)  JTA 
rcll - 2 2  r- I )  " 
— 16a 1  b 1  f -—S1" ucos 11 — expj ik x  -JD 2  + (a -  b) 2  + 4ab cos2 u 1 du I 
I (a — b) + 4abcos u I xy J J 
(5.2.14) 
5.2.1 Special cases 
Consider first the case where the radii of the transmitter and receiver are the same, i.e. a 
=b. Then the acoustic transfer function simplifies to 
rA G27)= 2|exp[zfc,Z)]-— Jsin2 «expl/À:, V/)2 +4«2cos2 (5.2.15) 
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For this same case, the average pressure on the receiver, pme(co) = Finc(<&) / m2, is given by 
pavr(co) = p,c,v0(«yjjexpj/À:,Jsin2 uexpjz'fc, VD2 + 4a2cos2 «]c/zzj 
=  P I c I v Q  ( < y  ) e x p [ z f c ,  D ] D p  ( C O ,  C I , D )  
(5.2.16) 
which is a result that was originally obtained by Williams [1951] to study diffraction 
corrections (i.e. deviations from plane wave results) contained in the Dp coefficient. Rogers 
and Van Buren [1974] later showed that this diffraction coefficient could be obtained at high 
frequencies in a purely analytical form. 
It is also interesting to examine this average pressure for the limiting case b «  a, D.  
From Eq. (5.2.12) we find 
Pave {&%, <<A = Pi c i  VO Mi exp[z£, £>]- — Jsin2 ZZ COS2 ZZ exp|z%, ^D 2  +a']du I 
I 71 o J (5.2.17) 
= A C, V0 (<y)jexp[z£, Z)] - expjzfc, 4d 2  +a 2 \}  
which is just the expression for the on-axis pressure from the piston transducer [Schmerr, 
1998]. Note that if instead we had taken a«b,D we would find from Eq. (5.2.12) in 
exactly the same fashion 
PaVX&\a<^= PiCiVoito^^vlteM-ZKJtKJW+bïYl- (5.2.18) 
Also, for the general case of two transducers where a^b , we can consider the far field 
limit where D» a, b. Then from Eq. (5.2.12) the average received pressure is 
PavX®) = exp[/£,D]{©- \6a 2b 2  
7Zb~ 
• J 7 s*n "cos 11 —exp|~ik x^D 2  + (a-b) 2  + 4abcos1 zz -ik xD~\du\  
o [a — b)  + 4abcos 'u  L 
(5.2.19) 
But, to first order 




P.M) = ^ ^exp[a,P] 0- lôaV f  "  ,  du 
r ib  i  [a— b)  + 4ab cos~ u  (5.2.21) 
1 6ikxa2b2 K'f . , , , } 
sin" u cos u du k 
2D ! J 
Each of these integrals have appeared previously and can be done exactly since 
16a2b2 f s^~"cos~" ? du = 2a 2b 2]— = 0  
J0 (a— b)~ +4abcos~u J0 a' +b~ +2abcosx 
(5.2.22) 
and 
tc fo  
J sin2 zzcos2 z/t/z< = —. (5.2.23) 
o 16 
Thus, the first two terms inside the curly braces of Eq. (5.2.21) cancel, leaving 
(5.2.24, 
which is identical with the far field on-axis pressure generated by the transmitting transducer. 
5.2.2 Simulation results 
In subsection 5.2.1, analytical results for four special cases were obtained, namely, a=b, 
b«a, a«b and D»a,b. Here we will numerically evaluate the average receiving pressure 
and more explicitly study those four cases and others. 
Dividing the area of transducer B, Tib2, Eq. (5.2.12) then gives the average receiving 
pressure as 
Pave (û>) = A c, V0 (û))\ exp[zAr, £>]- l6a 
Jtb~ K 
rc!Z 
r sin" zzcos" u f~,  7 TT T-
^ ;—exp ik l^D~ + (a—b) + 4abcos~ u  
o [a—b)~+ Aab cos " u 
If this average pressure is normalized by p xc xvQ (a j), then we obtain 
exp[z%, D] -
du j .  
(5.2.25) 
AcivOM rt>2 
16al7C't2 sin2 zzcos2 u f., !~ZT~r , \2 . „ , ï 1^ , r " "  /TVTT  u  ,  ?  
r ;  :—exp ik ,JD~ + {a—b) +4abcos~ u  
Jt  i  (a-bf+Aabcos2 u L V 
(5.2.26) 
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which is the non-dimensional from we will use for all of our numerical studies. 
For purpose of simulation, we will let transducer A be a half-inch (12.7mm) diameter 
planar transducer. Therefore, its radius is a=6.35mm. The radius of transducer B, b, will be 
determined by specifying the desired ratio b!a. We will take the frequency/^=5MHz and let 
the acoustic medium between transducer A and transducer B be water with wave speed 
c,=1500m/s. The near field distance of transducer A for this case, therefore, is 
Na = — =0.1344m. (5.2.27) 
c i  
The definite integral in Eq. (5.2.26) was evaluated using quadrature method whose 
function is built-in Matlab. The function used was quadS which uses an adaptive recursive 
Newton-Cotes panel rule to find the area under the graph of the kernel function in Eq. 
(5.2.26), that is, the definite integral [MathWorks]. 
Figure 5.3 shows the amplitude of normalized pressure versus normalized distance 
Df Na when bfa=0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.1, respectively. From that figure it follows, 
for b/a ratios <0.1, the positions of the first peak and the first null do not change very much, 
but the amplitude of the peak decreases and that of the null increases. Since the location of 
the first null in particular is often used in experimentally determining parameters such as the 
equivalent radius of a transducer [Schmerr, 1998], these results demonstrate that the null 
location is not very sensitive to the averaging process inherent in measuring the on-axis 
response with a small receiver. This is in agreement with similar results obtained by 
Goldstein et al [Goldstein, Gandhi, and O'Brien, 1998]. 
Figure 5.4 shows the amplitude of the normalized pressure versus normalized distance 
DI Na when bfa= 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, and 5. From these curves, one sees that 
with increasing bla ratios the first peak and the first null move farther away from the 
transmitter A. The amplitude of the first peak decreases monotonically. On the other hand, 
the amplitude of the first null increases until b/a=0A5, then it decreases monotonically. 
When the normalized distance D / N a  is very large, all curves come together and decrease 
with Df Na. This corresponds to the far field on-axis pressure distribution (see Eq. (5.2.24)). 
For the lowest of the curves in Figure 5.4 (b/a=5.0) it is interesting to note that the amplitude 
received is nearly constant over a wide range of distances up to approximately Df Na — 10. 
This behavior in turn implies that in this setup for a given distance of separation between the 
two transducers there is a range of frequencies over which the diffraction effects of the setup 
is characterized by a constant. This fact has been noted by Jiang and Apfel [1991] who 
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suggested that this type of setup could be used to perform material attenuation measurements 
without the need to compensate for frequency dependent diffraction corrections. 
Figure 5.5 examines the behavior of the first peak and the first null for large b/a ratios. 
The solid lines show the behavior for the first peak and the dashed lines show the behavior 
for the first null. The upper figure illustrates the movements of the first peak and the first 
null. With increasing bfa, the peak and null both move farther away from transducer A. The 
lower figure illustrates the change of amplitudes of the first peak and the first null. For 
b/a> 1, both amplitudes decreases with increasing b/a and the two amplitudes are very close. 
Finally, Figure 5.6 separately shows the normalized average pressures when bla= 1, 0 
and 50. When bfa— I (the upper figure), we have the special case often used in the literature 
to study diffraction corrections (Eq. (5.2.16)) and this figure agrees with those correction 
factors [Khimunin, 1972]. 
When bfa=0 (the middle figure), the normalized average pressure is just the on-axis 
pressure given by Eq. (5.2.17). The first peak is at D/ Na =1 with the amplitude of 2. The 
first null is at Df Na =0.5 with the amplitude of 0. 
When bla=50 (the lower figure), the normalized average pressure is much like the one 
shown for b/a=0. However, the distance is normalized by Nh where 
Nb =502Af,=336m 
for transducer B. The first peak is at Df N h=1 with the amplitude of 2 x 10-4, which comes, 
as can be seen from Eqs. (5.2.17) and (5.2.18), by computing 
2 ( a f b f  = 2 x 1 0 ^ .  
The first null again is at Df Nh= 0.5 with the amplitude of 0. This behavior is not unexpected 
since it is a demonstration of the reciprocity of the received pressure at a point due to a 
transducer {b/a=0) and the received pressure at a transducer due to a point source (b/a~50). 
Normalized Average Pressure 
b/a=0 
Q. 




D/N with Na=0.1344 m 
Figure 5.3 Amplitude of normalized pressure versus normalized distance 
D/Na when b/a=0, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08 and 0.1. 













D/Na with Na=0.1344 m 
Figure 5.4 Amplitude of normalized pressure versus normalized distance 
D/Na when bki=O.l, 0.25, 0,5, 0.75, l, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, and 5. 
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100 fi rst peak 
— first null 
Change of the amplitudes 
first peak 
— first null 
10  
Figure 5.5 The upper figure illustrates the movements of the 
first peak and the first null with the increment of 
b/a. The lower figure illustrates the change of the 
amplitudes of the first peak and the first null with 
the increment  of  b/a.  
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D/Nb with Nb=336m 
Figure 5.6 The upper figure shows the normalized average 
pressures when b/a= 1. The first peak and the first 
null are very close. The middle figure shows the 
normalized average pressures when b/a=0. The 
distance is normalized by A/, =0.1344m. The lower 
figure shows the normalized average pressures 
when b/a=50. The distance is normalized by 
Nb=336m. 
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CHAPTER 6. TRANSDUCER SENSITIVITY 
In the previous chapters we have shown that the entire ultrasonic measurement system 
can be characterized in terms of three transfer functions representing the generation, 
receiving, and acoustic propagation/scattering processes present. The transducers used in the 
measurement are of course very important parts of those processes. Transducers are also 
some of the most complex elements in the measurement process since they involve coupled 
electrical and mechanical inputs/outputs which make them difficult to characterize 
experimentally. When modeled as a two-port network, one way to characterize a transducer 
would be to find explicitly all the elements of its 2x2 transfer matrix. Sachse and Hsu [1979] 
refer to obtaining all the transfer matrix elements as "complete characterization" of the 
transducer. They suggest that a series of experimental mechanical and electrical 
measurements can, in principle, determine all the transfer matrix elements. To our 
knowledge, a practical experimental procedure for obtaining such a complete characterization 
has never been accomplished. 
However, it will be shown in this chapter that the transfer functions, tG (co) and tR (co), 
both depend on the properties of the transducer only through three lumped parameters — the 
acoustic radiation impedance of the transducer when it is acting as a transmitter, the input 
electrical impedance of the transducer when it is also acting as a transmitter, and a quantity 
called the open-circuit sensitivity of the transducer, which is defined in a configuration where 
the transducer acts as a receiver. Furthermore, it will be shown that the latter two of these 
parameters can be related to quantities that can be obtained by electrical measurements only. 
Thus, transducer sensitivity is an important parameter that will be discussed extensively 
in this chapter. In section 6.1 we will outline the various sensitivities that can be defined and 
their corresponding physical meanings and dimensions. In section 6.2 we will show that an 
open-circuit receiving sensitivity is the key parameter that appears naturally in the generation 
and reception transfer functions together with the transducer input impedance. In section 6.3, 
it is demonstrated how this open-circuit receiving sensitivity can in principle be obtained 
experimentally in a three-transducer measurement process that only involves electrical 
measurements. In sections 6.4 and 6.5 we define other generalized receiving and transmitting 
sensitivities and discuss their relationship to the open-circuit receiving sensitivity defined in 
section 6.2. Finally, in section 6.6 we will relate the transfer functions, sensitivities, and 
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impedance parameters of this thesis to other quantities such as the system "efficiency" factors 
defined previously in the literature. 
6.1 Sensitivity Definitions 
Sensitivity is defined as the ratio of one output quantity to one input quantity. For a 
transducer, an electromechanical device characterized by a two-port network, there are two 
pairs of quantities: force-velocity, (F,v), and voltage-current, (V,/). During the reception 
process, the input quantities are the force-velocity pair, (F,v), and the output quantities the 
voltage-current pair, (V,/). On the other hand, during generation process, the input 
quantities are the voltage-current pair, (V,/), and the output quantities the force-velocity 
pair, (F,v). 
Transmitting sensitivity is defined as the ratio of an output mechanical quantity to an 
input electrical quantity. The transmitting sensitivity is called the speaker response in 
acoustics literature and is denoted as Soi. The letter o in the subscript denotes one of the 
output quantities, (F,v), and the letter i  one of the input quantities, (V,/). The transmitting 
sensitivity Soi takes four forms as follows: 
Spy =  FIV transmitting voltage sensitivity with the unit of (N/V) 
SFl = F / / transmitting current sensitivity with the unit of (N/A) 
SvV = v/ V transmitting voltage sensitivity with the unit of ((m/s)/V) 
Sv/ = vf I transmitting current sensitivity with the unit of ((m/s)/A) 
Similarly, the receiving sensitivity is defined as the ratio of an output electrical quantity 
to an input mechanical quantity. In the acoustics literature the receiving sensitivity is called 
the microphone response and is denoted as Moj. The letter o in the subscript denotes one of 
the output quantities, (V, /), and the letter i  one of the input quantities, (F,v). The receiving 
sensitivity Moi takes four forms as follows : 
M v f  = V / F receiving voltage sensitivity with the unit of (V/N) 
M, f  = 1 /F receiving current sensitivity with the unit of (AZN) 
MVv = V/v receiving voltage sensitivity with the unit of (V/(m/s)) 
M [ v  — // v receiving current sensitivity with the unit of (A/(m/s)) 
There are many sensitivities of the types listed above that can be specified because in 
practice it is necessary to define a sensitivity under specific output or input conditions. For 
example, we often encounter receiving sensitivities under either open-circuit or short-circuit 
conditions. We will put a superscript "«=" to denote an open-circuit sensitivity and a 
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superscript "0" to denote a short-circuit sensitivity. For example, is an open-circuit 
receiving voltage sensitivity and M% is a short-circuit receiving current sensitivity. 
6.2 Transfer Functions and Transducer Parameters 
In modeling the generation process, the transfer function relating the output force and 
Thevenin equivalent driving voltage of the puiser was obtained in Chapter 3 in the form (see 
Figure 6.1) 
f,M z;(a) 
^<7 (CO) — ' (6.2.1) (z; (z;(wX;+Xw " 
Similarly, the transfer function describing the reception process was found in Chapter 4 as 
(see Figure 6.2) 
V*(a>) Z;Xco)K(û)) (co) — • (6.2.2) 
% ( * , )  ( z ; ( 4 ' W K  + ^ ) z ; w  
To characterize both these transfer functions completely, it is necessary to know all the 
elements of the global transfer matrices, Tc and Rc. These global matrices contain 
implicitly the transfer elements of the transducer. 
In the generation process (Figure 6.1), we can separate the total global transfer matrix 
into a transfer matrix, T, which represents all the electrical elements (cabling etc.) between 





% Tn- TZ 
(6.2.3) 
On the output side of the generation process model, the total force, Ft, and the velocity, 
v,  were related through the acoust ic  radiat ion impedance of  the t ransducer ,  i .e .  F t  = Z"(û))v .  
Thus, 
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Figure 6.1 The generation process with the global transfer 
matrix T° separated into the transducer matrix, 7r, 
and the other electrical components, Te. Z" here is 
the radiation acoustic impedance of the transmitter. 
R-
Figure 6.2 The reception process with the global transfer 
matrix R c  separated into the transducer matrix, T R ,  
and the other electrical components, F?. Z" here is 
the radiation acoustic impedance of the receiver. 
The terms on the left side of Eq. (6.2.6) are just those terms that appear in the 
expression for the transfer function describing the generation process. Thus, Eq. (6.2.6) 
shows that these transfer matrix terms depend on the transducer only through the 
corresponding terms given on the right side of Eq. (6.2.6). We will now show that these two 
terms can be written in terms of the transducer's input impedance and the transducer's 
receiving sensitivity. 
To see this, first consider the transducer when it acts as a transmitter (Figure 6.3) 
radiating into the fluid. We have 
% Z'Vl (6.2.7) 
so that its input electrical impedance, V / / = Zj* (co), is given by 
I l l  
Z,r(w): z
aXx 
t " (6.2.8) 
Now, consider this same transducer, acting as a receiver (Figure 6.4). We have 
GHS SR (6-2'9) 
where note we have taken the velocity, v., as "flowing" into the transducer, and the current, /, 
is taken flowing out, as in Chapter 4. If we measure the output voltage, V = V°°, under open-
circuit conditions (/ = 0), then we find from Eq. (6.2.9) 
V Z" 
Figure 6.3 The transducer acting as a transmitter where Z" is 
the radiation acoustic impedance of the transducer. 
z: V, 7 = 0 
Figure 6.4 The same transducer of Figure 6.3 acting as a 
receiver (thus Z" is the same as in Figure 6.3) under 
open-circuit conditions. 
v,. =Tj lV" (6.2.10) 
so that in terms of the blocked force, FB , which acts as the source term in Figure 6.4, we have 
FB  — Z r  Vj + F i  
= (Z-X + Ti)V 
s 
1 




where, to be specific, M~Fb is the open-circuit, blocked-force receiving sensitivity of the 
transducer. 
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Combining Eqs. ( 6.2.12), (6.2.8) and (6.2.6), we find 
|  z ; t°+tS 
lTu n\ i / M %  
(6.2.13) 
so that generation transfer function, Eq. (6.1), can be rewritten as 
.  zt"(oj )m t v f~ 
~ v, (®) ~ +t-!\+lzl*(<o}r;, +r£jz;(®) ( 14) 
where we have written ZTr"(co) = Z"(co) to show explicitly this is the radiation acoustic 
impedance for the transmitting transducer T (below it will be important to distinguish it from 
the similar impedance of the receiving transducer). 
Equation (6.2.14) is an important result, since it shows that the effect of the transmitting 
transducer, T, on the generation process can be characterized entirely in terms of three 
transducer parameters — the transducer input electrical impedance, Zfn'e (co), the open-circuit, 
blocked-force receiving sensitivity, M^(co), and the radiation acoustic impedance, ZTrM(co). 
As we have seen in Chapter 3, the radiation acoustic impedance can often be replaced by its 
explicit high frequency limit. As will be shown shortly, both the transducer input impedance 
and the open-circuit sensitivity terms appearing in Eq. (6.2.14) can be obtained explicitly 
through particular electrical measurements. Since all the other elements appearing in Eq. 
(6.2.14) can also be obtained from electrical measurements, Eq. (6.2.14) provides a means for 
characterizing the entire generation process by purely electrical means. 
In exactly the same fashion, the receiving transducer response can be separated out 
from the other components in the reception process and the transfer function, Eq. (6.2.2) 
written in terms of the receiving transducer input impedance, sensitivity, and radiation 
acoustic impedance. Since the details are identical to those just described for the transmitting 
transducer, we simply write the end result, i.e. 
, z>kw*C: 
|z,f Mr,', + «,*,]+ 1Z£:'HR;, +«nJz,"(®) 
where Z*:e is the input impedance of the receiving transducer (when acting as a transmitter), 
(co) is the open-circuit, blocked-force receiving sensitivity of the receiving transducer, 
and R* is the transfer matrix representing all the electrical elements existing between the 
receiving transducer and the puiser (see Figure 6.2), whose individual terms appear in 
Eq.(6.2.15). The radiation acoustic impedance of the receiving transducer, Z*'a(co), does not 
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appear explicitly in Eq. (6.2.15), but is contained implicitly in the determination of the 
sensitivity of the receiver, as will be shown shortly. 
6.3 Three-transducer Calibration 
As seen in the last section, the open-circuit, blocked-force receiving sensitivity appears 
naturally in describing the generation and reception processes. Unlike the transducer input 
impedance, which is defined in terms of electrical terms (voltage/current), this sensitivity 
involves a ratio of electrical and mechanical terms so that it is not obvious that one can obtain 
this parameter by purely electrical measurements. In this section, we will show that through 
the use of three transducers used in simple calibration setups, this sensitivity of the transducer 
can be obtained. 
The three-transducer calibration setups, labeled I, EI, and HI, are shown in Figure 6.5. 
The acoustic transfer functions for these three setups are assumed known and are given as 
t'A, t", t"A, respectively. In practice, for simplicity, we may wish to make all three acoustic 
transfer functions the same, but for generality we will not make that assumption here. We 
will let transducer A be the transducer whose open-circuit, blocked-force sensitivity we wish 
to determine. Transducers B and C will be two other transducers whose own explicit transfer 
matrices need not be known. 
In setup I, transducer C fires from a given excitation source and transducer A is the 
receiver. In setup II, transducer C fires from the same excitation source and transducer B is 
the receiver. In setup EH, transducer B fires and transducer A again is the receiver. A fourth 
setup, setup IV, is also shown in Figure 6.5. While this fourth setup shown in Figure 6.5 is 
not needed to obtain the sensitivity of transducer A, it can be used as a reciprocity check, as 
will be shown later. 
It is assumed that certain electrical measurements are made in each of the three setups, 
I, II, and EH. These measurements are the open-circuit receiving voltage in setup I, Vc~ , the 
open-circuit receiving voltage in setup H, V^B, and the current driving transducer B in setup 
HI, lB, together with the resulting open-circuit voltage, VBA, in that setup. 




Similarly, for the open-circuit voltage, \ÇB, measured in setup H 
= 
mVF° 
where the transfer function, tG, and the input voltage, Vf, are assumed to be the same as in 
setup I, i.e. both setups are carried out under exactly the same conditions (puiser settings, 










Figure 6.5 Three-transducer calibration setups. Setups I, II and 
HI are used to measure the open-circuit, blocked 
force receiving sensitivity of transducer A. 
Setup IV is used for reciprocity check. 
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VrÀa>) _ Mvr:(a) t'A{co) (6.3.3) 
For setup m, consider transducer B, which is now the transmitter. In terms of its 





where Zar 'a(co) is the radiation acoustic impedance of transducer B. From Eq. (6.3.4) it 
follows then that 
rB:a 
(6.3.5) 






Placing Eq. (6.3.3) into Eq. (6.3.6) gives 
= 
V-Aa>) 
VS(«0 (» (6.3.7) 
which can be solved for the open-circuit, blocked-force receiving sensitivity of transducer A 
in the form 
O) 4 (6.3.8) 
Eq. (6.3.8) gives the sensitivity of A in terms of measurable voltages and currents and 
acoustic quantities that are assumed to be known. 
For the special case where all the acoustic transfer functions are the same, i.e. 
t'A = t" —t'" = fA, Eq. (6.3.8) reduces to the simpler form 
(6J.9) 
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6.3.1 Reciprocity check 
In Figure 6.5 we showed a setup IV that can be used in conjunction with setup II to 
serve as a check that reciprocity is satisfied for these two configurations. Figure 6.6 shows 
general input and output voltages and currents in these two setups. Since there are a pair of 
inputs and outputs in both of these setups, we can define a two-port transfer function, Ts 
relating these inputs/outputs. If these two setups satisfy reciprocity, then from Figure 6.6 we 
should have for setup H 
n 




L Tl tfjl 
where in obtaining Eq. (6.3.11) we have used the fact that the directions of the currents in 
setup H are opposite from those of setup IV, and that the transfer matrix Ts is reciprocal, i.e., 
det(r5)= I. It follows from Eqs. (6.3.10) and (6.3.11) that if we take open-circuit conditions 
at the receiver in both of these setups ( l'CB = IBC = 0 ) that the received open-circuit voltages, 
VçB and VBC, are related to the driving currents through 
/c= % 
" 
Eq. (6.3.12) shows that if reciprocity is satisfied, we must have 
rc(û))\Çc((D) = rB(û))\ÇB(û)) 
(6.3.12) 
(6.3.13) 




Setup IV IB 
V'b B <:=>'! 
'ic 
Figure 6.6 Reciprocity check using setups II and IV where the 
acoustic transfer functions are identical in both 
setups. 
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which is a check that can be made by making measurements of the quantities appearing in 
Eq. (6.3.13). 
6.3.2 Reciprocity parameter 
In the acoustics literature, the open-circuit receiving sensitivity of a transducer A is 
defined in terms of the ratio of the open-circuit receiving voltage to the average pressure, p, 
in the incident wave, . This quantity can be related to our open-circuit, blocked-force 
receiving sensitivity if we assume the incident waves are plane waves normal to the 
transducer surface and the velocity is uniform across the transducer surface so that we have 
FB = 2Finc = 2 ~pSA, where SA is the surface area of the transducer. We find, in our notation 
KTM = (a?). (6.3.14) 
Note that the sensitivity has the units of V/Pa. In the acoustics literature [MacLean, 
1940, Bobber, 1966], this sensitivity factor is expressed in the form similar to Eq. (6.3.9) 
given by 
H = jVca)WJ)BXt!.! (6.3.15) \v~A (û))v~ {co)J{CÛ) 
where / is called the reciprocity parameter. Comparing Eqs. (6.3.15) and (6.3.9) through the 
use of Eq. (6.3.14), then shows that J is given by 
4 S1 
(»>,(«)• (6'3A6) 
However, in the acoustics literature, it is normally assumed that the radiation impedance is 
given by its high frequency value, in which case we have 
Kûi)= pcS, i(w) <&3-17) 
in terms of the density, p, and wave speed, c of the fluid and the area, SB, of transducer B. 
It is also common in acoustics to take as the calibration setups I, H, and IH to involve 
two equal area circular piston transducers whose axes are aligned and separated by a distance, 
D. In this case the reciprocity parameter is given by 
J{co) = —~~ r. (6.3.18) 
pctA{co) 
This is also a special case of the configuration discussed in Chapter 5, where an exact integral 
expression was obtained for the acoustic transfer function tA. However, in the paraxial 
approximation, this integral expression can be reduced to an explicit analytical form given by 
[Schmerr, 1998]. 
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tA(œ) = 2exp(z£D)|l — exp(ika2 /D)^JQ(ka2 /£>)— iJl(ka1 / D)jj (6.3.19) 
where A: is the wave number and a is the radius of the transducers. Now, consider the case 
where the two transducers are very close so that ka2 ID» 1. Then since the Bessel 
functions both go to zero in this limit, to first order we have 
/A(<y) = 2exp(z'&£>) (6.3.20) 
and the reciprocity parameter becomes 
2 S J(jCù) = —exp (—ikD) (6.3.21 ) 
pc 
which is called plane wave calibration [Trott, 1962, Chertock, 1962, Garrett, 1979] in the 
acoustics literature. On the other hand, when D» a, we have 
J0(ka2 / D)= L Jx(ka2 / D^=kaz /2D and exp(zfoz2 /£>)=l-hz£a2 I D  so that placing these 
approximations into Eq. (6.3.19), to first order we find 
/ZttT 
rA (<y) = —— exp(z'£D) (6.3.22) 
so in terms of the wavelength À — 2tc / k, with S =m2 Eq.(6.3.18) for the reciprocity 
parameter becomes 
J(cù) = — exp(-z'ÂD) (6.3.23) 
pc 
which is called spherical wave calibration in the acoustics literature [MacLean, 1940, Trott, 
1962, Chertock, 1962, Bobber, 1966]. Thus, Eq. (6.3.19) provides the generalization needed 
for a calibration setup where the transducers are not in either the very near field where a 
plane wave result is valid or in the far field where the transducers act as point sources and a 
spherical wave limit is appropriate. 
6.4 Generalized Sensitivities 
In the previous sections we have seen that the open-circuit, blocked-force receiving 
sensitivity is the transducer parameter that appears naturally in modeling the generation and 
reception transfer functions and is a sensitivity that can be related directly to electrical 
measurements in a calibration setup. However, as indicated in section 6.1, other sensitivities 
can be defined and it is useful to consider their relationship to the open-circuit, blocked-force 
receiving sensitivity. 
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6.4.1 Generalized receiving sensitivities 
The generalized receiving voltage sensitivity of a receiving transducer is defined as the 
ratio of the receiving voltage across an arbitrary electrical impedance to the blocked force on 
the front surface of a receiving transducer. It has the unit of V/N. Similarly, the generalized 
receiving current sensitivity of a receiving transducer is defined as the ratio of the receiving 
current through an arbitrary electrical impedance to the blocked force on the front surface of 
a receiving transducer. It has the unit of A/N. 
Following a procedure similar to the derivation of the receiving transfer function for the 
general reception process (which is in terms of a VR / FB ratio), we can express an 
generalized receiving current sensitivity (see Figure 6.7) as 
m!fr =—=• 1 (6.4.1) 
which is similar to Eq. (4.4.16), and a generalized receiving voltage sensitivity as 
M,/c. = — = lvfb f, (z„'(ffl)r£ + 7;*)+(r,*z;o)+)?<» (6.4.2) 
which is similar to Eq. (4.4.17). 
Z" 
Figure 6.7 A receiving transducer with a loading impedance, 
Z;, at its electrical terminals. 
The generalized receiving voltage sensitivity can be reduced to the open-circuit voltage 
sensitivity by taking To —» «>, i.e., 
Hm MVFB = r tR7„ , \ ~MVFB • (6.4.3) 
TZ + T*Z"r (a) 
Similarly, the generalized receiving current sensitivity can be reduced to the short-circuit 
current sensitivity by taking X0 —» 0 in Eq. (6.4.1), i.e., 
(6A4) 
Because we have (Figure 6.7) 
=Z0/0 (6.4.5) 
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,0 — ryarrR . — R — Zin (6.4.7) 
the generalized receiving voltage sensitivity and the generalized receiving current 
sensitivities are related to each other by 
MVF = (6.4.6) 
Similarly, the open-circuit and short-circuit sensitivities are related through an impedance 
since from Eqs. (6.4.3), (6.4.4), and (6.2.8) 
M;F, _Z;T*+T,! 
K .  z X + T i  
where Z^e is the input electrical impedance of the receiver when it is acting as a transmitter. 
The generalized receiving voltage sensitivity can also be expressed as a function of the 




= (ti+z;r,?)z;+(2;; + zX) ' (6A'8) 
Using Eqs. (6.4.3) and (6.4.4), we can rewrite Eq. (6.4.8) as 
Kmvf 




= z ;+z« g -  ( 6 A 1 0 )  
tn 
This equation, relating the generalized receiving voltage sensitivity and the open-circuit 
voltage sensitivity, will be very useful in experimental measurements, as will be discussed in 
the next section. 
6.4.2 Measuring generalized receiving voltage sensitivity 
In an ultrasonic measurement, it is difficult to satisfy the open-circuit condition at a 
receiving transducer. Usually, a cable is used to connect the receiving transducer to a 
monitor such as an oscilloscope, receiver or data acquisition circuit board. Even a very short 
cable (for example, 2cm long) would affect the receiving voltage at the high frequency range 
present in ultrasonic tests because when one end of the cable is opened, the input impedance 
at the other end is still not infinite. In this case, it is useful to measure the generalized 
receiving sensitivity MVFg for a transducer and then use Eq. (6.4.10) to solve for the open-
circuit voltage sensitivity M"Fg. 
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In this subsection, three-transducer calibration procedure described in section 6.3 is 
modified to measure the generalized receiving sensitivity. 
To begin, we first derive the relationship between the open-circuit voltage and the 
voltage measured, across a finite electrical load. We can replace the receiving transducer by a 
Thevenin equivalent circuit, using the Thevenin theorem, as shown in Figure 6.8. From the 
Thevenin theorem it follows that the Thevenin voltage, V0, is given by 
(6.4.11) b ^0 *j*R 
r ^21 '22 
and the Thevenin equivalent impedance is given by 
ZarT* +T« z«le=- (6.4.12) 
Z%+7^ 
which is just the input electrical impedance of the receiver when it is acting as a transmitter. 
From Figure 6.8, the open-circuit receiving voltage can be expressed as 




Figure 6.8 Thevenin equivalent circuit of a receiving transducer 
with Thevenin equivalent voltage source, V,, and 
impedance, Z*:e, which is just the input impedance 
of the receiving transducer where it acts as a 
transmitter. Z! is the electrical load. 
Now, assume the same receiving load, Z{j, is connected to the receiving transducers in 
all Setups in Figure 6.5. Let the voltages across Zfu in Setups I, II, and HI be VCA, VCB and 
VBA. Using Eq. (6.4.13), the open-circuit receiving voltages in all the setups can be evaluated 
respectively. 






where Z-^'ïs the input electrical impedance of transducer A when it transmits acoustic waves 
into the acoustic medium. 
In Setup H, the open-circuit receiving voltage from transducer B is 





where Zfne is the input electrical impedance of transducer B when it transmits acoustic waves 
into the acoustic medium. 
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which simplifies to 
M\ VFB 
^ CA VRA 
(1 + ^ f /z;) zu'.t'" (6.4.19) 
"V A A 
Eq. (6.4.19) is an important result since it shows that the generalized sensitivity can be 
determined directly through electrical measurements and then, through Eq. (6.4.17) used to 
obtain the open-circuit sensitivity that appears naturally in all our measurement model terms. 
For acoustic systems which involve much lower frequencies than NDE applications, the 
open-circuit sensitivity is easy to determine, but for NDE tests the sensitivity must usually be 
found under a known load impedance that is not infinite. 
6.4.3 Generalized transmitting sensitivities 
The generation process is depicted in Figure 3.14 in Chapter 3. It includes four 
components: the puiser, the cabling, the transducer and the acoustic medium. To study the 
behavior of the transmitting transducer, we will replace the elements driving the transducer 
by the equivalent source and impedance terms shown in Figure 6.9. The radiation acoustic 
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Figure 6.9 A transmitting transducer with a source voltage Vf 
and electrical impedance, Z?, at its driving 
terminals and radiation acoustic impedance, Z", at 
its output terminals. 
impedance of the transducer is Z". The equivalent source has the source strength of V and 
an internal electrical impedance of Zf. The input pair of voltage-current into the transducer 
are (V,/) and the output pair of force-velocity are (Fr,vr). 
The transmitting transducer is characterized by its transfer matrix 7r which is written 
as 
[tt]= T* < 
ji n. (6.4.20) 
and the corresponding matrix equation is written as (see Eq. (3.5.5)) 
~ ^ r F _ )  V] (6.4.21) Tu £ 
The boundary condition on the left side of the transducer shown in Figure 6.9 is 
expressed as 
V, = V + IZ- (6.4.22) 
and the boundary condition on the right side of the transducer is written as 
5 = ^ . (6.4.23) 
Similar to the definition of the receiving sensitivity, the source strength % is taken here 
as the input quantity. Note that this is not the input voltage V directly driving the transducer. 
The source strength V( is equal to the input voltage V only if the equivalent electrical 
impedance is equal to zero. The output quantities are the force and velocity (Fr,vr). 
The generalized transmitting force sensitivity of a transmitting transducer is defined as 
the ratio of the transmitting force into radiation acoustic medium to the source strength of the 
puiser that drives the transducer. It has the unit of N/V and is denoted by . Similarly, the 
generalized transmitting velocity sensitivity of a transmitting transducer can also be defined 
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as the ratio of the transmitting velocity into radiation acoustic medium to the source strength. 
It has the unit of (m/s)/V and is denoted by SvVi. 
Following the similar procedure to our derivation of the transmitting transfer function 
for a general generation process, it is not difficult to derive the generalized transmitting 
sensitivities of a transducer. For example, the generalized transmitting force sensitivity is 
obtained as 
,  =£1®>=  
n v(oj) (z°(ai)r^ + 7;: )+ (rjzxm) + 7g)z,"M 
and the generalized transmitting velocity sensitivity is 
VR(CO) 1 
Certainly, following the discussion about the open-circuit and short-circuit receiving 
sensitivities, we can also discuss the sensitivities when Z" —> °° and Z" —> 0. However 
these conditions do not normally occur in NDE tests ( Z" —> °o corresponds to the case where 
the front surface of the transmitting transducer is clamped or does not move and Z" —> 0 the 
case where its front surface is free). Therefore we will not describe explicitly those special 
cases. 
The generalized transmitting force sensitivity can also be expressed as a function of its 
receiving voltage sensitivity. Let's consider . Suppose that the transducer receives 
acoustic waves from the acoustic medium with the acoustic impedance of Z". Its open-
circuit , blocked-force sensitivity is, from Eq. (6.4.3), 
^vfa ~ tt 7att (6.4.26) 
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and its short-circuit current, blocked-force sensitivity is, from Eq. (6.4.4), 
<•. = 7,J Tr • (6-4.27) 
ZYIJJ TI,2 
Replacing the transfer matrix elements in Eq. (6.4.24) with Eqs. (6.4.26) and (6.4.27) 
the transmitting voltage sensitivity becomes 
z;(o>) 
1 . zr(a>) • Sfv, ~~ t Ter• (6.4.28) 
M" M" 




" (zrw+?w) (6'4'29) 
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where Zf 'r is the input electrical impedance of the transmitter. 
Equation (6.4.29) shows that the transmitting sensitivity of a transducer is related with 
its receiving sensitivity when the transducer works in the same acoustic medium as both 
transmitter and receiver. If the open-circuit receiving sensitivity of a transducer is known, its 
transmitting sensitivity can be obtained by using Eq. (6.4.29) provided that the input 
electrical impedance of the transmitter, the equivalent internal electrical impedance at the 
driving end of the transmitter, and the radiation acoustic impedance of the transmitter are 
known. 
6.4.4 Reciprocal relations between receiving and transmitting quantities 
A transducer can be used as a transmitting transducer or a receiving transducer. There 
are a number of relationships between the input and output quantities of the transducer during 
the generation process and reception process that we will discuss in this subsection. 
In the generation process shown in Figure 6.9, we have 
Fr = Z>r (6.4.30) 
and 
v; = /(z'+zr) (6.4.31) 
where Xin (=V!I) is the input electrical impedance of the transducer. Thus, the generalized 
transmitting voltage sensitivity is 
<6A32) 
In the reception process shown in Figure 6.7 with = <» , the open-circuit voltage is 




Recall from Eq. (6.4.29) that 
<6A34) 
Equating Eqs. (6.4.32) and (6.4.34) gives 
v V~ 
t =T (6.4.35) 
I Fb 
which is a reciprocal relationship between input — output quantities during the generation and 
reception processes. 
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On the other hand, Eq. (6.4.31) can be written as using Z?n=V / I 
^=f(Z*+Z;)/2£.  (6.4.36) 
Then the generalized transmitting voltage sensitivity can be expressed instead in the form 
r 7a7e v 
s«<6A37) 
In the reception process shown in Figure 6.7 with =0, the short-circuit current is Is 
and the blocked force is FB. The short-circuit receiving current sensitivity is expressed as 
M°Fb = -p-. (6.4.38) 
Then using Eq. (6.4.7), Eq. (6.4.29) is rewritten as 
^ = tfïf)= ' (6'439) 
Equating Eqs. (6.3.39) and (6.4.37) gives another input-output relationship, namely 
=~T- (6.4.40) 
v fb 
Furthermore, from Eqs. (6.4.40) and (6.4.35), we have the additional relationships 
FBvr = V"I = VIS. (6.4.41) 
6.5 Relations between Sensitivities 
The definitions of various sensitivities were listed in section 6.1. Because these 
sensitivities share the same transfer matrix which specifies an ultrasonic transducer, they 
have to be related with each other. In this section we will summarize those relationships. 
We will take the open-circuit voltage, blocked-force receiving sensitivity, , as the 
reference sensitivity and express all other sensitivities in terms of it. Some of these relations 
have already been derived (for example, Eq. (6.4.29), which was just derived, was one of 
them)). From the definitions of the sensitivities, it is straightforward to derive similar 














^ z^ +zr 
(6.5.7) 
(6.5.8) 
In these equations, five impedances are involved. They are 
, the electrical impedance as a load for a receiving transducer 
2^, the equivalent electrical impedance at the driving end of a transmitter 
2^ , the input electrical impedance of a transducer acting as a transmitter 
Z", the radiation acoustic impedance of the transducer 
Zl", the input acoustic impedance of a transducer when it acts a receiver. 
6.6 Sensitivities, System Functions, and System Efficiency Factors 
We have expressed the voltage output, VR(co), of the entire ultrasonic measurement 
system in terms of three transfer functions, tG, tR and tA, and the Thevenin equivalent input 
puiser voltage, V(a)), as 
VR(a) = tc(/o)tR (w)fA(a)X(w). (6.6.1) 
We could combine all the electrical and electromechanical terms in Eq. (6.6.1) into one 
"system" function, s(û)) = tG(co)tR(fi))Vi(co), and write the output voltage as 
VR(œ) = s(co)tA(cû) (6.6.2) 
which has the advantage of separating out the electromechanical and acoustic elements of the 
entire system. In terms of transducer sensitivities, from Eqs. (6.2.14) and (6.2.15) we have 
(zl'T,;; +T-2)+(zl;-Ti +n)z-(a>)(z^r;, +R'll)+(z£'R'2l+RU)z'„ A '' 
(6.6.3) 
In a pulse-echo setup, where the sending and receiving transducers are the same and the 
same cabling is shared on the transmission and reception processes, Eq. (6.6.3) becomes 
,  ) =  Z t / ' ( c o ) M t v ~  Z ' 0 K M ,  ,  
[z^t- + t', )+ (zl'Ti + n )z;(ffl) (zh't' + r;2 ) + +  r :  ) z ;  A  ' '  
(6.6.4) 
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Although this pulse-echo system response is proportional to the square of the transducer 
sensitivity, it is not proportional to the square of the other terms appearing in the 
denominator, as some authors assume, unless we have 2f0 = Z'. This system function is 
similar to the system "efficiency" factor [Schmerr,1998]. There, the system response for an 
immersion setup was written in the form 
%,(#) Wf " (6.6.5) 
where we have placed a "p" superscript on the quantities described above to emphasize that 
they involve pressure and not force, as we will see. For example, the receiving "efficiency" 
factor, , has the dimensions of voltage divided by pressure and is defined as 
A'(<y)=-^7^ (6.6.6) 
where VR (û)) is the output voltage and pave is the average incident pressure at the location of 
the receiving transducer in its absence. If we recall that the receiving transfer function, tR, 
was defined in terms of VR and the blocked voltage, FB, by tR = VR / FB, and use the high 
frequency relation for a piston transducer FB = 2Finc = 2 paveSR, where SR is the area of the 
receiving transducer, then from Eq. (6.6.6) it follows that 
(6.6.7) 




where p and c are density and wave speed of the fluid, and v7 (a>) is the average velocity on 
the face of the transmitting transducer. This "efficiency" factor, we see, has the dimensions 
of pressure divided by voltage. If we again recall that the transfer function, tc, was defined 
as tc = Ft / V; and use the high frequency result for a piston transducer, namely 
Ft = pcSTvT(co), we see that 
= (6.6.9) 
Or 
where ST is the area of the transmitting transducer. Finally, the acoustic term in Eq. (6.6.5), 
Fp, was defined as the dimensionless pressure ratio 
FpO)= p"^f\ , (6.6.10) 
pevT{a>) 
In contrast, our acoustic transfer function, tA, was given as tA = FB / Ft so we have 
f  ( # )  =  % % - ( 6 . 6 . 1 1 )  
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CHAPTER 7. ELECTROACOUSTIC 
MEASUREMENT MODEL 
In the previous chapters we have developed models of every element in an ultrasonic 
measurement system. These models can be combined to produce what we call an 
electroacoustic measurement (EAM) model. We have implemented the EAM model in 
software using the commercial package MATLAB. This software was developed to (1) 
provide an environment where the effects of various parameters on a measured signal could 
be studied in a quantitative manner and (2) to allow the user to examine the behavior of the 
components of the system in the frequency domain (and, in some cases, in the time domain 
as well). 
This chapter describes the MATLAB EAM model in detail. Section 7.1 outlines the 
components of the EAM model as they are implemented in MATLAB and gives a breakdown 
of all the components in block-diagram form. Section 7.2 describes the underlying input 
parameters needed for each of those components. Section 7.3 outlines the graphical user 
interface of the MATLAB code and the manner in which input and output parameters are 
selected. Finally, Section 7.4 lists some of the current limitations of the EAM modeling 
software. 
7.1 The Elements of the Electroacoustic Measurement Model 
The MATLAB implementation of the EAM model is broken into components that 
differ somewhat from the components as they were described in the previous chapters. 
Therefore, we will outline those differences here. Figure 7.1 illustrates the components of 
the overall EAM model as implemented in MATLAB. The generation process is 
characterized by a transfer function, /?, (<M), while the acoustic and scattering processes are 
modeled by an acoustic "configuration factor", F(co). The reception process is characterized 
by a transfer function, y9r(<y), and both the generation and reception processes are combined 
with the input voltage, V (<y), in terms of an overall system "efficiency" factor, The 
electrical output voltage, V0(<y), is therefore given as 
Vq{CO)=P(P))F(Û)) (7.1.1) 
where the "efficiency" factor is expressed as 
M # ) = ( 7 . 1 . 2 )  
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In terms of our previous components, we see that /?, plays the same role as the generation 
transfer function, tG, and (3r plays the same role as the reception transfer function, tR, while 
the configuration factor, F, is analogous to the acoustic transfer function, tA. The overall 
system "efficiency" factor, /?, is similar to overall system function, s, defined previously (see 
Eq. 6.6.2). The explicit relationships between all these parameters is as follows: 
v.O) 
Figure 7.1 An electroacoustic measurement model split into the 
generation process characterized by /?, (co), the 
reception process by /?r(<y) and the acoustic field 
by F(co). 
The generation process transfer function is defined as the ratio of the total force 
generated at transducer face to the Thevenin equivalent source voltage of the puiser, i.e. 
<7'L3> 
The reception process transfer function is defined as the ratio of the receiver output voltage to 
the total force, Finc, present in the waves incident on the receiving transducer in the absence 
of that transducer, i.e. 
%(«) P,(O>) (7.1.4) 
F,Ja>) 
Finally, the configuration factor is given as the ratio of the incident force in Eq. (7.1.4) to the 
output force in Eq. (7.1.3) so we have 
F(a>)=F'"c^ (7.1.5) 
Comparing Eq. (7.1.3) with our previous definition of the generation transfer function (Eq. 
(3.5.15)) we see they are identical so that 
#(a)=4,(a;). (7.1.6) 
In comparing Eq. (7.1.4) with our previous definition of the receiving transfer function (Eq. 
(4.4.18)), if we make the 1-D assumption that the blocked force is just equal to twice the 
force in the incident waves, i.e. FB = 2Finc, then 
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£r0) = 2/*0). (7.1.7) 
Similarly, since the acoustic transfer function, tA(co), was also given in terms of the blocked 
force (see Eq. (5.1.20)), from Eq. (7.1.5) the configuration factor is 
F(a>) = • (7.1.8) 
Finally, comparing the overall system "efficiency" factor of Eq. (7.1.2) with the system 
transfer function, s(fi)), of Eq. (6.6.2), we find 
/3(co)=2s(co). (7.1.9) 
Figure 7.2 gives an overall block diagram description of the EAM model as 
implemented in MATLAB in terms of the parameters just discussed. As Figure 7.2 shows, 
the EAM model can either give the output "voltage", VQ(a>), or the corresponding time 
domain voltage, V0(r), since these are simply related through the Fourier transform and its 
inverse, i.e. 





0(t) — f V0(û))exp(-iûx)dû). (7.1.11) 
7.1.1 Generation process transfer function 
The generation process transfer function used here is defined in Eq. (7.1.3). From Eq. 
(7.1.6), this is identical to the transfer function defined in Chapter 3 (Eq. (3.1.5) given 
/?» = (Z«(a))Txcx +TZ)+(j-£ZXco)+ T£)Z:(CD) °AA2) 
where and 7° are the four elements of the global generation transfer matrix 
[r°]. 
The global generation transfer matrix |Tg] lumps all the two-port networks between 
the source and the acoustic medium in the generation process (see Figure 3.14). In our 
MATLAB EAM model, there are three two-port networks which are (1) the two-port network 
for cabling, 





/3(a)) = Vi(o))p[ (co)Pr(co) 
Figure 7.2 The block diagram for the electroacoustic 
measurement model where % (&;) is the source 
strength, Pt(p)) the transfer function for 
transmission, Pr(co) the transfer function for 
reception, F(co) the configuration factor, P(û)) the 
system efficiency factor, Vo(<y) the output voltage 
in frequency domain and V (t) the output wave 
form. 
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(2) the two-port network for signal conditioning 
RJ*S -Y»S 
*1! i\2 [rs]= 
and (3) the two-port network for the transmitting transducer 
Tf 
LTi n. 
Then the global transfer matrix |YG] is expressed as 
[rr]= 





_l 2i i r) J 
The block diagram for the evaluation of the generation process transfer function is 
shown in Figure 7.3. Note that the radiation impedance of the transducer is taken to be just 
the 1-D plane wave impedance of the acoustic medium multiplied by the area of the 
transmitting transducer. 
7.1.2 Reception process transfer function 
The reception process transfer function defined in Eq. (7.1.4) is related to our previous 
definition of this transfer function in Chapter 4 through Eq. (7.1.7). From Eq. (4.4.18), 
therefore, we have 
2Zj(a#H PA®Y- (7.1.17) (zr HaG + a,G j+Kz," (6?)+aS )z; W 
where /?G, /?G , and are the four elements of the global receiving matrix |/?G]. 
The global receiving matrix [tfG j lumps all the two-port networks between the source 
and the acoustic medium in the reception process (see Figure 4.13). In the MATLAB EAM 
model, there are three two-port networks which are (1) the two-port network for cabling, 
M= Rn <2 
U5 
(2) the two-port network for signal conditioning 
Sf, < 
<5 









of the source 
Acoustic impedance 
of acoustic medium 
Global transfer matrix 
[rc]= [rc Jr5Jrr] 
Transfer matrix of 
cabling 
22-J 
Transfer matrix of 
signal conditioning 
Transfer matrix of 
transmitting transducer 
A(ta) (z;(a>)t,f+ts)+(r*zr"(a>)+ Ti)ZXa>) 
Generation process transfer function 
Z X œ )  
Eq. (7.1.13) Eq. (7.1.14) Eq. (7.1.15) 
Figure 7.3 The block diagram for the transfer function /?, (a>) 
for transmission where ZT is the internal electrical 
impedance of the source strength, Z" the acoustic 
impedance of the acoustic medium, [T*g] the global 
transfer matrix of the transmission process and 
[rc], [rs] and [rT] the transfer matrices for 
cabling, signal conditioning circuit and transmitting 
transducer. 
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Then the global transmitting matrix {/?G J is expressed as 
[Rc]= [/?clR5I/?r]= 4 (7.1.21) 
For convenience, the elements of these matrices are taken to be those which form the 
transfer matrices during the generation process. 
The block diagram for the evaluation of the reception process transfer function is shown 
in Figure 7.4. Since it is assumed in the MATLAB EAM model that the acoustic medium is 
the same at both the transmitter and receiver and that the area of the receiving transducer is 
the same as that of the transmitter, the radiation impedance on reception is taken in the same 
form as during generation. 
7.1.3 Transducer 
A transducer can be used to either receive acoustic waves or transmit acoustic waves. 
The receiving transducer and the transmitting transducer both have the same basic structure 
shown in Figure 7.5(a). This structure is composed of three parts: a piezoelectric plate, a 
wear plate and backing [Papadakis, 1971, Martin and Sigelmann, 1975, Sigelmann, 1977, 
Lewis, 1980]. In the EAM model, the wear plate can consist of 0-5 layered acoustic plates. 
The backing can also consist of 0-5 layered acoustic plates terminated with one half-infinite 
acoustic medium. The block diagram of an entire transducer structure is shown in Figure 
7.5(b). 
If the transfer matrix of the multi-lavered wear plate is 
- ,w —w" 
112 [T"B TÛ TPW 'RW Li 21 *22 j 
and the transfer matrix of the backed piezoelectric plate is 




then the transfer matrix of the transducer is 





Note that the properties of the backing, however, are implicitly contained in \jP ] and appear 
explicitly in that transfer matrix in terms of the backing acoustic impedance, Zb (see Figure 
7.5(b)). If the transducer is a receiving transducer, the transfer matrix [r ] in the above 





of the source 
Acoustic impedance 
of acoustic medium 
Global transfer matrix 
Transfer matrix of 
cabling 
Transfer matrix of 
signal conditioning 
Transfer matrix of 
transmitting transducer 
(z- (affî + K,°, )+ (fi2=z,"(<»)+ 
Reception process transfer function 
Eq. (7.1.18) Eq. (7.1.19) Eq. (7.1.20) 
Figure 7.4 The block diagram for the transfer function J3r(co) 
for reception where 2* is the input electrical 
impedance of the receiver, Z" the acoustic 
impedance of the acoustic medium, [/?G J the global 
transfer matrix of the reception process and |y?cJ, 
[ÎRSJ and the transfer matrices for cabling, 
signal conditioning circuit and receiving transducer. 
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7.2 Input Parameters 
Because of the complexity of the EAM model, there are many input parameters needed 
to define the entire ultrasonic system. In this section we will describe all of the input 
parameters. 
7.2.1 The puiser 
In the MATLAB EAM model the puiser is modeled by a Thevenin equivalent circuit 
with an internal electrical impedance and a source strength of %(#) (see Figure 3.2). The 
source voltage has the shape shown in Figure 3.3, which is defined by a time constant, z0, 
and two slopes, and cc,. The equation of the voltage strength is shown in Eq. (3.1.3). All 
of the input parameters needed to model the puiser are therefore: 
V0, the amplitude of the source strength with the unit of V 
(Xy, attenuation factor 1 with the unit of 1/s 
<%2, attenuation factor 2 with the unit of 1/s 
t0, time of the first part with the unit of s 
ZT, puiser internal electrical impedance with the unit of Q 
7.2.2 The receiver 
The receiver is modeled by an input electrical impedance, Z;, and an amplification 
factor, K(œ), as show in Figure 4.12. In the MATLAB EAM model, the amplification factor 
K(ûj) = 1, so that only the impedance is needed. Thus there is only one input parameter for 
the receiver, 
, the input electrical impedance with the unit of Q 
7.2.3 The cabling 
The cabling is modeled by a transmission line (see Figure 3.5). The transfer matrix of 
the cabling is written as 
co ski — iZ: sin A:/ 
[TCh 
with the intrinsic impedance of the cable 
c 
—isinkl/Zt cos kl 
(7.2.1) 
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Figure 7.5 Transducer, (a) The structure of the transducer and 
(b) The block diagram for the transfer matrix of the 
transducer. [7*TJ is the transfer matrix of the 
transducer, [7*W] the transfer matrix of the wear 
plate and [7*P J the transfer matrix of the backed 
piezoelectric plate. 
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r = (7.2.2) 
I ^ 
where JU0 — Att X 10~7 H/m and E0 = 8.85 x 10"'" F/m. The input parameters of a cable are 
listed in the following: 
£r, the relative permittivity 
[ir, the relative permeability 
/, the length of the cabling with the unit of m 
For these inputs, the intrinsic impedance of the cable can be derived using Eq. (7.2.2). 








The wavenumber in Eq. (7.2.1) is 
k = 2 x f / v 0  (7.2.4) 
where/is the frequency. This parameter is known once the frequency is specified (which is 
done elsewhere in the model). 
7.2.4 The acoustic layers 
In our electroacoustic measurement model, acoustic layers are used in making the 
backing and wear plates. One acoustic layer is considered as an acoustic transmission line. 
Its transfer matrix is written as (see Eq. (2.5.3)) 
[r]= cos kl — IZq sin kl 
—/sin kl/ ZQ cos kl (7.2.5) 
The wear plate is formed by multiple acoustic layers. Using the matrix multiplication 
of transfer matrices as shown in Eq. (2.2.23), the overall transfer matrix of the wear plate is 
formed, where each layer transfer matrix takes the form of Eq. (7.2.5). 
Similarly, the transfer matrix of each layer in a multiple layered backing takes the form 
of Eq. (7.2.5) and can be multiplied together to form an overall matrix, [7s]. When the 
semi-infinite backing layer is added, the overall effect is equivalent to an acoustic impedance 
yaTB i jB 7-" _ ^I.L Il ^ 12 z-7 o (T\ 
A  ~  7 a T B  , T B  (7.2.6) 
L  2 1  *22 
where zal is the acoustic impedance of the semi-infinite backing layer. 
The input parameters for each acoustic layer are 
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p, the density of the layer with the unit of kg/m3 
c, the velocity of the acoustic layer with the unit of m/s 
/, the thickness of the acoustic layer with the unit of m 
5, the cross section area of the acoustic layer with the unit of m2 
Note that the area, S, is the same for all layers and equal to the area of the transducer. 
The acoustic impedance of the semi-infinite backing layer is 
(7-2.7) 
So its input parameters are 
pL, the density with the unit of kg/m3 
cL, the velocity with the unit of m/s 
5, the cross section area with the unit of m2 
7.2.5 The signal conditioning circuits 
Signal conditioning circuits are often used for tuning transducers. The basic structure 
of the signal conditioning circuit contained in the MATLAB EAM model is shown in Figure 
7.6. 
The transfer matrix equation for this circuit is 
V, 1 Z2 
|_1/Z3 1 +Z2/Z3 J 
where 
Z, — —iCùLs -t- Rs 




The MATLAB EAM model allows for three basic types of matching networks: 
Type 1: Lp = 00 and Cp = 0 (i.e., without Lp and Cp) 
This leads to 
Z, (7.2.11) 
and the corresponding transfer matrix is 
M=P V  0 1 (7.2.12) 
Type 2: In this case all the elements shown in Figure 7.6 are present. 





Type 3: = 00 (i.e., without Lp) 





where again the corresponding matrix takes the form of Eq. (7.2.13). 
1 rYYYV' *•, 
Figure 7.6 Signal conditioning circuit which has another two 
types by taking out Lp or LP and Cp. 
The input parameters of the signal conditioning circuit are therefore 
Rs, the resistance in series with the unit of £2 
Ls, the inductance in series with the unit of H 
Lp, the inductance in parallel with the unit of H (if it is not infinite) 
Cp, the capacitance in Parallel with the unit of F (if it is not zero) 
7.2.6 The piezoelectric plate 
One face of a piezoelectric plate is backed by a backing material whose equivalent 
impedance Zab is obtained from Eq. (7.2.6) and the other face radiates acoustic waves into the 
acoustic field or receives the waves from the acoustic field. The transfer matrix of the backed 














where Zj is the acoustic impedance of the piezoelectric plate and I its thickness. 
The basic input parameters of the piezoelectric plate are: 
p, the density of the plate with the units of kg/m3 
c E ,  the stiffness with constant electric field intensity E with the units of Pa 
esr, the relative dielectric constant with constant strain S 
e, the piezoelectric stress constant with the units of C/m2 
/, the thickness of the plate with the units of m 
S, the surface of the plate with the units of m2 
by 
The derived quantities from the above parameters are: 
C0, the clamped capacitance, with the units of F, given by 
CQ = £*£0S /1. (7.2.16) 
n, the turns ratio of the electromechanical transformer, with the units of N/V, given 
eS 
n = — . (7.2.17) 
v0, the velocity of acoustic waves inside of the plate, with the units of m/s, given by 
(7.2.18) 
Zq , the acoustic impedance of the plate, with the units of N/(m/s), given by 
2% (7-2.19) 
7.2.7 The configuration factor 
The configuration factor is dependent on the acoustic field between the transmitting and 
receiving transducers. Thus it depends on the particular inspection problem and transducers 
being modeled. In the MATLAB EAM model, we have used the configuration factor for the 
case where a circular piston transducer radiates into a fluid waves that are received by an 
equal area piston transducer where the axes of the two transducers are aligned. This is a 
common calibration setup and the one where, in the paraxial approximation, the 
configuration factor can be given in explicit form as (see Eq. (6.3.19)) 
F = J! -exp(ika2/D^IQ(ka~ / £>)- z7, (ka1 /D)j^xp(zX'D) (7.2.20) 
where D is the distance between the two transducers, a the transducer radius, and k the wave 
number of the acoustic field. 
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The input parameters needed to compute the configuration factor are: 
p, the density of water path with the unit of kg/m3 
c, the wave velocity of water path with the unit of m/s 
D, the distance between two transducers with the unit of m 
a, the radius of the two transducers with the unit of m 
The derived quantities from the above parameters are: 
S, the surface area of transducers with the unit of m\ given by 
Z" and Z" the acoustic impedances of water path in front of the transmitting and 
receiving transducer with the unit of N/(m/s), which are given by 
and are also the values used for calculating the transmitting and receiving radiation 
impedances. 
7.2.8 Other quantities 
In our EAM model, we need to give all the transfer matrices as functions of 
frequencies, for a discrete set of frequencies. Thus the frequency range and number of 
sampling points need to be set before modeling. These input parameters used for this 
specification are: 
the minimum frequency with the unit of Hz 
/max* the maximum frequency with the unit of Hz 
AT, the number of frequency points 
From the above parameters, we can then derive: 
A/ , the frequency interval between discrete frequencies, in units of Hz, given by 
A/ = /max ~ fmin . (7.2.23) 
N 
^nux, the total time duration of corresponding time interval, in units of seconds, given 
by 
S = 7Rl~. (7.2.21) 







7.3 EAM Model Implementation 
7.3.1 General description 
An EAM model is a model of an ultrasonic measurement system that explicitly 
incorporates all the elements of the measurement process, including the electrical and 
electomechanical components. The components of this model were implemented in the 
commercial software package, MATLAB. A MATLAB-based graphical user interface (GUI) 
was also developed to allow a user to specify transducer properties, electrical conditions at 
the sending and receiving transducers, etc., and to calculate and display quantities such as the 
2x2 transducer transfer matrix (as a function of frequency), the system efficiency factor (also 
as a function of frequency), and the received time domain waveform. 
The software was developed on an SGI workstation and written purely in the MATLAB 
5.0 language. MATLAB was used because it combines powerful computation capabilities as 
well as convenient GUI-building tools. The modeling program's name is EAM. 
When EAM runs, it loads the most recently stored data as the default parameters which 
describe the basic components for the EAM model. Based on these parameters, the transfer 
matrices of two-port networks for transducers, cabling, signal conditioning circuits and etc. 
are computed. The global transmitting and receiving matrices, the transfer functions for 
transmission and reception, overall efficiency factor, waveform and etc. are also computed. 
The user can then use the GUI to 
a. Change parameters for any basic components in the EAM model 
b. Save these parameters into a data file 
c. Load another data file which contains a set of parameters used for an EAM model 
d. Display curves for quantities of source, transmission process, reception process, 
configuration, output spectrum, transmitting force in the frequency domain, and transmitting 
force and output waveform in the time domain 
e. Zoom, rotate and shift the curves. 
The graphical user interface for the EAM model is shown in Figure 7.7. The basic five 
parts of that interface are shown in Figure 7.8. They are the Menu bar, the Parameter 
window, the Parameter buttons, the Result window and the Result buttons. These five parts 
are described in the following. 
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7.3.2 The Menu bar 
The menu bar is on the top of the GUI of Figure 7.7 and is shown separately in Figure 
7.9. There are five pull-down submenus which are: P/R, Transmission, Reception, 
Configuration, and Display. The first four are used to set the input parameters for the basic 
components of the EAM model and the last one is used to display modeling results. Note 
that in addition to these EAM menus, the three standard MATLAB pull-down submenus are 
also available as shown in Figure 7.7. 
When one item in a pull-down menu is chosen, the parameters listed under this item are 
shown in the Parameter window. A user can change these parameters accordingly. 
a. The P/R submenu 
The P/R submenu is a pull-down menu which contains the items setting the input 
parameters for the puiser and receiver. These items are the Exponential source, %(#), the 
Puiser internal impedance, 2^, and the Receiver impedance, 2T, and are shown in Figure 
7.10. When one item is clicked, the parameters listed under it are shown in a Parameter 
window. 
b. The Transmission submenu 
The transmission submenu (Figure 7.11) is a pull-down menu which contains the items 
for setting the input parameters for the transmission process. This submenu shows labels for 
each of the three two-port networks that form the global transfer matrix for transmission. 
They are: Cabling, SigCond (standing for signal conditioning circuit), and Transducer. There 
are three types of signal conditioning circuits definable, as has been discussed in 7.2.5. The 
transducer specification is divided into three parts: one for the Crystal (the piezoelectric 
plate), one for the Backing and one for the Front (wear plate). The Backing can have up to 
five layers. The default backing is Layer 1 which is a semi-infinite material. Similarly Front 
allows the specification of 0-5 layers. The default is no wear plate, i.e., the number of layers 
for Front is zero. In defining these multi-layered media, a user must first choose the Number 
of layers which is the first item on the submenu (Figure 7.11). If, for example, the Number 
of layers is set to 2, then the labels for Layer 1 and Layer 2 are darkened and the others are 
grayed. A user can then only set parameters for the darkened layers. 
c. The Reception submenu 
The Reception submenu is also a pull-down menu which contains the items for setting 
the input parameters for the reception process (Figure 7.12). This submenu shows labels for 
the three two-port networks which form the global transfer matrix for reception. They are: 
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Figure 7.7 The graphical user interface for the EAM model 
which is divided into five parts which are shown the 








Figure 7.8 The graphical user interface for EAM model is 
divided into five parts: are Menu bar, Parameter 
window, Parameter buttons, Result window and 
Result buttons 
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P/R. Transmission Reception Configuration Display 
Figure 7.9 Menu bar contains five pulldown submenus: P/R for 
pulser/receiver, Transmission for transmission 
process, Reception for reception process, 
Configuration for acoustic field. 
P/R 
Exponential source 
Puiser internal impedance 
Receiver impedance 
Figure 7.10 P/R submenu contains three items: Exponential 
























Figure 7.11 Cascading structure of the Transmission submenu. 
Cabling, SigCond (standing for signal conditioning circuit), and Transducer. All of these 
items are the same as those in the Transmission submenu so that we do not need to go into 
further detail in describing them. 
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Figure 7.12 Cascading structure of the Reception submenu. 
consider explicitly a pitch-catch measurement setup in our modeling if we set all the 
parameters for every component in the reception process equal to those used in transmission 
process, we are then modeling the pulse-echo response for the configuration factor where an 
ideal reflector (e.g. a rigid planar surface) is located at a distance D/2 from a single transducer 
(which acts as both sender and receiver). 
d. The Configuration submenu 
The Configuration submenu is a pull-down menu which contains the items that set the 
input parameters for the configuration factor and other parameters. These parameters are 
described in subsections 7.2.7 and 7.2.8. The structure of the Configuration submenu is 




Figure 7.13 Structure of the Configuration submenu. 
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e. The Display submenu 
The Display submenu is a pull-down menu which contains the list of output items that 
can be computed and displayed. These outputs are shown in the Result window either in the 
time domain or the frequency domain. The cascading structure of the Display submenu is 
shown in Figure 7.14. 
There are six choices listed in the display submenu: Transmission, Reception, Source, 
Eff-Factor (efficiency factor), Conf-Factor (configuration factor) and Waveform. Most of the 
results listed in this submenu also can be selected by the Result buttons (see Figure 7.7) 
which will be discussed later. 
Transmission includes the four elements of the global transmitting matrix [7], 7n, 7I2, 
721 and 7,, BetaT, the transfer function for transmission, /?t(<y), SigCond, the signal 
conditioning circuit, Pressure(T), the transmitting pressure in the time domain and 


























Figure 7.14 Structure of the Display submenu which displays 
the figures of results. 
In a similar fashion, the Reception submenu includes choices for the four elements of 
the global transmitting matrix [/?], Rn, Rll and R^, BetaR, the transfer function for 
reception, /?r(<y), and SigCond, the signal conditioning circuit. 
The submenu Source allows one to display the curves of driving pulse in time domain 
(Time) and frequency domain (Spectrum). 
The submenu Conf-Factor presents the configuration factor of the acoustic field 
between two planar transducers in the frequency domain. 
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Finally, the submenu Waveform gives two choices: the curves of the output signal in 
time domain (In time) and the output spectrum (Spectrum). 
7.3.3 The Parameter window 
The parameter window is under the Menu bar described in the above subsection (Figure 
7.7). Two examples of the Parameter window are shown in Figure 7.15. As we will see, the 
Parameter window works in conjunction with the Parameter buttons. 
The Parameter window is a list box which shows two types of information: parameters 
and data files. When an item under the Menu bar is pressed, the Parameter window shows all 
the corresponding parameters with their descriptions and units (see Figure 7.15(a)). When a 
file manipulation button (Load, Save or Delete, which will be described in detail later) is 
pressed, the names of source data files containing all predefined parameters are listed in the 
Parameter window (see Figure 7.15(b)). 
At the top of the parameter window is the general description of the items listed in the 
window (Figure 7.15(a)). At the bottom of the window is a modifiable line. When the 
Parameter window shows parameters and if one line is clicked, this line is chosen and is 
repeated in the modifiable line. Within the modifiable line, one can change the value of one 
parameter (Figure 7.15(a)). When the Parameter window shows data files, if one file name is 
clicked, it similarly is shown in the modifiable line (Figure 7.15(b)). In the EAM program, a 
data file name has three parts: a prefix of "data", a suffix of ".dat", and a middle part between 
them that is modifiable by the user. 
Note that datal.dat and data2.dat are two default data files which are not modifiable by 
users although they can be chosen. However, they can be modified by operating system 
commands outside the program. 
By default, the first item in the Parameter window is always chosen unless one clicks 
on another item in the window. 
7.3.4 The Parameter buttons 
The Parameter buttons are on the right side of the Parameter window. There are six 
buttons grouped into two columns. Each column has three buttons. The buttons on the left 
column are used to manipulate parameters and those on the right column to manipulate data 
files containing parameters. The Parameter buttons are shown in Figure 7.16 and are 
described in the following in detail. 
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Parameters Description of the parameters 




Figure 7.15 Parameter window shows (a) parameters when one 
item in Menu bar is chosen or (b) data file names 
when Load, Save or Delete button is pressed. On 
the top of the widow is the general description of 
the parameters or data files. At the bottom of the 
window is a modifiable line used to modify one 







Figure 7.16 Parameter buttons divided into two columns. The 
left column contains three buttons used to 
manipulate parameters and the right column 
contains three buttons used to manipulate data 
files. 
a. The Default button 
Whenever this button is pressed, the default data file, datal.dat is loaded into memory, 
together with the result data files calculated from datai .dat. In fact, when the EAM model 
starts, datal.dat is automatically loaded as a default case. One could modify parameters 
based on datal.dat to define a new set of input parameters. 
b. The Recent button 
When the EAM model runs, the most recently modified parameters together with any 
unchanged values are stored in datal.dat. Whenever the Recent button is pressed, data2.dat 
is loaded into memory, together with the corresponding result data computed from data2.dat. 
Therefore, data2.dat and its result data files always keep track of the most recently calculated 
model. 
c. The Submit button 
When one has finished modifying parameters, pressing the Submit button computes the 
results and stores the current predefined parameters into datal.dat and the calculated results 
into result data files. 
d. The Load button 
The Load button lists all the stored data file names into the Parameter window. The 
first data file is chosen as default. If one wants to choose anther data file, click the file name 
in the Parameter window. The file name is blackened. Shown in the modifiable line is a 
question asking whether the chosen data file is to be loaded in the modifiable line (see Figure 
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7.15(b)). If so, put the cursor on the modifiable line by clicking it and then presses return. 
The program loads the chosen data file, stores its parameters into datal.dat, computes the 
results and saves them into result data files. Then one could show curves by pressing Result 
buttons. 
e. The Save button 
The Save button lists all the data file names already existing in the disk and asks for a 
new data file name in which one can save the current parameters. The new file name is 
specified on the modifiable line. It has a prefix of "data" and a suffix of ".dat". The user-
defined middle part is taken from the modifiable line and should be numbers, letters or 
However, the default files, datal.dat and datal.dat can not be overwritten so one should not 
try to save parameters into either datal.dat or datal.dat. 
f The Delete button 
The Delete button lists all the existing files in the Parameter window and asks whether 
one wants to delete a data file on the modifiable line. First, one chooses a data file from the 
Parameter window by blackening it. Second, one clicks on the editable part of the modifiable 
line to make sure deletion and then presses return. The two data files, datal.dat and 
datal.dat, can not be removed because they are default data files. 
7.3.5 The Result window 
The Result window is the largest window on the interface. It mainly shows the curves 
calculated from the model parameters. An example Result window is shown in Figure 7.17. 
This window can show curves in both the time and the frequency domains. When a curve in 
the time domain is displayed, the x-axis denotes the time in microseconds and the y- axis its 
amplitude. When a curve in the frequency domain is displayed, the x-axis denotes the 
frequency in MHz, the left y-axis its amplitude (a curve drawn in a black solid line) and the 
right y-axis its phase (a curve drawn in a red dashed line). Besides showing results, it could 
also show the signal conditioning circuits when SigCond item in Display submenu is chosen. 
Figure 7.18 illustrates the third type of tuning circuit. The following description is 
appropriate for the Result window showing curves (Figure 7.17). 
On the top of the Result window, there are the title of the Result window, a slider and a 
small window. The small window shows the parameters calculated from the curves in the 
Result window. When a curve is in the time domain, the maximum and minimum 
amplitudes of the curve presented (Max and Min) are displayed in this small window together 
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with their occurring times. From these values one could calculate, for example, the peak-
peak value of the displayed waveform. When a curve is in the frequency domain, the small 
window shows the frequency with maximum amplitude (Fm), the frequency with minimum 
amplitude (Fn), the center frequency (Fc) and the bandwidth (BW) computed from the 
Curve title Slider Small window 
Fm:4.1MHz—Fn:OHz 




Figure 7.17 Result window shows curves in the time and 








From : Cabling To : Transducer 
Figure 7.18 Result window shows the third type of signal 
conditioning circuit. 
frequencies at the half-power points. If either of the half-power points is out of the current 
figure window, Fc and BW are not computed and the words of "Fc: Sc. BW: Not Available" 
are shown. 
The slider is used to rotate or move the curve in the Result window to the left or right. 
The middle bar corresponds to the middle of the current curve and always returns to the 
middle after an action is finished. If the middle bar is dragged to the Left, this moves the 
curve to the left. Similarly, if the middle bar is dragged to the right, this moves the curve to 
the right. Furthermore, a click on the left trough of the slider moves tlhe curve 10% to the 
left, and a click on the right trough moves the curve 10% to the right. 
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The slider is used to perform a "circular shift" of curves in the time domain, i.e., when a 
part of the curve is shifted out of the window, it is appended to the other side of the window. 
However, for curves in frequency domain, the slider is just used to shift the curve to the left 
or right. 
In the Result window, the left mouse button can be used to zoom the curve shown. One 
first moves the mouse cursor into the Result window. Clicking the left button of the mouse 
on the white area in the window then enlarges the current curve by a factor of 2 from the left 
margin. This feature allows one to "zoom-in" on a curve to see more detail. Clicking the left 
button of the mouse on the black curve displayed in the window reduces that current curve by 
a factor of 2 to the left margin. This feature gives a "zoom-out" capability to see a larger 
picture. If the current curve can not be doubled or halved, the zoom features generated by 
these buttons do not work. Note that combining the slider and mouse button down functions 
allows complex rotation, shifting and zooming of curves. 
7.3.6 The Result buttons 
The Result buttons are displayed under the Result window (Figure 7.7). They are 
shown separately in Figure 7.19. These buttons are divided into two groups: two pushdown 
buttons, titled Configuration and Efficiency, and four menu buttons, titled Puiser, Transit, 
Receive, and Waveform. The structure of the menu buttons are also shown in Figure 7.19. 
When an item is chosen with these buttons, the corresponding result curve is shown in the 
Result window. Note that the functions defined on these buttons are duplicated by some 
items under the Display submenu. 
The six Result buttons are described as follows: 
a. Puiser is a menu button containing two items: Pulse and Spectrum. The Pulse item 
selects the input impulse from the puiser to the transmitting transducer for display. The 
Spectrum item selects the spectrum of input impulse for display instead. 
b. Transit is a menu button containing five items: Til, T12, T21, T22 which are the 
four components of the global transmitting transfer matrix, and BetaT which is the generation 
transfer function, Pt(pûi). 
c. Configuration is a pushdown button which displays the configuration factor of the 
acoustic field. Currently it only takes the form shown in Eq. (7.2.20). 
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d. Receive is a menu button including five items: R11, R12, R21, R22 which are the 
four components of the global receiving transfer matrix, and BetaR which is the receiving 
transfer function, fir{co). 
e. Efficiency is a pushdown button which gives the overall "efficiency" factor for the 
entire transit-receive system (see Eq. (7.1.2)). 
f. Waveform is a menu button containing two items: Wave which displays the received 
waveform at the receiver and Spectrum which shows the spectrum of the receiving 
waveform. 
Pulse r- Tll r-
Puiser Transit Configijxd.don Receive efficiency Waveform. 
Pulse 
Spectrum 







Figure 7.19 Result buttons which are two pushdown buttons 
(Configuration and Efficiency) and four menu 
buttons. 
7.4 Model Limitations 
The EAM model as implemented in MATLAB provides the basis for conducting a wide 
range of parametric studies. Nevertheless, the model does have a number of limitations. 
These include: 
a. the configuration factor is currently implemented only for the simple two piston 
transducer calibration setup described in Chapter 5. 
b. the attenuation of the fluid in this calibration setup is not currently modeled. 
c. the backing and facing acoustic layers are limited to a maximum of five each, and 
attenuation in these layers is also not modeled. 
d. only three types of tuning circuits are available in the model. 
e. the cables are modeled as ideal transmission lines whose losses are neglected. 
f. electrical and acoustic sources of noise are neglected. 
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g. puiser and receiver impedances are modeled only as purely resistive elements. 
h. the acoustic radiation impedances of both transducers are taken as frequency 
independent values appropriate for modeling piston transducers at high frequencies. 
If the EAM program were to be turned into a commercial transducer modeling software 
package, many of these limitations would have to be removed. However, as a research and 
demonstration tool, even with these limitations, the MATLAB-based EAM model is both 
powerful and versatile. 
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CHAPTER 8. APPLICATIONS OF EAM MODEL 
The complete electroacoustic measurement (EAM) model was described in the last 
chapter and the MATLAB software implementation of that model discussed. The EAM 
model allows a user to change essentially any parameter in an ultrasonic measurement system 
and quantitatively estimate the effects of that change. In this chapter we will use the 
MATLAB code to conduct a number of numerical studies for the configuration shown in 
Figure 8.1 where two axially collinear transducers are placed in a simple pitch-catch setup. 
In section 8.1 we will describe the "differentiation effects" that occur for such a setup due to 
beam diffraction effects and/or changes in the impedance at the receiver and use the 
MATLAB EAM code to model those effects. In section 8.2 we will use the EAM model to 
quantitatively evaluate the influence that a bonding layer between the transducer crystal and 
front wear plate has on the ultrasonic response. In section 8.3 we will examine the 
consistency of our EAM model simulations with some previous modeling studies of 
Papadakis [1983]. 
8.1 Diffraction-based and Impedance-based Differentiation Effects 
It is well known [Schmerr, 1998] that if the face of a piston transducer radiating into a 
fluid is driven impulsively, in the far field the on-axis pressure response of the transducer is 
proportional to a derivative (in time) of the input impulse. This differentiation effect can also 
be observed in the voltage versus time output of the setup shown in Figure 8.1 when the 
distance, D, is changed from very small to very large values. Similarly, if the distance, D, is 
fixed but the receiving impedance, , is changed from very large to very small values, the 
changes of the output voltage time domain waveform appear similar to differentiation. 
Differentiation effects due to both distance and impedance changes can be easily observed 
experimentally and they can be explained with the aid of our EAM model as follows. 
zr M • 







Figure 8.1 Model of an ultrasonic measurement system. 
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8.1.1 Differentiation due to diffraction 
The configuration factor, F, for the setup of Figure 8.1 (which is one half the acoustic 
transfer function discussed earlier) can, at high frequencies, be obtained in the purely 
analytical form F(jx>) = exp(ikD)F(co) (see Eq. (7.2.20)) where 
F(û>) = [l - exp(/x){/0O) - //, 0)}] (8.1.1) 
and x=ka2 / D. For a small transducer separation distance (D « a) we have x —» °°. 
However, for large x the Bessel functions have the asymptotic behavior 
~ 
C0S(X (8'L2) 
wherev =0 or 1, so that we obtain 
WL = L (81-3) 
On the other hand, for a large separation between transducers ( D »  a ) ,  x —> 0 and we have 
J0O) = i 
/,(*) = x/2 (8.1.4) 
exp (ix) = 1 + ix 
which, when placed into Eq. (8.1.1), give 
F((o)\D»a=-ix/2. (8.1.5) 
Since the output voltage in Figure 8.1 is proportional to F, we see that (neglecting the phase 
term change due to exp (ikD) which only causes a time shift of the response in the time 
domain) 
VaMo». = ~icoYD^ Vr^d«" (8-L6) 
where c is the wave speed in the medium separating the two transducers. Since 
multiplication by a factor —i a in the frequency domain is equivalent to differentiation in the 
time domain, Eq. (8.1.6) shows that apart from a scaling factor (due to beam spread), beam 
diffraction effects indeed produce a differentiation effect as the distance D changes. Of 
course, the differentiation effect is only strictly true when going from very small to very large 
distances where Eq. (8.1.3) and Eq. (8.1.5) are valid. In Figure 8.2 we plot the magnitude of 
the configuration factor F in between these limits, showing the transition in behavior of that 





















Figure 8.2 Magnitude of configuration factor showing 
characteristic of differentiation when D/2a=0.1, 1, 
10, 50 and 100. 
8.1.2 Differentiation due to impedance changes 
Consider now the case where in Figure 8.1 we keep the distance, D, fixed, but allow the 
receiving impedance, 7f0 , to vary. As shown in Chapter 4, we can replace the receiving 
transducer by a Thevenin equivalent circuit (see Figure 4.10) which for convenience is 
repeated here (Figure 8.3). In Chapter 4 we found that 
V,<fi>)= -.uLt-VM <8-L7> 
where, recall ( Eq. (4.2.7)) 
= b--z;.an(/«/2)]sin« 
œCQZa0 [Zah - iZa0 tan(/« / 2)Jcos kl - iZa0 tan(AW / 2) 






Figure 8.3 Thevenin equivalent circuit for the receiving 
transducer. The electrical load connected to the 
electrical port of the transducer is 2T;. 
with 
A(a>) = l ' ft2 sin kl\z% — iZ£ / 2)J 
cuC0Zo [z; - iZl tan(ikl / 2) Jcos kl - ,ZJ tan(ikl / 2) 
For a very large receiving impedance, Z% and from Eq. (8.1.7) we obtain 
= (8.1.11) 
Conversely for a very small receiving impedance, Z* —> 0 and Eq. (8.1.7) gives 
V,(ù>h2.^0 (8.1.12) 
But for many piezoelectric crystals the A(/y) term is nearly a constant. For example, for a 
PZT crystal plate with thickness of 0.5mm, acoustic impedance of 4370N/(m/s), velocity of 
4600m/s, turns ratio of 5.9A/(m/s), clamped capacitance of 3.3x10"* F and a backing of 
epoxy and tungsten powder mixture with acoustic impedance of 4100N/(m/s), Figure 8.4 
shows that over most ultrasonic frequencies A(co) = 1 so that when this is the case Eq. 
(8.1.11) and Eq. (8.1.12) combine to give 
2-/O)(C0Z„')V„(ffl)|2;_ (8.1.13) 
which shows that again apart from a scaling factor going from a very high to a very low 
receiving impedance condition produces a differentiation effect. 
Schmerr, Dang and Sedov [1998] have described these effects of distance and 
impedance changes on simulated waveforms by using an explicit model of the entire 
measurement process of Figure 8.1. Similarly, we can use the MATLAB implementation of 
the EAM model to illustrate these differentiation effects. For example, consider the 
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Figure 8.4 Amplitude of term A(<y) shown in Eq. (8.1.10) 
when the parameters of a PZT crystal plate are 
chosen as: thickness of 0.5mm, acoustic impedance 
of 4370N/(m/s), velocity of 4600m/s, turns ratio of 
5.9A/(m/s), and clamped capacitance of 3.3x10"* F 
and the parameter of the backing is the mixture of 
epoxy and tungsten powder with acoustic 
impedance of 4100N/(m/s). 
and a water medium. The received waveform is shown in Figure 8.5 for D— 0.001m and 
2£ = 100 k£l. The "single cycle" shape of the waveform in Figure 8.5 is changed to the "one 
and a half' cycle waveform of Figure 8.6 when D is increased significantly to D = lm and the 
impedance is held at 2^ =100 kQ., which is what is expected from diffraction-based 
differentiation effects. Similarly, Figure 8.7 shows a "one and a half cycle" waveform 
generated when the distance is the same as for the case of Figure 8.5 and the impedance is 
decreased to 2T =1£2, corresponding to an impedance-based differentiation effect. 
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Figure 8.5 The receiving waveform for small D and large Z; 
with £>=0.001 m and 2T = LOOK2. 
8.2 Bond Thickness Effects 
Papadakis has used a model similar to our EAM model to analyze the effects of 
different parameters on transducer response [Papadakis, 1983]. For example, he conducted 
parametric studies where the impedance of the backing material, the electromechanical 
coupling factor, and the input pulse length were varied. In the next section we will compare 
some results obtained with the EAM model with those of Papadakis. In this section we will 
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Figure 8.6 The receiving waveform for large D and large 7fo 
with Z)=lm and 2fa = 100À12. 
use the EAM model to examine the effect that the thickness of a bonding layer (between the 
piezoelectric crystal and the front surface wear plate) has on the transducer response. 
Previous studies have suggested that even small changes in the thickness of the bond line can 
have a profound effect on the transducer response [Silk, Sainton and Hillier, 1988] so that 
this is an important parameter to study. 
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Figure 8.7 The receiving waveform for small D and small 2T 
with Z)=0.001m and 2T; = 1Q. 
8.2.1 Choice of parameters 
The structure of the transducer we will consider in these bond line studies is shown in 
Figure 8.8. The transducer is modeled as an assembly of four components: backing, 
piezoelectric plate, bonding ("glue") layer, and wear plate. Although the crystal is normally 
plated on both of its faces with a conducting material, in this model study the effects of the 
plating will be ignored. The backing is often made of a mixture of epoxy and tungsten 
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powder that is cast directly onto the plated crystal so that we do not model a bonding layer at 
the backing. Also, we model the backing layer itself as a lossless semi-infinite layer so that 
there are no reflected waves. However, a thin bonding layer of epoxy glue is often present at 
the front face of crystal as result of attaching the wear plate to the crystal. It is the thickness 
of this glue layer that we wish to vary. 
Backing 
Piezoelectric plate Glue Wear plate 
Figure 8.8 Structure of an ultrasonic transducer made of 
backing, piezoelectric plate, glue and wear plate. 
In our EAM model we consider two identical transducers aligned along their axes in a 
pitch-catch setup. We take the distance between them to be very small so that the 
configuration factor is approximately 1.0. The material parameters are taken from one of the 
cases considered by Papadakis, case number 69A2 [Papadakis, 1983]. The nominal 
frequency of the transducers is 5MHz, and the input electrical impulse was modeled as a 
rectangular pulse with unit amplitude by adjusting the coefficients in the EAM model of the 
puiser appropriately, as discussed in the next section. The width of this rectangular pulse was 
taken to be the half period at the nominal resonant frequency (the free crystal resonant 
frequency). The internal impedance of the puiser and the impedance at the receiver were 
made identical and equal to the impedance of the clamped capacitance - a quantity that is 
defined explicitly in the section 8.3.3. The parameters are listed as follows: 
Piezoelectric plate: 








Sound speed v=4600m/s 
Glue (epoxy): 
Density p=1200kg/m3 
Sound speed v=2600m/s 
Thickness £=0 - 0.2mm 
Wear plate: 
Density p=3937kg/m3 
Sound speed v=I0160m/s 
Thickness / = 0.127mm 
Propagation medium: 
Density p=4000kg/m3 
Sound speed v=4325m/s 
Geometry: 
Transducer radius r=6.35mm 
Transducer distance d—lc-lm 
Puiser: 
Voltage V=1V 
Pulse width f=50ns 
Internal impedance Z=2.839£2 
Receiver: 
Load impedance Zo=2.839£2 
8.2.2 Simulated results 
For the parameters given in the last section the thickness of the epoxy bond line 
between the crystal and the wear plate was varied from 0 to 0.2mm. In general, as the 
thickness increased the output voltage, which started as a single cycle waveform at zero 
thickness (Figure 8.9(a)), developed a higher frequency "ringing" at later times, which 
eventually dominated the entire response (see Figures 8.10(a), 8.11(a), 8.12(a), and 8.13(a)). 
In the frequency domain, the magnitude of the received spectrum starts at zero bond 
thickness as a single peak centered at a frequency near the nominal center frequency, Fm. At 
a bond thickness of about 0.05mm a second peak in the spectrum appears at a higher 
frequency, Fc, growing size relative to the first peak until it eventually dominates the entire 
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response at the largest thickness considered. This behavior is illustrated in the sequence 
Figures 8.9(b), 8.10(b), 8.11(b), 8.12(b), and 8.13(b). These results are tabulated in Table 8.1 
where column one lists the bond thicknesses with starred thicknesses indicating that the 















-0.08 0.3 0.4 
Time &ts) 
Figure 8.9 (a) Received waveform without glue. The 
waveform is a single cycle signal. 
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maximum and minimum values in the time domain waveforms (can be read from the Small 
window when the waveform is shown in the Result window (see Figure 7.17)). Column 3 
lists the location of a peak frequency value, Fm. Column 4 lists a center (mean), Fc. Column 
5 (BW) gives the 3-dB bandwidth of the peaks that exist, and Column 6 (V1/V2) lists ratios 






Figure 8.9 (b) Spectrum for the received waveform without 
glue. The lower frequency component is a single 
component. 
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of the spectral amplitudes of the two peaks (low frequency peak/high frequency peak). In 
columns 3, 4 and 5, every item has two values denoted as "low" and "high" which 
correspond to measurement based on the lower frequency and higher frequency. These 
values can be measured using the shift and zoom features provided by the EAM software. 
mrnmëmmêéiétmmm o-oi 
r Max -.0.038032 at0.13us 






-0.08 0.5 0.3 0.6 0.4 0 0.1 0.2 
Time (us) 
Figure 8.10 (a) Received waveform with the glue thickness of 
0.01mm. The waveform is one and a half cycle 
signal. 
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When the Result window in Figure 7.17 only shows one peak by shifting and/or zooming the 
spectrum, the Small window gives us the parameters corresponding to that peak such as Fm, 
Fc and BW. Of the two spectrum peaks, the lower frequency peak is generated by the 
nominal frequency of the transducer and the higher one by the glue thickness. By comparing 
. x l O  Wave Spectrum 
Fm: 5.46MHz—Fn:0Hz 





Figure 8.10 (b) Spectrum for the received waveform with the 
glue thickness of 0.01mm. The lower frequency 
component is still a single component. 
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these two peaks, we can see the behavior of the glue thickness variations. If one peak is not 
measurable, it is given as in Table 8.1. 
In summary, from Table 8.1 we observe the following behavior: 









Waveform Ms;*: :Q.0105Q1 at:0.17us Min:-0.012244 atQ.27us 
0.6 
Time ftts) 
Figure 8.11 (a) Received waveform with the glue thickness of 
0.05mm. The higher frequency component 
appears. 
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frequency dominates. A high frequency peak is not measurable. 
b. As the glue thickness increases, the amplitude of the received waveforms drops 
rapidly. For example, as the thickness changes from 0 to 0.1mm the amplitude changes from 
0.05V to 0.007V, a decrease of almost an order of magnitude. 
10.05 
Wave Spectrum Fm:3.12MHz—FirOHz Fc:3.12MHz—BW: 100% 
10 15 
Frequency (MHz) 
Figure 8.11 (b) Spectrum for the received waveform with the 
glue thickness of 0.05mm. The higher frequency 
component is not clear but it appears in the time 
domain in Figure 8.11(a). 
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c. As the glue thickness increases, the peak frequency also decreases but the bandwidth 
does not change much. For example, as the thickness changes from 0 to 0.1mm the peak 
frequency near the nominal center frequency changes from 5.46MHz to 2.34MHz but the 
bandwidth changes by less than 5%. 
M 0.1 
Waveform Mc-x -.0.0072806 at0.1 Sus Min : -0.0070698 at:Q.31us 
1 1.5 
Time (tts) 2.5 
Figure 8.12 (a) Received waveform with the glue thickness of 
0.1mm. The higher frequency component is mixed 
with the lower frequency component. 
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d. When the glue thickness is larger than 0.05mm a higher frequency peak begins to 
appear. At larger thickness, a "bi-modal" frequency spectrum with two peaks exists for a 
range of thickness, but the higher frequency peak eventually dominates the measured 
response as the thickness continues to increase. 
Wave Spectrum Fm: 13.28MHz—Fn:0Hz Fc: 13.08MHz—BW:3.95% 
10 15 
Frequency (MHz) 
Figure 8.12 (b) Spectrum for the received waveform with the 
glue thickness of 0.1mm. The higher frequency 
component is comparable to the lower frequency 
component. 
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In conclusion, the transducer behavior is indeed very sensitive to the thickness of the 
glue between the piezoelectric crystal and the wear plate. The existence of the glue layer 
reduces not only the waveform amplitude but also the frequency of the crystal, similar to the 


















0.5 1 1.5 
Time (ps) 
2.5 
Figure 8.13 (a) Received waveform with the glue thickness of 
0.15mm. It is difficult to distinguish the lower 
frequency component from the received signal. 
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considered a glue thickness of greater than 0.05 mm begins to have detrimental effects on the 
received waveform in terms of both amplitude and "ringing". Thus, the bonding of the wear 
plate to the crystal needs to be controlled with precision to maintain a very small thickness of 
the glue layer. 
0.15 















Figure 8.13 (b) Spectrum for the received waveform with the 
glue thickness of 0.15mm. The higher frequency 
component is dominant. 
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0(*) 0.050746/-0.068099 5.46/ - 6.05/ - 109.67/- -
0.000001 0.050749/-0.068103 5.46/ - 6.05/ - 109.67/- -
0.000005 0.050759/-0.068120 5.46/ - 6.05/ - 109.67/ - -
0.00001 0.050771/-0.068141 5.46/ - 6.2 51- 109.67/ - -
0.00005 0.051468/-0.071595 5.46/ - 6.25/ - 112.5/- -
0.001 0.051389/-0.07233 5.85/ - 6.25/ - 112.5/- -
0.005 0.047153/-0.075382 6.25/ - 6.25/ - 100.0/ - -
0.01(*) 0.038032/-0.063216 5.46/ - 5.66/- 89.65/ - -
0.02 0.025341/-0.038578 4.29/ - 4.49/ - 95.65/ - -
0.03 0.018460/-0.02504 3.90/- 3.71/- 94.73/ - -
0.04 0.014488/-0.01772 3.51/- 3.51/- 88.88/ - -
0.05(*) 0.010501/-0.01324 3.12/25.78 3.12/- 100.0/ - -
0.06 0.008742/-0.009398 2.73/22.65 3.12/- 100.0/ - -
0.07 0.007395/-0.007225 2.73/- 2.73/ - 114.3/ - -
0.08 0.007283/-0.006228 2.73/16.01 2.73/16.01 114.3/9.75 6.25 
0.09 0.007290/-0.006711 2.34/14.45 2.73/14.25 114.3/8.21 1.45 
0.1(*) 0.007281/-0.007070 2.34/13.28 2.73/13.08 114.3/8.95 0.7 
0.11 0.007279/-0.007565 2.34/12.1 2.73/11.91 114.3/9.83 0.37 
0.12 0.007308/-0.008119 2.35/10.93 2.53/11.13 138.5/10.5 0.2 
0.13 0.007333/-0.008666 2.34/10.15 2.53/10.15 138.5/7.69 0.18 
0.14 0.007574/-0.008901 2.34/9.37 2.73/9.57 142.8/12.2 0.12 
0.15(*) 0.0083025/-0.00907 2.34/8.98 - /8.78 - /13.3 0.09 
0.16 0.0089484/-0.00916 2.34/8.20 -/8.39 - /13.9 0.09 
0.17 0.0095817/-0.00925 2.34/7.81 -/7.81 -no 0.07 
0.18 0.0100670/-0.00934 2.73/7.42 - /7.42 - /10.5 0.06 
0.19 0.0104260/-0.00938 -/7.03 - /7.03 -/ll.1 -
0.2 0.0104580/-0.00954 - /6.64 - /6.64 - /11.8 -
* Spectrum and waveform are shown. 
8.3 Comparisons with the Papadakis Model 
Papadakis [1983] conducted numerical parametric studies of transducers using a 
transfer matrix approach (the Sittig model discussed in subsection 2.4) that is very similar to 
our EAM model. Because the EAM model is very complex, with many input parameters, it 
is useful to confirm the predictions of this model through comparisons with other modeling 
simulations. In this section we will make such comparisons with the modeling results of 
Papadakis. 
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8.3.1 The Papadakis model 
Papadakis used a modeling setup which was a special case of the configuration shown 
in Figure 8.1. The puiser was modeled by a The venin equivalent circuit with a source 
strength, %(#), and impedance, 2T. The receiver was modeled as the receiving impedance, 
2£, where for all his results, Papadakis took these impedances to be purely real and equal 
(Zf = ZJ). The parameters of the two transducers, T and R, were taken to be identical as 
would be the case in pulse-echo testing. Diffraction effects were ignored in the Papadakis 
model, i.e. he took F= 1. For the source strength, Papadakis modeled the corresponding 
puiser voltage input as a rectangular pulse of unit amplitude. The duration of this pulse was 
taken equal to one half the period value given by the resonant frequency of the free vibration 
of the piezoelectric crystal plate. 
In order to make comparisons with the Papadakis model, the EAM model inputs need 
to be adjusted appropriately. This was done in the following manner: 
(a) Beam diffraction effects. Papadakis took F = 1, i.e. beam diffraction effects were 
ignored. This case can be simulated in the EAM model by simply taking the distances 
between the transducers to be very small. Thus, we set D = ICT7 m. 
(b) Electrical input pulse. Papadakis took a rectangular pulse as the input waveform 
while the EAM model is formed by two exponential functions. To simulate a rectangular 
pulse, we took the two exponential coefficients to be very large (or, =a-, = 10" 1/s). As 
Figure 8.14 shows, this choice approximates a rectangular pulse very closely [Cheney, 1973]. 
(c) Material and geometrical input parameters. The set of material and geometry input 
parameters quoted by Papadakis are different from those of the EAM model. For some 
parameters, the EAM parameters are identical with those used in the Papadakis model while 
for other parameters we need to make certain assumptions in order to derive the necessary 
EAM parameters. Thus, an exact one-to-one correspondence of the two models is not 
possible to achieve. However, in the following three subsections we will make some 
reasonable assumptions to derive the necessary EAM parameters from the Papadakis 
parameters and compare the resulting simulated waveforms. 
8.3.2 Input parameters in the Papadakis model 
Papadakis provided 17 sets of input parameters used for various simulations (see Table 
8.1 in [Papadakis, 1983]). We only studied five of them, which Papadakis lists as cases 
70F5, 70F6, 69B1, 69A2 and 69A1. The corresponding simulated receiving waveforms are 
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shown in Figures la, lb, lc, Id and le in [Papadakis, 1983]. The parameters quoted by 
Papadakis for these five cases are listed in Table 8.2. The meanings of these parameters are: 
f0, half-wavelength frequency of piezoelectric plate 
Zf,, the specific acoustic impedance for the backing 
k, the electromechanical coupling factor 








0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 
Time (^ts) 
0.25 
Figure 8.14 Unit amplitude rectangular electrical pulse 
simulated by choosing attenuation factors 
= or2 = 10n/s, amplitude V0 = IV and duration 
time t0 =0.05 s (see Figure 3.3). 
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zt, the specific acoustic impedance for the piezoelectric material 
z , the specific acoustic impedance for the wear plate 
Zn, the specific acoustic impedance for the propagation medium 
R, the ratio of 2^=Z? to the electrical impedance of the clamped capacitance of the 
p i e z o e l e c t r i c  p l a t e  a t  i t s  r e s o n a n t  f r e q u e n c y  f 0 .  
Table 8.2 Input data for Papadakis' paper 
Computation number 70F5 70F6 69B1 69A2 69 A1 
Piezoelectric material LMN LMN Y-Quartz PZT-5 PZT-5 
k 0.35 0.35 0.137 0.6 0.6 
fo (MHZ) 12 12 30 10 10 
Zf, (xl06kg/s-rn2) 18.6 18.6 — 23.0 23.0 
z, (xl06kg/s-m2) 18.6 18.6 10.2 27.0 27.0 
z^.p (xl06kg/s-rn2) — — — 40.0 40.0 
zm (xl06kg/s-rn2) 18.6 18.6 8.3 17.3 17.3 
R 20.00 1.25 1.00 1.00 28.10 
In Table 8.2, the dashed lines mean that the corresponding components are not 
present in transducers. For example, the transducer modeled by case 69B1 does not have 
backing and wear plate layers. To have the EAM model and the Papadakis model describe 
the same measurement system, we need to derive the input parameters used for the EAM 
model from the parameters in Table 8.2. 
8.3.3 Input parameters in the EAM model 
It is straightforward to derive the input parameters for the Papadakis model from the 
input parameters for the EAM model. However, if we want to get the input parameters for 
the EAM model from those given for the Papadakis model, we need to make some 
assumptions. For example, the acoustic specific impedance of a material is taken as an input 
parameter in the Papadakis model. On the other hand, the acoustic wave velocity and the 
density of a material are separate input parameters in the EAM model. To break the acoustic 
specific impedance into the corresponding velocity and density, we need to make a 
reasonable assumption on either the velocity or density. The rule of thumb we followed is to 
make as few assumed quantities as possible. Following this rule, we found that, to determine 
the complete set of input parameters for the EAM model, it is necessary to make assumptions 
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on the following quantities: densities of the crystal and other materials, permittivity of the 
crystal and the radius of the transducer. 
Using the parameters given by Papadakis and the set of assumed parameters, the 
following eight steps were used to determine all the EAM parameters: 
(a) For all the materials involved, using the specific acoustic impedances given by 
Papadakis and a reasonable assumption for the density, the velocities were found for the 
backing, crystal, and propagating media through the expression for the specific acostic 
impedance given by: 
z -pv .  (8.3.1) 
(b) The stiffness at constant electric flux, c°, for the piezoelectric crystal was found 
from the assumed density and velocity determined from (a) from the relationship: 
(8.3.2) 
(c) The piezoelectric constant, e, was determined from the electromechanical coupling 
coefficient, k, given by Papadakis, an assumed value for the permittivity, e, and the stiffness, 
c°, obtained from (b), using the expression: 
e  =  k < J s c ° .  (8.3.3) 
(d) The stiffness constant at constant electric field, c E ,  was computed from the stiffness, 
c°, obtained in (b), the assumed permittivity, e, and the piezoelectric constant, e, obtained in 
(c), since we have: 
c °  =  c E j r e 1 l e .  (8.3.4) 
(e) The thickness, /, of the crystal was obtained from the half-wavelength frequency, /0, 
given by Papadakis and the velocity determined in (a), using the relationship: 
I  =  v  / 2 f 0  .  (8.3.5) 
The thickness of the wear plate (if any) was given direcdy by Papadakis (see Table 3.1). The 
backing in all cases was modeled (if it exists) as a semi-infinite medium so that a thickness 
parameter is not needed for that "layer". 
(f) The clamped capacitance, C0, of the transducer crystal was found from the assumed 
permittivity, e, the thickness, Z, determined from (e), and an assumed value for the transducer 
radius, r, which gives the area k — 7Cr~ appearing in the expression for C0 : 
^ eA C0=—. (8.3.6) 
(g) The impedance of the clamped capacitance, Z;, is computed from the resonant 




(h) The internal impedance of the puiser and the receiving impedance (which are equal) 
were found from the ratio factor, R, given by Papadakis and the impedance calculated in (g): 
^=ZJ = /^. (8.3.8) 
Table 8.3 lists all the input parameters for the model derived in this manner for the five 
cases we will consider. The bold quantities are assumed quantities and the italicized 
quantities are derived parameters that can be obtained from combinations of the others listed. 
The symbol "n.a." in Table 8.3 indicates that the corresponding quantity is not applicable for 
the case under consideration. Thus, cases 70F5, 70F6, and 69B1 do not have wear plates and 
there is no backing layer in case 69B1. Because Papadakis took the same properties for the 
transmitting and receiving transducers, the parameters of Table 8.3 were used for both 
transducers in our EAM model. 
Table 8.3 Input parameters for the electroacoustic measurement model 
Computation number 70F5 70F6 69B1 69A2 69 A1 
Density pT( kg/m3 ) 4000 4000 2650 6750 6750 
Permitivity £ f  £ 0  1000 1000 200 1000 1000 
Radius r (mm) 6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35 6.35 
Pulse width (ns) 41.67 41.67 16.67 50 50 
Velocity v (m/s) 4650 4650 3849 4000 4000 
Crystal Thickness (mm) 0.1938 0.1938 0.0642 0.2 0.2 
Stiffness (cD)( 109N/m2) 86.49 86.49 39.260 108 108 
Stiffness (cE) ( 109 N/m2 ) 75.895 75.895 38.523 69.12 69.12 
Piezo constant e(N/m) 9.6832 9.6832 1.142 18.55 18.55 
Clamped capacitance(pF) 5.787 5.787 3.4958 5.605 5.605 
Clamped impedance{Q.) 2.292 2.292 1.5176 2.839 2.839 
Puiser/ zf or 3 (CI) 45.84 2.865 1.5175 2.839 79.77 
receiver 
Density p ( kg/m3 ) 4000 4000 n.a. 5000 5000 
Backing Velocity v (m/s) 4650 4650 n.a. 4600 4600 
Thickness (mm) n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.025 0.025 
Wear Density p ( kg/m3 ) n.a. n.a. n.a. 3937 3937 
plate Velocity v (m/s) n.a. n.a. n.a. 10160 10160 
Acoustic Density p ( kg/m3 ) 4000 4000 2000 4000 4000 
medium Velocity v (m/s) 4650 4650 4150 4325 4325 
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8.3.4 Simulation results 
The parameters listed in Table 8.3 were used as inputs to the EAM model. A^ number 
of quantities given by Papadakis to characterize the transducer response were calculated: 
Amax (V), the amplitude of the largest half-cycle in the calculated wave response. 
dBloop (dB), the loop response of the transducer, i.e., 20 log,0(l / A^). 
fM (MHz), the frequency of maximum spectrum response. 
fc (MHz), the center frequency midway between the 3dB points in the spectrum. 
fjf„, the ratio indicating frequency pulling toward lower frequencies. 
BW (%), the percentage bandwidth between the 3dB points in the spectrum-
The simulation results are given in Table 8.4. For every item, the first value Listed was 
copied from Papadakis' paper for comparison purpose and the second value (in italics) gives 
the results obtained from the EAM model. 
From Table 8.4 we see that our assumptions led to transducer characteristics relatively 
close to those of Papadakis in some cases and far off in others. In the first three cases listed 
in Table 8.4 (70F5, 70F6 and 69B1) the two models predict very similar values for the 
frequency at the maximum spectral amplitude, fM, and the bandwidth, BW, while tBhe other 
two cases (69A2 and 69Al) show poor agreement in these variables. The waveforrais 
Table 8.4 Comparison of results 
Computation number 70F5 70F6 69B1 69A2 69 A1 
A_(V) 0.012 0.057 0.025 0.037 0.308 
0.00597 0.0290 0.0133 0.0681 0.012 
dBloup (dB) 38.4 25 32.0 28.6 10.3 
44.48 30.76 37.53 23.3 38. J 
f„(MHz) 2.6 8.6 27.5 7.3 6.(5 
2.# 7.42 26.36 5.46 1 . J 7  
fe (MHz) 4.7 9.1 28.5 7.3 6.7 
3.9 7.91 26.36 6.05 3.51 
f/f„ 0.39 0.76 0.95 0.73 0.67 
0.325 0.659 &<S79 0.605 0.351 
BW (%) 167 95 41 39 25 
170 9A4 51.8 200 109.7 
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calculated by the EAM model for the first three cases (70F5, 70F6 and 69B1) are shown in 
Figures 8.15, 8.16, and 8.17, respectively. They are very similar in form to the 
corresponding waveforms given by Papadakis but the EAM model amplitudes differ by about 
a factor of two (Papadakis' amplitudes are larger). For the other two cases (69A2 and 69A1) 
there is very poor agreement between the EAM model and the Papadakis model for both the 
fMax:0.QQ595o3 atQ.lius Min: -0.0019004 at:0.1Sus -$ Waveform x i o  
<c 
-2  
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Time &is) 
Figure 8.15 Waveform for case 70F5 which is similar to Figure 
5a in [Papadakis, 1983]. 
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amplitude and the waveform shape (see Figures 8.18 and 8.19). Many of the differences are 
due to the uncertainty in guessing the appropriate EAM model parameters, but with the 
information available these results were the best we were able to obtain. 
. . .  ,  M a z e :  0 . 0 1 8 3 1 3  a t :  0 .  l u s  










0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Time ftis) 
Figure 8.16 Waveform for case 70F6 which is similar to Figure 
5b in [Papadakis, 1983]. 
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Max :0.0132S5 acO.Oôus 





0.05 0.1 0.15 0 0.25 0.2 
Time &is) 
Figure 8.17 Waveform for case 69B1 which is similar to Figure 
5c in [Papadakis, 1983]. 
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r Max -.0.05074 at: 0. lus 










-0.08 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 
Figure 8 .18 Waveform for case 69A2 which is much different 
from Figure 5d in [Papadakis, 1983]. 
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x 10 Waveform 
Max :0.011d97 at0.12us 
Min: -0.0030267 afc0.2us 
0.3 
Time (fcts) 
Figure 8.19 Waveform for case 69A1 which is much different 
from Figure 5e in [Papadakis, 1983]. 
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CHAPTER 9. CHARACTERIZATION OF ULTRASONIC 
SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
In Chapter 7 we discussed all the elements of the EAM model in detail. For modeling 
studies of the kind conducted in Chapter 8, we needed to have all the system parameters 
contained in the EAM model. For the transducer, for example, we needed to know the 
crystal properties, backing and wear plate properties, signal conditioning circuits (if any), etc. 
However, if we are going to experimentally characterize an ultrasonic immersion 
measurement system assembled from commercial components it is unlikely that we can 
obtain all of these underlying parameters. Thus, we need to model the system in terms of a 
smaller set of quantities that are practical to measure. 
In this chapter we will describe measurement procedures that will allow us to 
completely characterize an ultrasonic measurement system using purely electrical 
measurements. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 in Chapter 6 illustrate the system model on which we will 
base our experimental characterization procedures. The puiser will be modeled as a 
Thevenin equivalent source and internal impedance as shown in Figure 6.1. The cabling will 
be modeled as a transmission line, which can be characterized by the four elements of a 2x2 
transfer matrix. The transducer also can be characterized by a 2x2 transfer matrix, as given in 
Figures 6.1 and 6.2. However, in modeling the generation and reception processes in Chapter 
6 we also showed that these transfer matrix elements appear only in combinations that can be 
represented by three quantities. Those three quantities were: the input electrical impedance 
of the transducer acting as a transmitter, the open-circuit, blocked force receiving sensitivity, 
and the transducer radiation acoustic impedance. Since the radiation acoustic impedance here 
will be taken as its high frequency value for a piston transducer, which is assumed known, 
only the transducer input electrical impedance and sensitivity parameters need to be 
determined experimentally in order to characterize the transducer(s) part of the system 
response. Finally, the receiver will be modeled as both an impedance and a gain factor 
(Figure 6.2). We will assume the acoustic transfer function, tA = FB / Ft, which relates the 
blocked force input, Fs(eo), at the receiver (Figure 6.2) to the force output, Ft(û)), of the 
transmitter (Figure 6.1), can be modeled explicitly so that we do not need to discuss 
experimental characterization procedures for that function. 
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9.1 Puiser Characterization 
A puiser generates the electrical impulses that drive the transmitting ultrasonic 
transducer. The internal structure of the puiser is very complex but in general we do not need 
to model in detail that complexity. Instead, we can replace the puiser circuits by the 
Thevenin equivalent circuit shown in Figure 9.1 whose properties can be determined 
experimentally using the following method. 
9.1.1 Measurement principle 
Let the source strength of a puiser be %(#) and let its internal electrical impedance be 
ZT (<y). We will obtain these two quantities through the following measurements. 
0 zi 
Figure 9.1 An electrical puiser is modeled by the Thevenin 
equivalent circuit with the source strength of V(<y) 
and the internal impedance of ZT (<y). 
First, the source strength, %(#), can be obtained by measuring the open-circuit voltage 
at the outlet of the puiser. According to the definition of the Thevenin equivalent circuit, the 
open-circuit voltage is the source strength. To obtain this strength we sample the output 
electrical impulse of the puiser in the time domain and perform a fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) on it to obtain V^co). 
After the source strength %(#) has been measured, it is taken as a known quantity and 
used to compute the internal electrical impedance, Z? (a>). We connect a known load, , at 
the output end of the puiser, and measure the voltage drop, VL(t), across in the time 
domain. Again, we take the FFT on VL(t) to get the voltage VL(&) in the frequency domain. 




Then the internal electrical impedance is obtained as 
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2T(®)=[-^T-1 ZI- (9.1.2) 
9.1.2 Procedure and results 
The puiser strength and internal electrical impedance are controlled by the energy level 
setting and the damping setting. Different energy level settings and damping settings will 
produce the Thevenin equivalent circuit of the puiser with different strengths and internal 
electrical impedances. 
On the front panel of the 5052PR, there are four energy levels, from energy 1 to energy 
4 and there are 11 damping settings from 0 to 10. We chose to model the puiser at all four 
energy levels and three damping settings, damping 0, damping 5 and damping 10. The 
combination of these two settings gives 12 different Thevenin equivalent sources and 
impedances. 
At each setting, we first measured the open-circuit voltage, which is taken as the source 
strength of the puiser. We then used three different external impedances to measure the 
internal electrical impedance according to Eq. (9.1.2). The external impedances used were a 
50£2 terminator, an 82Q resistor, and a 220Q resistor. For each of these impedances, we 
measured the internal impedance of a given setting. The reason for choosing these different 
external impedances was to study whether the internal impedance of the Thevenin equivalent 
circuit is dependent on the external impedance. Theoretically, the Thevenin equivalent 
circuit of a puiser should not depend on these external conditions, but our results below do 
show some dependency is present. 
Figures 9.2-9.5 show the measured Thevenin equivalent sources and impedances for the 
different energy and damping settings. The left column in each figure shows the magnitude 
of source strength and right column shows the corresponding magnitude of the internal 
electrical impedances measured by using the three external impedances. 
Figure 9.2 illustrates the measurements for energy 1 and dampings of 0, 5 and 10. 
Figure 9.3 illustrates the measurements for energy 2 and dampings of 0, 5 and 10. Figure 9.4 
illustrates the measurements for energy 3 and dampings of 0, 5 and 10. Figure 9.5 illustrates 
the measurements for energy 4 and dampings of 0, 5 and 10. 
From these figures, the following conclusions can be drawn. 
a. The internal electrical impedance is a function of frequency. This behavior is not 
considered in many modeling studies which treat this impedance as a pure resistance. 
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Figure 9.2 Equivalent source measurements for energy 1 and 
dampings of 0, 5 and 10. The left column shows 
the source strengths and the right column shows the 
internal electrical impedances for different external 
impedances of 50Q. (solid lines), 82£2 (dashed 
lines) and 220£2 (dotted dashed lines). 
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Figure 9.3 Equivalent source measurements for energy 2 and 
dampings of 0, 5 and 10. The left column shows 
the source strengths and the right column shows the 
internal electrical impedances for different external 
impedances of 50Q (solid lines), 82Q (dashed 
lines) and 220Q (dotted dashed lines). 
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Figure 9.4 Equivalent source measurements for energy 3 and 
dampings of 0, 5 and 10. The left column shows 
the source strengths and the right column shows the 
internal electrical impedances for different external 
impedances of 50£2 (solid lines), 82Q (dashed 
lines) and 220Q (dotted dashed lines). 
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Figure 9.5 Equivalent source measurements for energy 4 and 
dampings of 0, 5 and 10. The left column shows 
the source strengths and the right column shows the 
internal electrical impedances for different external 
impedances of 50£2 (solid lines), 82Q (dashed 
lines) and 220£2 (dotted dashed lines). 
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b. For a specific energy and damping setting, the internal impedance is dependent 
somewhat on the external impedance. 
c. At a given energy level, increasing the damping lowers the internal impedance and 
the equivalent source strength. 
d. A higher damping gives a wider bandwidth for the source strength. 
e. At a given damping setting, a higher energy level gives a higher source strength. The 
internal impedance also changes with energy level. 
9.2 Receiver Characterization 
The receiver port of the pulser/receiver is used to receive, amplify and modify the 
electrical signals from the receiving transducers (see Figure 4.1). On the front panel of the 
receiver, there are three controls labeled Gain, Attn and Damping. The Gain control is a 
coarse amplification factor control. It has two positions: 20dB and 40dB. The Attn control is 
a finer control which changes the attenuation of the received signals from 0-60dB with a step 
of 2dB. The combination of these two controls gives many possible amplification factor 
setting of the receiver. Note that the amplification factor could be negative in dB. The third 
control is the Damping which has 11 positions from 0 to 10. In a pulse-echo mode, it 
controls the receiving load. In a pitch-catch mode, it should not affect the receiving load. 
There is also a frequency filter control on the receiver, but this was left "off in all of the 
following studies. 
9.2.1 Measurement principle 
As discussed in section 4.3 in Chapter 4, the receiver is modeled by two factors: the 
input  electr ical  impedance,  or  the receiving load,  T t ,  (<y),  and the amplif icat ion factor  K{fi}) .  
The model of the receiver is depicted in Figure 4.12. Suppose that the input voltage and 
current, (%,/„), are both measured, together with the output voltage, VR. Then the 
amplification factor can be found as (Eq. (4.3.1)) 
(9.2.1) 
and the receiving load is obtained as 
(9.2.2) 
where /£(<y) and 2* (<y) are generally functions of frequency. 
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9.2.2 Procedure and results 
The measurement setup is shown in Figure 9.6. The receiving transducer sends signals 
to the receiver via a cable. The quantities to be measured are the input voltage Va and input 
current Io in front of the receiver and the output voltage VR after the receiver. The two 
voltages, Va and VR, were measured using a sampling oscilloscope (Waverunner, LT 342 
series). The current lo was measured by a current probe. It was a CT-2 current probe from 
Tektronix and is shown in Figure 9.7. The CT-2 current probe is a high frequency current 
transformer for dynamic current measurement. It has the bandwidth of 1.2kHz to 200MHz. 
Its sensitivity is lmV/mA when it is terminated in 50Q. Figure 9.7(a) illustrates the 
schematic diagram of a current probe and Figure 9.7(b) illustrates its photo. To measure the 
current through a conductor, the current probe has a small hole through which the current 
carrying conductor is passed during circuit assembly. 
The amplitude of the current /,, is usually small, so an amplifier, outside of the current 
probe, is used to amplify the signal. The amplified current is sampled at a sampling 
frequency of 500MHz using the sampling oscilloscope. To guarantee that Va and la are the 
voltage and current directly imposed on the receiver, the measuring points need to be as close 
as possible to the receiver. 
After the signals V , lo and VR were sampled and stored, the FFT was taken to obtain 
their spectra. Eqs. (9.2.1) and (9.2.2) then were used to compute the electrical load 2T (co) 






Figure 9.6 Measurement setup of an electrical receiver. The 
three quantities to be measured are the input voltage 






Figure 9.7 Current probe (CT-2 Tektronix) measuring input 
current Ia. (a) Schematic diagram, and (b) photo of 
the current probe. 
We performed these measurements using three ultrasonic transducers with tiie nominal 
frequencies of 2.25MHz, 5MHz and 10MHz. This choice allowed us to examine 2T (a>) and 
K(jCû) over a wide frequency range. During the experiment, we operated in a pitcih-catch 
mode and set Damping 0, Gain 20dB and Attn OdB. The energy level was set to be 1 for the 
2.25MHz transducer and 4 for the 5MHz and 10MHz transducers. 
Figures 9.8-9.10 show the results obtained for the amplitude factor and receiving load 
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Figure 9.8 Measurements of receiver using 2.25MHz 
transducer with solid lines for amplitude and dashed 
lines for phase (energy 1, damping 0, Gain 20dB 
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Figure 9.9 Measurements of receiver using 5MHz transducer 
with solid lines for amplitude and dashed lines for 
phase (energy 4, damping 0, Gain 20dB and Attn 
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Figure 9.10 Measurements of receiver using 10MHz transducer 
with solid lines for amplitude and dashed lines for 
phase (energy 4, damping 0, Gain 20dB and Attn 
OdB). (a) Receiving load and (b) Amplification 
factor. 
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From those curves, we can make the following observations. 
a. The receiving load is a complex impedance rather than a pure resistance. 
b. As the frequency increases, the receiving load increases from 500£1 at 1MHz to 
1000£2 at 12MHz. 
c. The amplification factor of the receiver is not just a constant value of 10, as would be 
expected from the 20dB setting. However, these changes are not large, with the effective 
gain changing from 19dB to 23dB in going from 0-20MHz. 
9.3 Cabling Characterization 
Cabling is a necessary part of any ultrasonic measurement system. To operate an 
ultrasonic transducer easily, a flexible cable is used to transit signals between the transducer 
and a puiser or a receiver. In an immersion test, cabling is run through the fixture rod, which 
holds the transducer. If a cable is considered as an ideal transmission line, its transfer matrix 
is described by Eq. (3.2.1) which contains sine and cosine functions. However, we also can 
describe the cabling more generally as a two port system as shown in Figure 9.11. The two-
port system is characterized by the transfer equation: 
/•> 
Figure 9.11 Cabling considered as a transmission line with the 
transfer matrix shown in Eq. (9.3.1). 
(9.3.1) 
LTÎ w 
where (VJ, /,) are input voltage and current and (V2 ,/2) are output voltage and current. The 
transfer matrix of the cabling is written as 





In practice, since the cabling could contain different cable components and connectors, 
we can not expect its transfer matrix to take the theoretical form shown in Eq. (3.2.1). This is 
not a problem since it is not difficult to measure directly the four components of the 2x2 
transfer matrix. 
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9.3.1 Measurement principle 
To measure all four elements of the cabling transfer matrix in Eq. (9.3.2), we let an 
electrical signal be imposed on port 1 and consider two termination conditions at port 2: 
open-circuit and short-circuit. 
a. Open-circuit condition at port 2 
If port 2 is opened, then 
l2 = 0 - (9.3.3) 
Suppose that the voltage measurement at port 2 is . Then Eq. (9.3.1) is simplified as (::£• 
By measuring the voltage V, and current /, at port 1 and the open-circuit voltage V„ at 
port 2, the two components and 7^ of the transfer matrix |YCJ can be obtained from Eq. 
(9.3.4) as 
Tu = Y (9.3.5) 
= y -  ( 9 . 3 . 6 )  
b. Short-circuit condition at port 2 
If port 2 is shorted, this corresponds to 
V2 = 0. (9.3.7) 
Suppose that the current measurement at port 2 is Is. Eq. (9.3.1) is simplified as 
cm 
By measuring the voltage V, and current /, at port 1 and the short-circuit current Is at 
port 2, the rest two components 7J, and of the transfer matrix [tc] can be obtained from 
Eq. (9.3.8) as 
7ÎI =7" (9.3.9) 
s 
7^ =y-. (9.3.10) 
A? 
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From the above two extreme cases, the transfer matrix of a cabling is obtained. From 
Eq. (9.3.1), if an arbitrary load is connected at port 2, the input impedance at port 1 is 
expressed as 
V T c 7*+ T C  
Z - = i t 4  +  % -  ( 9 - 3 U )  l\ ^21 L 22 
For an open-circuit condition, we have 
(9.3.12) 
then Eq. (9.3.11) gives^ 
(9.3.13) 
'21 
which can also be obtained from Eq. (9.3.4). Theoretically, for an ideal transmission line, Z%, 
is proportional to a cotangent function with 90 degrees phase shift (see Eq. (3.2.9)). 
For a short-circuit condition, we have 
Z% -»0 (9.3.14) 
then Eq. (9.3.11) gives^ 
Zs=~k (9.3.15) 
' 22 
which can also be obtained from Eq. (9.3.8). Theoretically, for an ideal transmission line, 2fs 
is proportional to a tangent function with -90 degrees phase shift (see Eq. (3.2.10)). 
9.3.2 Procedure and results 
The measurement setup is shown in Figure 9.12. The puiser used here was the 5052PR 
from Panametrics. The cabling to be calibrated was connected to that puiser. The end of the 
cable close to the puiser is called port 1 and the other end port 2. Our current probe (see 
Figure 9.7) was used to measure /, at port 1. The voltage V, at port 1 was measured using a 
sampling oscilloscope. The open-circuit voltage was also measured by the oscilloscope. 
Finally, the short-circuit current, Zs, also measured by the current probe. The cabling used in 
this study was a 1.5m long flexible 50Q. with BNC connectors at its ends. 
The measuring procedure was as follows. Under the open-circuit condition, the voltage 
V, (r) and current /, (z) were measured in the time domain at port 1 and the open-circuit 
voltage %.(f) measured in the time domain at port 2. Then the FFT was taken on these 
measurements to obtain the corresponding spectra V,(<y), /,(<y) and V„(CÛ). Eqs. (9.3.5) and 








Figure 9.12 Measurement setup of cabling calibration. (VJ, /, ) 
are input voltage and current, open-circuit 
voltage and Is short-circuit current. 
voltage V, (/) and current /, (/) were measured in the time domain at port 1 and the short-
circuit voltage Is(t) measured in the time domain at port 2. The FFT of these measurements 
gave V,(ÛJ), /,(<y) and V„(<y). Eqs. (9.3.9) and (9.3.10) were used to compute Tjf and T^. 
In this manner, four components of the cabling transfer matrix jYc] could be obtained. 
a. Cabling transfer matrix 
Figure 9.13 shows the amplitude and phase curves for every component of the cabling 
transfer matrix (TcJ in the frequency range of 0-20MHz. The amplitudes of the components 
are shown in the left column and their phases in the right column. As can be seen from 
Figure 9.13, the amplitudes of Txc{ and T^, do behave like a cosine function with a phase 
angle of about 0 degrees. The amplitudes of Tl2 and T2l, on the other hand, behave like sine 
functions with a phase angle of about -90 degrees. These results are consistent with an ideal 
transmission line made of the cable (see Eq. (3.2.1)). 
b. Reciprocity check of the cabling transfer matrix 
If the cabling is reciprocal, its transfer matrix satisfies 
M= (9.3.16) 
i.e., the determinant of the transfer matrix is unity. 
Using the measured results for [rcJ shown in Figure 9.13, the determinant of [rcJ is 
shown in Figure 9.14. The magnitude of |rc| is shown by the solid line and its phase by the 
dashed line. The magnitude is indeed approximately 1 with an error no greater than 10%. 
The phase of ITI decreases as the frequency increases but always differs from zero by less 
than 5 degrees. These results show that the transfer matrix of the cabling does approximately 
satisfy the reciprocity theorem. 
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Figure 9.13 Measurements of the transfer matrix of a cable. 
The left column shows the amplitudes of the 
matrix components and the right one shows their 
phases. and T21 present feature of a cosine 
function and Tl2 and T2l exhibit feature of a sine 
function. 
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Figure 9.14 Reciprocity check of the cabling transfer matrix 
with the amplitude about 1 and the phase about 0. 
c. Input impedance of the cabling 
After we have obtained the transfer matrix of the cabling, we can use it to predict the 
input impedance of the cable when an arbitrary electrical load is connected to port 2 of the 
cabling. Eq. (9.3.11) shows the relation of the input impedance, ZT , of the cabling and the 
electrical load, . 
We plotted the input electrical impedances of the cabling under these conditions: 1) 
with port 2 opened, 2) with port 2 shorted and 3) with port 2 terminated with a 50£2 
terminator. Figure 9.15 shows the three impedance curves. The upper graph gives their 
amplitudes and the lower one gives the phase changes. 
The dashed lines in Figure 9.15 show the input electrical impedance of the cabling 
when port 2 is opened. Its magnitude of the impedance decreases with the increasing 
frequency. Its phase remains almost constant at a value of 90 degrees. Thus, the impedance 
does behave like the cotangent function predicted theoretically, i.e., 7^n = z'Zj cot kl (see Eq. 
(3.2.9)). 
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The dotted dashed lines in Figure 9.15 show the input electrical impedance of the 
cabling when port 2 is shorted. Its magnitude increases with the increasing frequency and its 
phase is now approximately -90 degrees. In these cases, the impedance behaves like the 
tangent function predicted theoretically, i.e., = —z'Zj tan kl (see Eq. (3.2.10)). 
The solid lines in Figure 9.15 show the input electrical impedance of the cabling when 
port 2 is connected to a 50£2 terminator. The magnitude of the impedance always remains 
near 50£2 with a phase close to 0 degrees. From theory this behavior is expected since, if the 
impedance of the terminator at port 2 is equal to the intrinsic impedance of the cabling, the 
input electrical impedance at port 1 should also be equal to the intrinsic impedance. 
There are some differences between these measured results and the ideal theoretical 
model from the lower graph in Figure 9.15. We see the phases for the three cases are not 
strictly constants but decrease slightly when the frequency increases. Also, we see from the 
plots of the magnitudes that the three curves in Figure 9.15 do not intersect at a single point 
as shown in Figure 3.8. One reason for these differences might be due to losses or other non-
ideal behavior that is not accounted for in the simple theoretical model. 
9.4 Transducer Characterization 
An ultrasonic transducer, acting as either a transmitter or a receiver, can be 
characterized by its transfer matrix. Its transfer matrix is only dependent on the transducer 
itself and is not related to other conditions such as puiser, receiver and water path. To 
perform a "complete" characterization of a transducer, we would need to know explicitly all 
four components of the transducer transfer matrix (7^1,7]2,r21,r22). A possible calibration 
procedure to obtain those components was described in [Dang and Schmerr, 1999]. 
However, as shown in Chapter 6, the transducer(s) enter the generation and reception transfer 
functions only through three transducer quantities: the transducer input impedance, Z^ (<y), 
the transducer open-circuit, blocked force receiving sensitivity, M^Fi(cd), and the transducer 
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Figure 9.15 Input impedances of the cabling when its port 2 is 
opened (dashed lines), shorted (dotted dashed 
lines) and terminated with 50 Q terminator (solid 
lines). The upper graph shows their amplitudes 
and the lower one shows their phases. 
As shown in Chapter 3, for a piston immersion transducer at high frequencies the 
acoustic radiation impedance is just a known constant equal to the specific acoustic 
impedance of the surrounding fluid multiplied by the area of the transducer. Thus, the effects 
of a transducer on the measurement process can be completely characterized by finding the 
transducer input impedance and sensitivity. Fortunately, both of these quantities can be 
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obtained through a series of purely electrical measurements, as will be demonstrated in the 
following sections. 
9.4.1 Input electrical impedance measurement 
To measure the transducer input impedance that is appropriate for an immersion 
inspection, the property of the transducer needs to be obtained with the transducer immersed 
in water. In this section, we discuss three methods to measure the input electrical impedance. 
a. Direct measurement method 
The direct measurement method is straightforward. It uses the definition of impedance 
(voltage/current) to measure the input electrical impedance of a transducer. The 
measurement setup is shown in Figure 9.16. A puiser directly drives an ultrasonic transducer 
immersed in a small water bath. The puiser and the transducer are kept as close as possible 






Figure 9.16 Measurement setup for direct measurement method 
of measuring the input electrical impedance of an 
immersion ultrasonic transducer. 
The input voltage in the time domain is measured by using the sampling oscilloscope 
and the input current in the time domain is measured by using CT-2 current probe. Taking 
the FFT of these two quantities gives the input voltage, V(co), and current, I(ûj) , in the 
frequency domain. The ratio of these two quantities then gives the input impedance of the 
transducer, i.e., 
4(6,)  = 7CS- (9A3) 
b. Voltage measurement method 
In the direct measurement method, both the voltage and current flowing into the 
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transducer need to be measured. To avoid having to make a current measurement with a 
special probe, we can use measurements of voltage only. Thus, we have called this method 
the voltage measurement method. It is a technique suggested to us by Panametrics. 
Recall, the puiser in Figure 9.16 can be modeled by the Thevenin equivalent circuit as 
shown in Figure 9.1. Its source strength, %(#), is the output open-circuit voltage which is 
measurable. Suppose that we also obtain the voltage drop VL(co) across a known resistance 
which is driven by the puiser. From Eq. (9.1.2), the internal impedance of the puiser is 
written as 
r vM / Zl{co) = K- (9.4.4) 
y VL(a>) 
Finally, we replace FCl with the immersed transducer and measure the voltage across 
the transducer, Vin(co). In terms of the input electrical impedance 2£(<y) of the transducer, 
similar to Eq. (9.4.4), the internal impedance of the puiser is 
v,Xo>) Zt(co) = (9.4.5) X in V / J 
Equating Eqs. (9.4.4) and (9.4.5) gives 
According to Eq. (9.4.6), to compute the input electrical impedance of an immersed 
transducer, we need to measure the open-circuit voltage V (<y) of the puiser, the voltage 
VL(co) across the known load R*L and the voltage Vjn(û)) across the transducer. Note that this 
method assumes the effective internal impedance of the puiser is unaffected by the external 
load. As seen in Section 9.1 this does not appear to be completely true but any loading 
effects are ignored. 
c. Impedance analyzer measurement 
An impedance analyzer was also used to measure the input electrical impedance of an 
ultrasonic transducer. The transducer (immersed in water) is directly connected to the 
impedance analyzer. The impedance analyzer generates swept frequency signals and imposes 
them on the electrical port of the transducer. At one frequency, the corresponding voltage 
and current are measured internally. The ratio of voltage to current gives the input 
impedance of the transducer at one frequency. After the frequency is swept over the user-
specified range, the input impedance of the transducer over this frequency range is obtained. 
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The measurement setup is shown in Figure 9.17. The impedance analyzer is an HP 
4194A. The transducer is connected to the analyzer via a 16047D test fixture. The 
transducer is immersed into water. The analyzer is controlled by a PC through which a user 
can choose the swept frequency range. Also the impedance measurements of the transducer 









Figure 9.17 Measurement setup for impedance analyzer 
measurement. The input impedance of the 
transducer is stored in PC in form of data files. 
All three methods discussed above were used to measure the input electrical 
impedances of three transducers having nominal center frequencies of 2.25MHz, 5MHz and 
10MHz, respectively. Figures 9.18 through 9.20 show the impedance measurements of these 
three transducers. In each figure, the upper graph depicts the amplitude of the impedance and 
lower one does its phase. Curves denoted by solid lines were obtained by using direct 
measurement method. Curves denoted by dashed lines were obtained by using voltage 
measurement method. Curves denoted by dotted dashed lines were obtained by using 
impedance analyzer method. 
Generally the curves decrease with increasing frequency, a behavior which is 
characteristic of the impedance of a capacitor. As the matter of a fact, in the first order 
approximation, the piezoelectric plate could be taken as a capacitor. However, if the 
transducer contains internal "tuning" circuits, as same commercial transducers do, we do not 
necessarily expect to see this capacitor-like behavior. The curves obtained by the different 
methods for the same transducer do show some differences but generally all the 
measurements were within 10% of each other. 
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The input impedance measurements of the 2.25MHz transducer are shown in Figure 
9.18. In this case, the amplitude curves measured using the three methods are all very close 
to each other. There are some differences in the phase measurements but only on the 
expanded scale shown. In general, phase variations were less than 10° over the entire 
frequency range. 
The input impedance measurements of the 5MHz transducer are shown in Figure 9.19. 
The amplitude curves measured by direct measurement and impedance analyzer method are 
very close, but the curve measured by voltage measurement is somewhat higher than the 
other two curves. This was also true for the phase plot of Figure 9.19. 
The input impedance measurements of the 10MHz transducer are shown in Figure 9.20. 
The amplitude and phase curves measured by all three measurement methods are close up to 
a frequency of about 10MHz. The phase curve measured by the impedance analyzer method, 
however, shows a rapid increase at around 14MHz. We have seen this same type of behavior 
in other measurements due to cabling effects so that we suspect that the impedance analyzer 
results are affected by the wire and test fixture connections employed in that method. Figure 
9.21 shows two measurements of Z.m for a 10MHz transducer with and without a cable. In 
this figure we see that phase transition occurs at the frequency 10.7MHz. 
9.4.2 Receiving sensitivity measurement 
We measured the receiving sensitivity of an ultrasonic transducer using the three-
transducer calibration procedure described in section 6.3 in Chapter 6 (see Figure 6.5). That 
procedure was originally developed for characterizing transducers operating at the much 
lower frequencies present in acoustics applications, using the three setups described in Figure 
6.5. However, at the frequencies used in NDE measurement setups, it is not possible to use 
Figure 6.5 directly. This is because in an immersion test, for example, the transducer is 
located in water so that it is not practical to make the voltage measurements under open-
circuit conditions directly at the transducer output port as required in Figure 6.5. Instead, 
measurements must be made at a remote location from the transducer after the signals have 
traveled through a length of cabling. In acoustics, that is not a problem since at low acoustic 
frequencies open-circuit conditions at the end of the cable are the same as open-circuit 
conditions at the transducer itself. At NDE frequencies, however, the cabling acts as a 
receiving load that must be compensated for in making a sensitivity measurement. Cabling 
effects also enter into the measurement of current that is required at the transmitting 
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transducer in the calibration procedure (Figure 6.5). Thus, the three-transducer calibration 
setup that is more appropriate to an NDE setting is shown in Figure 9.22. The cabling effects 
on the generation and reception sides are represented in Figure 9.22 by the transfer matrices 
r(,) and r(2), respectively, and a known resistance, PfL, is included at the receiving side to 
make the measurement general. The acoustic transfer functions are taken to be the same in 
all three setups, i.e. in Figure 9.22 t'A = t" = t" = tA. The actual voltage and current 
measurements that are made are labeled V™A, V™B, V™A and Ip in Figure 9.22 and the voltages 
300 
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Figure 9.18 The input electrical impedance for 2.25MHz 
transducer. The upper graph shows its amplitude 
and the lower one shows its phase. 
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and currents directly at the transducer electrical port are labeled VCA, Vcs, VBA and IB, 
respectively. It is these latter quantities that appear in the generalized receiving sensitivity 
expression obtained in Chapter 6 (Eq. (6.4.19)), which for transducer A is rewritten here as 
(9.4.7) MvFb — 1 %=(i+z^/z;)z?% 
where Z; is the effective receiving impedance under which the voltages VCA, VCB, VBA in Eq. 
(9.4.7) are obtained. For all three setups shown in Fig 9.22 we have at the receiving end the 
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Figure 9.19 The input electrical impedance for 5MHz 
transducer. The upper graph shows its amplitude 
and the lower one shows its phase. 
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configuration shown in Figure 9.23 where Vm is a measured voltage and y is a voltage at the 
transducer output port that is to go into Eq. (9.4.7). From the transfer matrix of the cabling 
(Eq. (9.3.1)), Vand Vm are related through 
^z) . 
41 V = (9.4.8) 
Thus, if Vm is measured, R*L is known and the transfer matrix of the cabling has been 
measured, Eq. (9.4.8) can be used to find V. If this process is followed for setups I, II, and 
IH, the corresponding voltages VCA, VCB, VBA are obtained. Furthermore, the receiving 
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Figure 9.20 The input electrical impedance for 10MHz 
transducer. The upper graph shows its amplitude 
and the lower one shows its phase. 
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Figure 9.21 The input electrical impedance for 10MHz 
transducer (a) with and (b) without a cable. 
since 
TC-)dc , -T-C-) 
(9A9) 
The current lB appearing in Eq. (9.4.7) is the current flowing directly into the 
transducer as shown in Figure 9.22. However, the current that actually can be measured is Ip 
and again cabling effects make these two currents different. From the second equation 
represented in Eq. (9.3.1) we find 
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Figure 9.22 Three-transducer calibration setup for an ultrasonic 
NDE immersion measurement system. 
Receiving transducer Cable 










Figure 9.23 General receiving configuration relating a 
measured voltage, Vm, to a voltage, V, at the 
receiving transducer output port. 
Receiving transducer 
Figure 9.24 Effective receiving impedance, 2£, at which 
voltage V is evaluated. 
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which can be solved for IB, assuming that the cable has been characterized and the input 
impedance, , of transducer B has been measured, to give 
h — r([)y.B-.e T(\) - (9.4.11) 
111 An "+" 1 22 
Using these results, we now can describe the steps needed to obtain the open-circuit, 
blocked force receiving sensitivity as follows. 
a. In setup I, measure the receiving voltage across the resistor R*L. Use Eq. (9.4.8) to 
compute the voltage VCA. 
b. In setup n, replace transducer A with transducer B. Measure the receiving voltage 
across the resistor R*L. Use Eq. (9.4.8) to compute the voltage VCB. 
c. In setup HI, replace transducer B with transducer A and replace transducer C with 
transducer B. Measure the receiving voltage across the resistor R*L. Use Eq. (9.4.8) to 
compute the voltage VBA • Measure the current flowing out of the puiser using current probe 
and use Eq. (9.4.11) to compute the current flowing into transducer B. 
d. Use Eq. (9.4.9) to compute the receiving impedance 2* of the cabling terminated 
with the resistor pfL. 
e. Use Eq. (9.4.7) to compute the generalized receiving sensitivity of transducer A. 
f. Relate the generalized sensitivity of a transducer to its open-circuit value through 
the relation (see Eq. (6.4.17)): 
f y Ax ^ 
' ' 
14- (9.4.12) 
. K . 
Three transducers with frequencies of 2.25MHz, 5MHz and 10MHz were measured 
using this procedure. Their sensitivities are depicted in Figures 9.25 through 9.27 where 
three types of sensitivity curves are shown. In each figure, the solid line in each figure shows 
the open-circuit, blocked force receiving sensitivity. The dashed line shows the generalized 
receiving sensitivity used to derive the corresponding open-circuit receiving sensitivity by 
Eq. (9.4.12). The dotted dashed line shows the generalized receiving sensitivity 
measurement obtained without considering the existence of the cabling. 
Comparing these figures, we draw the following conclusions: 
a. For the 2.25MHz and 5MHz transducers the sensitivities are largest around the 
nominal center frequencies of the transducers. 
b. The open-circuit receiving sensitivity is larger than the generalized receiving 
sensitivity. 
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c. There are some significant variations in the sensitivity at very low frequencies. 
These may come from the division (deconvolution) processes inherent in Eq. (9.4.7). 
d. There is very little phase structure in the sensitivities. In general the phases go up 
approximately linearly. 
e. For the 10MHz transducer, the sensitivity around 18MHz is higher than the 
sensitivity at 10MHz. This could be a second harmonic frequency phenomenon. 
Receiving sensitivity measurements for 2.25MHz transducer 
0.5 
Open,circuit 
0.4 Generalized • 
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Figure 9.25 Receiving sensitivity measurements for a 2.25MHz 
transducer: (a) open-circuit, blocked force (solid 
lines), (b) generalized (dashed lines) and (c) 
without cabling compensation (dotted dashed 
lines). 
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f. Generally, the overall sensitivity decreases with increasing nominal center 
frequency, i.e., the sensitivity of the 2.25MHz transducer is higher than that of 5MHz 
transducer and the sensitivity of the 5MHz transducer is higher than that of the 10MHz 
transducer. 
g. The generalized receiving sensitivity measurements with and without considering 
cabling effects (shown as dashed and dotted, dashed lines respectively) are different. This 
indicates that the existence of the cabling does affect the measurement results. In ultrasonic 
measurement, the cabling effect should not be ignored. 
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Figure 9.26 Receiving sensitivity measurements for a 5MHz 
transducer: (a) open-circuit, blocked force (solid 
lines), (b) generalized (dashed lines) and (c) 




Receiving sensitivity measurements for 10MHz transducer 
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Figure 9.27 Receiving sensitivity measurements for a 10MHz 
transducer: (a) open-circuit, blocked force (solid 
lines), (b) generalized (dashed lines) and (c) 
without cabling compensation (dotted dashed 
lines). 
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CHAPTER 10. ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENT SYSTEM 
CHARACTERIZATION 
Methods to experimentally determine all the electrical and electromechanical 
components of an ultrasonic measurement system were described in Chapter 9. By 
combining those measured components with a model of the acoustic transfer function, we can 
completely characterize the entire ultrasonic measurement process. To our knowledge, this is 
the first time that such a complete system characterization has been obtained. In this chapter, 
we will measure/model all the elements of a particular ultrasonic measurement setup and 
demonstrate that this completely characterized system predicts the directly measured received 
waveform. We will also show that combining our measurements of the electrical and 
electromechanical components into a single system factor also gives good agreement with 
direct measurements of that factor. 
10.1 Component Measurements 
The ultrasonic immersion measurement system we will completely characterize is 
shown in Figure 10.1. The system has seven components: a commercial puiser, cabling from 
the puiser to the transducer, a commercial transmitting transducer (transducer A), an acoustic 
transmission/reception configuration, a commercial receiving transducer (transducer B), 
cabling from the receiving transducer to the receiver, and the receiver. The acoustic 
configuration will be taken to be simply the two transducers aligned along their axes and 
separated by a distance, D, in a water bath (see Figure 10.1). For the receiver, we will 
replace the commercial receiver section of the puiser/receiver in these comparisons with two 
known terminations (50C2 resistor and open-circuit) to demonstrate the validity of our 
approach under very different receiving conditions. As shown in Chapter 9, the commercial 
receiver measured there acted to first order like a constant (in frequency) receiving 
impedance and gain factor, so that it can only provide a single receiving termination 
condition. 




The commercial puiser used here was a Panametrics 5052PR. All measurements were 
done at the Energy level of the puiser set to 2 and the Damping set to 5. The open-circuit 
output voltage of the puiser at this setting was sampled using a LeCroy digital oscilloscope. 
This voltage is shown in Figure 10.2. From that figure it can be seen that at this setting the 
5052PR generates a negative spike-like pulse with an amplitude of about 190V and a 
duration of about 0.2|isec. As shown in Chapter 9, taking the FFT of this open-circuit 
voltage gives the source strength, %(#), of the The venin equivalent circuit of the puiser 
(Figures 9.2-9.5). The Thevenin equivalent impedance of the puiser, Z* (<y), was measured 
(at Energy level 2, Damping 5) using the method described in Chapter 9. Since as shown in 
that chapter the impedance obtained does depend somewhat on the electrical load connected 
to the puiser, the measurements of Z* (ÛJ) were made here with the transmitting cable 
connected to the puiser with the other end of the cable connected to the transducer. Figure 
10.3 shows the measured source strength %(#) and its internal electrical impedance ZT (co) 
in the frequency domain. Figure 10.3(a) illustrates the amplitude of the source strength 
%(<#) (solid line) and its phase change (dashed line) respectively. Figure 10.3(b) illustrates 
the amplitude of the internal impedance 2% (a>) (solid line) and its phase change (dashed line) 










Figure 10.1 An ultrasonic measurement system which contains 
seven components: puiser, transmitting cabling, 
transmitting transducer, acoustic medium, 
receiving transducer, receiving cabling (flexible 
cable and fixture), and receiver. 
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Figure 10.2 A spike-like pulse emitted from Panametrics 
5052PR with energy 2, damping 5 and its outlet 
opened. 
10.1.2 Transmitting cabling 
The transmitting cabling was a single flexible cable with the length of 5.5ft (1.68m) 
connected between the puiser and the transmitting transducer. As shown previously, the 
cable can be described by a 2x2 transfer matrix T: 
Xl T12 
Tn ^22 
where four elements, 7U, J12, 721 and T-n, which are functions of frequency. 
Using the cabling measurement method described in section 9.3 of Chapter 9, these four 
elements of the transmitting cabling matrix were obtained. They are shown in Figure 10.4 
where the left column gives the amplitudes of the elements and the right column their phases. 
T = (10.1.1) 
10.1.3 Transmitting transducer 
The transmitting transducer, transducer A in Figure 10.1, was a commercial transducer 
(Panametrics V310, serial no. 257916), having a nominal frequency of 5MHz and a diameter 
of O.25in. (6.35mm). As we have discussed previously, an ultrasonic planar piston 
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Figure 10.3 Characteristics of Panametrics 5052PR. (a) Source 
strength %(#) with its amplitude (solid line) and 
its phase (dashed line), (b) The internal electrical 
impedance Zf (co) with its amplitude (solid line) 
and its phase (dashed line). Transmitting cabling is 
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Figure 10.4 The elements of the transfer matrix T of the 
transmitting cabling. The left shows their 
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Figure 10.5 The characteristics of transducer A. (a) Its open-
circuit receiving sensitivity (b) Its input 
electrical impedance Z*'e(û)). Solid lines show 
their amplitudes and dashed lines show their 
phases. 
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transducer can be completely described by its input electrical impedance, Z* (û)), and its 
open-circuit receiving sensitivity, M^Fg(a>). The methods to measure these two quantities 
were described in section 9.4 in Chapter 9. The direct impedance measurement method was 
used to measure the input electrical impedance of transducer A. The measurement results of 
the open-circuit sensitivity (co) of transducer A and its input electrical impedance 
Z*e(ca) are shown in Figure 10.5. Figure 10.5(a) shows the amplitude (solid line) and phase 
(dashed line) of the open-circuit sensitivity (<y) of transducer A. Figure 10.5(b) shows 
the amplitude (solid line) and phase (dashed line) of the input electrical impedance. 
10.1.4 Acoustic configuration 
The acoustic medium between the two aligned transducers A and B was water (wave 
speed c=1480m/s and density p=1000kg/m3). The attenuation factor for the water was taken 
as a(f ) = 25.3 x 10~15/2Np/m with/the frequency (in Hz) of acoustic waves [Schmerr, 
Acoustic transfer function tA(co) 
0.4 -40 
0 -90 0 5 10 
Frequency (MHz) 
15 20 
Figure 10.6 The acoustic transfer function t A (û) )  with distance 
between two transducers D—0.444m, wave speed of 
water c=1480m/s, density of water p=1000kg/m3 
and transducer radii n=3.175mm. It behaves like a 
band limited filter. 
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1998]. The distance between the two transducers was D=0.444m (producing a 300gs time 
delay). The radii, r, of the transducers were both given by r=3.175mm. The radiation 
acoustic impedance of the transducers was taken as 
Z" = Ape. (10.1.2) 
The acoustic configuration considered here can be described by its acoustic transfer function, 
ZA(<y), as obtained in Chapter 6 (see Eq. (6.3.19)). By including the water attenuation effects 
in those results, we find 
rA(û>) = 2exp[(tfc- a(f))D\-
r r (10.1.3) |l — exp (ika2 / D)|/0 (ka2 / D)— iJ[ (kaz / D) 
The acoustic transfer function for the measurement system show in Figure 10.1 is depicted in 
Figure 10.6, where the solid line shows the amplitude and the dashed line the phase of the 
acoustic transfer function. This function behaves like a band limited filter because of the 
frequency dependent attenuation of the water and the beam spreading effects contained in Eq. 
(10.1.3). As can be seen in Figure 10.6, this "filter" has a peak at a frequency of about 
6.8MHz. 
10.1.5 Receiving transducer 
The receiving transducer, transducer B (Panametrics V310, serial no. 184577), had the 
same nominal frequency and size as those of transducer A, i.e., 5MHz nominal frequency and 
0.25in (6.35mm) diameter. The input electrical impedance, Z?ne(œ), and the open-circuit 
receiving sensitivity, M^~(û>), of this transducer were measured and are shown in Figure 
10.7. Figure 10.7(a) depicts the amplitude (solid line) and phase (dashed line) of the open-
circuit sensitivity, My£°(cS), of transducer B while Figure 10.7(b) depicts the amplitude 
(solid line) and phase (dashed line) of the input electrical impedance, (çû), of transducer 
B. 
Comparing Figure 10.7 with Figure 10.5, we see that the two transducers have very 
similar input impedances. Their open-circuit sensitivities also are similar but do show some 
differences in their detailed behavior. Note that the two transducers should be similar since 
they came from the same family (Panametrics V301 series) of probes. 
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Figure 10.7 The characteristics of transducer B. (a) Its open-
circuit receiving sensitivity (<2>). (b) Its input 
electrical impedance Zf/Qn). Solid lines show 




10.1.6 Receiving cabling 
The receiving cabling transmits receiving signals from the receiving transducer to the 
receiver. In our measurement: system, it consisted of two components: a flexible cable and a 
fixture rod. The fixture rod has a length of 2.5ft (0.77m) and was used to hold the receiving 
transducer. The flexible cable had a length of 5ft (1.52m) and connected the fixture rod to 
the receiver (see Figure 10.1). Similar to the transmitting cabling, the receiving cabling can 
be considered as a transmission line whose transfer matrix is 
R
" 
Rlz ] . (10.1.4) 
/?22 _ 
The four elements of the: transfer matrix R are Ru, R{-,, R>1 and R^ which were 
measured and are shown in Figure 10.8. The left column in Figure 10.8 gives their 
amplitudes and the right coluimn their phases. Note that there is a phase transition point after 
15MHz for both Ru and R^. Such a transition point does not exist in the transmitting 
cabling (see Figure 10.4). This is because the receiving cabling is much longer than the 
transmitting cabling. 
10.1.7 Receiver 
During our immersion test, the receiver consisted of only a known termination 
impedance, Z* (co), at the end of the necessary cable, as discussed earlier. We chose their 
termination to be either (<y)=50Q resistor or (û>)=°° (open-circuit). The receiving load 
is denoted as 5£ (pi). 
10.2 Transfer Functions 
In Chapters 5 and 6 we expressed the voltage output (in the frequency domain), VR(co), 
of the entire ultrasonic measurement system in terms of three transfer functions 
(tc (o)\ tR (co\ tA(cû)) and the Thevenin equivalent input puiser voltage, V(<y), as (see Eq. 
(6.6.1)): 
Vr(®)  =  tG (co) tR  <û))tA(û))V, (a )  (10.2.1) 
where tG (pi) is the generation transfer function (defined in Chapter 3), tR(co) is the reception 
transfer function (defined in Chapter 4), and tA(co) is the acoustic transfer function (defined 
in Chapter 5). For the system shown in Figure 10.1, we have shown that it is possible to 
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Figure 10.8 The elements of the transfer matrix R of the 
receiving cabling. The left column shows their 
amplitudes and right column shows their phases. 
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and reception transfer functions can also be explicitly written in terms of the components 
measured in section 10.1 since we have (see Eqs. (6.2.14) and (6.2.15)): 
tc&)= Z%(a) (10.2.2) 
and 
tR{co) = - .(10.2.3) 
K' (®)«,, (®)+R,2 H1+ k*" (®)s,, (to)+«n MSz; M 
Both of these transfer functions are rather complicated looking, but they can be easily 
justified from an equivalent circuit standpoint, as we will show in the following subsections. 
In those subsections we will also place the measured component values obtained in section 
10.1 into these transfer function expressions to obtain these functions explicitly for the 
system shown in Figure 10.1. 
10.2.1 Generation transfer function 
The complete generation process is shown in Figure 10.9 where both the cabling and 
transducer are represented as 2x2 transfer matrices T and TA, respectively. As shown in 
Chapter 6, the transducer transfer matrix terminated by the acoustic radiation impedance, Z", 
can be replaced by transducer A's electrical input impedance, Z^'e(a>), where 
Z"TA -V. TA r "M I -M2 z = 
zX + T22 
(10.2.4) 
to arrive at the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 10.10. From Figure 10.10 we can easily 
obtain the ratio of the voltage across transducer A's input port, V*, to the source strength, V-, 
as 
v: (10.2.5) 
K (Z*'Tn + Tn )+ + TU)Z' ' 
From the definition of the transmitting transducer sensitivity in terms of output force and 
2? M 





U KM Ale (co) 
Figure 10.10 The generation process where transducer A is 
represented by its input electrical impedance. 
input current, we have (using, from Figure 10.10, V* = Z^eIin ) 
Aie 
r—in (10.2.6) 
But, from Chapter 6 we know that we can express this transmitting sensitivity in terms of the 
open-circuit, blocked force receiving sensitivity of A as (see Eq. (6.5.6)): 
= (10.2.7) 
so that we have from Eqs. (10.2.6) and (10.2.7) 
ZarM$? , (10.2.8) 
in 
Eq. (10.2.8) can be viewed from an equivalent circuit standpoint as representing an ideal 
"amplifier" which takes the voltage input, V*, and applies a "gain" factor, K', to obtain the 
output "voltage", Fr, i.e. Fr = K'V* where 
K' Z ' rMfc:  TA :e (10.2.9) 
Thus, the complete generation process can be modeled as the equivalent circuit shown in 
Figure 10.11. From that figure the generation transfer function, tG (co), can be found since 
v ,  V* v ,  
so placing Eq. (10.2.5) and Eq.( 10.2.8) into Eq.(10.2.10) we find 
f c  — '  
(10.2.10) 
(10.2.11) 
which is identical to Eq. (10.2.2). 
Collecting the measured results, %(&)) and (co) shown in Figure 10.3 (for the 
puiser), 7n, 712, 7,, and 722 shown in Figure 10.4 (for the transmitting cabling), M^°(co) 
and Z*'e(û)) shown Figure in 10.5 (for the transmitting transducer) and placing these results 
into Eq. (10.2.11), we can obtain the generation process transfer function tG(a>) shown in 
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Figure 10.12. The solid line gives the amplitude of tG (&>) and the dashed line gives its phase. 
It is interesting that there are two peaks on the amplitude curve. One is at about 5MHz which 
is the nominal frequency of the transducer and the other is at about 13.5MHz. The amplitude 
of the higher frequency peak is even greater than that of the lower frequency peak. However, 
FXm) = K'{oi)V*{a>) 
KO) Q 
Figure 10.11 Equivalent circuit for the generation process in 
terms of the directly measurable terms %(#), 
2?(a,), Z^'W.and 
Generation transfer function 
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Figure 10.12 Generation transfer function t c(û)) .  The solid 
line shows its amplitude and the dashed line 
shows its phase. 
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in the convolution of this function with the other transfer functions, the higher frequency 
peak will be depressed, as will be shown later on. 
10.2.2 Reception transfer function 
The reception process is shown in Figure 10.13 with both the cabling and transducer 
modeled as 2x2 transfer matrices. As with the generation process, we can obtain a simpler 
equivalent circuit model that leads directly to the transfer function given by Eq. (10.2.3). 
First, we consider the elements contained in the dotted box shown in Figure 10.13. We can 
reduce those elements to a Thevenin equivalent circuit consisting of a voltage source and an 
equivalent impedance to arrive at the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 10.14. The values 
for the Thevenin equivalent source and impedance shown in Figure 10.14 can be obtained as 
Incident waves Transducer B Receiving cabling Receiver 
Figure 10.13 The reception process which includes four 
components: incident acoustic waves, receiving 
transducer B, receiving cabling R and electrical 
receiving resistance Xa. 
2 B-.e Receiving cabling Receiver 
Figure 10.14 Simplified reception process which assimilates 
the two-port network representation of transducer 
B and contains measurable quantities in reception 
process. 
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follows. First, we note that if we short out the source, FB, of Figure 10.13 and look from the 
electrical port of the transducer, the impedance seen is just the internal impedance of the 
Thevenin equivalent circuit. But the circuit that results from shorting the source is shown in 
Figure 10.15, which is identical to the circuit shown in Figure 6.3 for a transmitting 
transducer, which was used to obtain the input impedance of the transmitter (see Eq. (6.2.8)), 
so that the Thevenin equivalent impedance of the circuit of Figure 10.15 is clearly just the 
internal input impedance of the receiving transducer, Zf \ To obtain the Thevenin 
equivalent source strength shown in Figure 10.14, we simply note that the open-circuit, 
blocked force receiving sensitivity of the receiving transducer B, , is by definition the 
open-circuit receiving voltage at the electrical port of transducer B, divided by the 
blocked force, FB. Thus the open-circuit voltage can be expressed as 
^S:~ = AOv (10.2.12) 
But, this open-circuit voltage is equal to the source strength of the Thevenin equivalent 
circuit, so that we obtain the source strength expression shown in Figure 10.14. 
Transducer B 
B\e 
Figure 10.15 Evaluation of internal impedance of the Thevenin 
equivalent circuit. The impedance is Z?*ne which 
is measurable. 
From Figure 10.14 we can obtain the ratio of the receiving voltage, VR(co), across the 
electrical load, 2T, to the equivalent source strength, FB, by following the same steps 
outlined in Chapter 4 (see Eqs. (4.4.7) — (4.4.18)), 
V Ze 
s e (10.2.13) 
<f| (Z*;°R,,+«,,)+ + Rn X ' 
Multiplying both sides of Eq. (10.2.13) by Myfe then gives the reception process transfer 
function directly as 
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t =YL= ZlMvfl C10 2 14) 
" F, «**„ + Rn)+ (zf'R, +RnK 
which is identical to Eq. (10.2.3) if we take K{û)) = 1. 
All the components of Eq. (10.2.14) were measured experimentally in section 10.1. 
Collecting the measured results, M^(cû) and Zf^ (<y) shown in Figure 10.7 (for transducer 
B), Ru, R[2, Rll and R^ shown in Figure 10.8 (for the receiving cabling) and placing them 
into Eq. (10.2.14) we obtain the reception transfer function tR(co) shown in Figure 10.16 for 
a receiving load To =50Q. The solid line shows the amplitude of tR(co) and the dashed line 
shows its phase. Again there are two peaks on the amplitude curve. One is at about 5MHz 
which is the nominal frequency of the transducer and the other is smaller and is at about 
11MHz. 
10.3 Characterizing the Measurement System 
In section 10.1.1 we obtained the Thevenin equivalent voltage of the puiser, V[.(<y), for 
the setup of Figure 10.1. In subsection 10.1.4 we modeled the acoustic transfer function, 
0.12 r 
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Figure 10.16 Reception transfer function tR(û)) when the 
receiving load 2* =50£2. The solid line shows its 
amplitude and the dashed line shows its phase. 
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Za(ÛJ) . In section 10.2 we found both the generation and reception transfer functions tG (co) 
and tR(co), respectively. Thus, from Eq. (10.2.1) we now have a complete characterization of 
the entire measurement system and can predict the output voltage as a function of frequency, 
V„(<y), as a simple product of all the above components. By taking an inverse FFT of Vr(CÛ), 
we can also directly obtain the measured output voltage, VR(t). 
We can also combine the generation and reception transfer functions, which together 
contain all the electrical and electromechanical components of the measurement system, into 
an explicit expression for the system function, s(co), (see section 6.6 in Chapter 6) where 
VR(a)=s(co)tA(co) (10.3.1) 
and 
S(CD) = tc (Œ)tR (co)Vi (co). (10.3.2) 
Our results for s(û)) and the output voltage, VR(t), are given in the following subsections. 
10.3.1 System factor 
On one hand we can obtain the system factor, s(co), by simply multiplying the 
generation and reception transfer functions we have already obtained, as shown in Eq. 
(10.3.2). On the other hand, we could directly measure the received output voltage, VR (t), of 
the system shown in Figure 10.1 and, with our known model of the acoustic transfer function, 
tA(co) (Eq. (10.1.3)), obtain a measured value of the system factor, sm(fi)), through the 
process of deconvolution, i.e. 
*"(®)=r^T^T (10.3.3) 
where ( ) denotes the complex conjugate and VR(co) are the frequency components of the 
measured output voltage. Equation (10.3.3) represents a Wiener filter deconvolution 
expression where the Wiener filter constant, y, is a parameter that is used to desensitize the 
deconvolution process to noise [Schmerr, 1998]. 
Figures 10.17 and 10.18 show the system factors when Z^=50Q. and Z*=°o, 
respectively. The solid lines show the synthesized results, j(co), and the dashed lines show 
the measured results, S™(CÙ). For both cases, the Wiener filter constant y was taken as 2% of 
the maximum amplitude of |fA (co}j. We see that the amplitudes of the synthesized and 
measured system factors show very similar behavior, with the synthesized results usually 
somewhat higher than the measured results and the phases matching very well. 
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x 10 System efficiency factor 
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Figure 10.17 The system efficiency factor of the ultrasonic 
measurement system in Figure 10.1 when the 
receiving load Z* =50£2. The solid lines show 
the synthesized result and the dash lines show the 
measured result. The upper figure depicts their 
amplitudes and the lower one depicts their 
phases. 
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Figure 10.18 The system efficiency factor of the ultrasonic 
measurement system in Figure 10.1 when the 
receiving load =°°. The solid lines show 
synthesized result and the dash lines show the 
measured result. The upper figure depicts their 
amplitudes and the lower one depicts their 
phases. 
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10.3.2 Receiving waveforms 
From Eq. (10.3.1), we can obtain the synthesized receiving time-domain waveforms by 
taking the FFT on this equation. The synthesized waveforms are shown as solid lines in 
Figures 10.19 and 10.20 when Z^=50Q. and Z^=°°, respectively. On the other hand, we can 
directly measure the receiving waveforms for these two termination conditions. These 
measured results are shown as dashed lines in Figures 10.19 and 10.20. We can observe that 
the synthesized receiving waveforms and the measured receiving waveforms have very 
similar shapes for both cases. However, the amplitudes of the synthesized receiving 
waveforms are somewhat larger than that of the measured ones. This is consistent with our 
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Figure 10.19 The receiving waveform from the ultrasonic 
measurement system in Figure 10.1 when the 
receiving load =500. Solid line and dashed 
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Figure 10.20 The receiving waveforms from the ultrasonic 
measurement system in Figure 10.1 when the 
receiving load Z* =«. Solid line and dashed line 
show the synthesized and measured waveforms 
respectively. 
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CHAPTER 11. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has developed a comprehensive model of an ultrasonic NDE system that can 
serve as the basis for performing quantitative studies of system performance at many 
different levels ranging from an individual component, such as a transducer crystal, for 
example, to the entire system itself. In developing this comprehensive model, there have 
been a number of significant accomplishments made in the thesis. These are: 
1. New, explicit models of the generation and reception transfer functions have been given 
in a form (see Eqs. (6.2.14) and (6.2.15)) that now makes it possible to experimentally 
characterize these important parts of the measurement process using purely electrical 
measurements. These forms are 
Z t t r M£~(a)  
[zr(a%(«)+ ^ W]+[zr(«)r,,(a)+ (11L1) 
, fo), m , 2) 
The importance of these forms is that they show clearly what properties of the puiser, 
receiver, cabling, and transducer(s) need to be measured in order to characterize the 
electrical and electromechanical components. In the case of the transducer(s), this is 
especially important since these equations demonstrate that it is the transducer open-
circuit, blocked force sensitivity and the transducer input electrical impedance that are the 
fundamental transducer quantities needed to model the generation and reception 
processes. 
2. We have modified a three transducer reciprocity-based calibration procedure borrowed 
from acoustics and shown that a generalized transducer sensitivity can be found in a form 
similar to the open-circuit sensitivity expression given in the acoustics literature, namely 
(see Eq. 6.4.19) 
ML = I Jl, ,,, • (11.1.3) 
A 
This generalization is important since in ultrasonic systems cabling effects often do not 
allow us to obtain open-circuit sensitivities directly, in contrast to the case for acoustics, 
where frequencies are low enough that cabling effects are non existent. However, in 
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ultrasonics we can experimentally measure this generalized sensitivity, as shown in 
Chapter 9. This generalized sensitivity can then be used to obtain the open-circuit 
sensitivities that appear in the generation and reception process models. 
3. We have combined all the system elements together to form the electroacoastic 
measurement model. This EAM model is a new, consistent formulation of an ultrasonic 
system that explains and removes many of the overly restrictive assumptions present in 
the literature when dealing with the 3-D acoustic generation and reception processes, in 
particular. Another important accomplishment has been the implementation of this EAM 
model in the form of an interactive software package built with MATLAB. 
4. For the first time it has been shown that it is possible to measure all the components of an 
ultrasonic measurement system and then combine those component measurements to 
predict the overall system response. Also, for the first time it has been shown that a 
system factor (which combines all the electrical and electromechanical elements together 
into a single term) can be obtained from these same component measurements instead of 
from a "black box" deconvolution process. This capability opens up new possibilities for 
characterizing and optimizing these important elements of the ultrasonic system. 
All of these accomplishments can serve as a foundation for some significant extensions 
and future work. For example, the present modeling has dealt exclusively with immersion 
systems. But, contact ultrasound systems are widely used and this modeling approach should 
be applicable to them as well. We have already identified some key issues (such as the 
behavior of the radiation impedance, for example) that need to be carefully examined for 
contact problems. One potential use of a contact model that could have far reaching 
implications is its use in compensating for variations in measured response due to changes in 
the coupling layer between the transducer and the part being inspected [Canella, 1974]. It 
appears possible that a couplant compensation system could be developed which relies on a 
monitoring of the input impedance of the transducer (a quantity that is demonstrably quite 
sensitive to couplant changes) and corrects for the couplant variations. To make this 
possible, however, a model such as the EAM model is needed so that the effects of the other 
system elements (cabling, etc.) can be accounted for explicitly. 
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Another extension that could be made in the future is to replace the three transducer 
calibration procedure for obtaining the transducer sensitivity with a simpler, single transducer 
pulse-echo setup [Carstensen, 1947, White, 1957, Reid, 1974, Widener, 1980]. Again, 
reciprocity principles could be used to define a calibration procedure for a case where the 
pulse-echo acoustic transfer function is able to be explicitly modeled, as in the reflection 
from a plane surface, for example. Obtaining sensitivity factors via the three transducer 
calibration setup is a rather delicate measurement process and going to a single transducer 
calibration procedure could help to make those measurements much easier. 
Although the EAM model is a very comprehensive model, there are some effects that 
are not modeled at present. These include loss terms in the various system components and 
models of electrical noise sources during both the generation and reception processes. Both 
of these types of effects could be added to the current model. 
Finally, another area where significant extensions of this modeling approach could be 
made in the future is in the detailed characterization of the radiated velocity of the 
transmitting transducer through mechanical measurements. Assuming that the transducers 
act as piston sources (which is what we have typically done in these studies) is a reasonable 
assumption in many cases but for transducers that do not act like pistons, this assumption 
could lead to significant modeling errors. Developing a practical capability for measuring the 
output velocity experimentally would allow us to obtain a consistent value for the radiation 
acoustic impedance of the transducer and serve as a more accurate basis for modeling the 3-D 
radiated acoustic wave field. 
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